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OverView of the thesis

This thesis may be summarized by the questions it addresses.

What is energy in general relativity ? How can it be described in general 
ternis ? Is there a concept of energy independent from the spacetime asymp- 
totic structure? Valid in any dimension and for any solution? Are there 
unambiguous notions of conserved quantities in general gauge and gravity 
théories?

Are the laws of black hole mechanics universal in any theory of grav
itation? Why? What can one tell about the geometry of spacetimes with 
closed timelike curves? Has three dimensional gravity spécifie symmetries? 
What can classical symmetries tell about the semi-classical limit of quantum 
gravity?

In a preamble, a quick summary of the line of thought from Noether’s 
theorems to modem views on conserved charges in gauge théories is at- 
tempted. Most of the background material needed for the thesis is set out 
through a small survey of the literature. Emphasis is put on the concepts 
more than on the formalism, which is relegated to the appendices.

The treatment of exact conservation laws in Lagrangian gauge théories 
constitutes the main axis of the first part of the thesis. The formalism 
is developed as a self-consistent theory but is inspired by earlier works, 
mainly by cohomological results, covariant phase space methods and by the 
Hamiltonian formalism. The thermodynamical properties of black holes, 
especially the first law, are studied in a general geometrical setting and are 
worked out for several black objects; black holes, strings and rings. Also, 
the geometrical and thermodynamical properties of a new family of black 
holes with closed timelike cmwes in three dimensions are described.

The second part of the thesis is the natural generalization of the first 
part to asymptotic analyses. We start with a general construction of co-
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variant phase spaces admitting asymptotically conserved charges. The rep
résentation of the asymptotic symmetry algebra by a covariant Poisson 
bracket among the conserved charges is then defined and is shown to admit 
generically central extensions. The asymptotic structures of three three- 
dimensional spacetimes are then studied in detail and the conséquences for 
quantum gravity in three dimensions are discussed.



Preamble

1 Conservation laws and symmetries

The concept of conservation law has 
a long and profound history in physics.
Whatever the physical laws considered: 
classical mechanics, fluid mechanics, solid 
State physics, as well as quantum me
chanics, quantum field theory or gen
eral relativity, whatever the constituents 
of the theory and the intricate dynam- 
ical processes involved, quantities left 
dynamically invariant hâve always been 
essential ingrédients to describe nature.
The crowning conservation law, namely 
the constancy of the total amount of en- 
ergy of an isolated System, has been set 
up as the first principle of thermody- Emmy Noether [1882-1935]. 
namics and constitutes one of the broadest-range physical law.

At the mathematical level, conservation laws are deeply connected with 
the existence of a variational principle which admits symmetry transfor
mations. This crucial fact was fully acknowledged by Emmy Noether in 
1918 [198]. Her work, esteemed by F. Klein and D. Hilbert and remarked by 
Einstein though hardly rewarded, provided a deep basis for the understand- 
ing of global conservation laws in classical mechanics and in classical field 
théories [227,79]. It also prepared the ground to understanding the conser
vation laws in Einstein gravity where the striking lack of local gravitational 
stress-tensor called for further developments.

The essential ideas of linking symmetries and conservation laws can be 
understood already in the classical description of a mechanical System in 
the following way. Let L[g*,g®] dénoté the Lagrangian describing the mo-

3



4 Preamble

tion of n particles of position g® and velocities ç*. For a System invariant 
under translations in Urne, the total dérivative of the Lagrangian with re
spect to time ^ contains only the sum of implicit time variations §^4’’ and 

for i = When the Lagrangian équations hold, ^
the time variation of the Lagrangian becomes The quantity
E = X]- — L, the energy of the System, is then conserved in time.

The same line of argument can be applied for an homogeneous and 
isotropie in space action principle, which leads respectively to the conser
vation of impulsion and angular momentum (see for example [185]). These 
arguments are applied equally to non-relativistic or relativistic particles.

Similarly, conservation laws associated with global symmetries appear 
in field théories. Let us consider the simple example of an action principle 
depending at most on the first dérivative of the fields I = f 
An infinitésimal transformation is characterized by a transformation of the 
fields Ôx4>^ — AT®(x, [</i])^. The transformation is called a global symme- 
try if the Lagrangian is invariant under this transformation up to a total 
dérivative, ôxL = [(/>]. Global symmetries thus form a vector space.

As a main example, in relativistic field théories, the fields are constrained 
to form a représentation of the Poincaré group and the Lagrangian has 
to be invariant (up to boundary terms) under Poincaré transformations. 
The global symmetries for translations and Lorentz transformations read 
respectively as

X^[x,(j),df,(t)] '/XI/

where a^, are the constant parameters of the transformation
— a^ + LJ%x‘', T]fil, is the Minkowski metric used to raise and lower 

indices and are the matrix éléments of the représentation of the Lorentz 
group to which the fields (/>* belong. For a quick dérivation see e.g. [125].

Stated loosely, Noether’s first theorem states that any global symme- 
try corresponds to a conserved current. Indeed, by définition, the variation 
6xL equals the sum of terms and dd^4>' ' ^sing the équations
of motion, one then obtains that the current A® is conserved
on-shell, « 0. Using this current, one can define the charge Q =
fj. (P~^xj^ on a spacelike surface S which is conserved, dtQ = — daiÿ =

®A11 basic définitions and conventions may be found in Appendix A.
^In this thesis, we consider infinitésimal variations in characteristic form, see Ap

pendix A for details.
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0 according to Stokes’ theorem if the spatial carrent vanishes at the bound- 
ary.

By way of example, associated with the translations and Lorentz trans
formations (1) is the current where the canonical
energy-momentum tensor and the tensor axe obtained as

X"» = - SÜL,
(2)

Remark that the energy E = — L associated with = 6q
correctly reduces to the mechanical expression in 0 -|-1 dimension.

In full generality, there is no bijective correspondence between global 
symmetries and conserved currents. On the one hand, the cmrrent is 
trivially zéro in the case where the characteristic of the transformation X® 
is a combination of the équations of motion. On the other hand, one can 
associate with a given symmetry the family of currents which
are ail conserved. It is nevertheless possible to find quotient spaces where 
there is bijectivity. It is necessary to first introduce the concept of gauge 
invariance.

A gauge theory is a Lagrangian theory such that its Euler-Lagrange 
équations of motion admit non-trivial Noether identities, see Appendix B for 
définitions. Equivalently, as a conséquence of the second Noether theorem, 
a gauge theory is a theory that admits non-trivial gauge transformations, 
i.e. linear applications from the space of local fonctions to the vector space 
of global symmetries of the Lagrangian. Vanishing on-shell gauge transfor
mations are defined as trivial gauge transformations.

Gauge transformations do not change the physics. It is therefore natural 
to define équivalent global symmetries as symmetries of the theory that 
differ by a gauge transformation. The resulting quotient space is called the 
space of non-trivial global symmetries.

On the other side, two currents and j'^ will be called équivalent if

+ + (3)

where dépends on the équations of motion. The complété first Noether 
theorem can now be stated: There is an isomorphism between équivalence 
classes of global symmetries and équivalence classes of conserved currents 
(modulo constant currents in dimension n = 1). This theorem can be de- 
rived using cohomological methods [48,47].
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As a direct application of this theorem, one may consider tensors équiva
lent to the energy-momentum tensor (2) which difFer by a divergence dpB^^u 
with = B^^v\ and by a tensor lineax in the équations of motion and 
its dérivatives This freedom may be used to construct the so-called
Belinfante stress-tensor Tg*" [64] which is symmetric in its two indices and 
which satisfies = Tg'see discussions in [36,125].

Note also that there is a quantum counterpart to ail these classical con
sidérations. However, we will not discuss these very interesting issues in 
quantum field theory in this thesis.

2 Puzzles in gauge théories

In classical electromagnetism, besides the energy-momentum and the angu- 
laj momentum associated with global Poincaré symmetries there is a con- 
served charge, the electric charge, associated with the existence of a non- 
trivial Noether identity or, equivalently, with the existence of a gauge free- 
dom^. Indeed, in arbitrary curvilinear coordinates, the équations of motion 
read as where the charge-cm-rent vector has
to satisfy the continuity équation dp{y/—gj^) = 0 because of the Noether 
identity dp{du{y/^F^’^)) = 0. The electric charge Q can be expressed as 
the intégral over a Cauchy surface S (usually of constant time),

Q = [ f (4)
J £ «/

where Stokes’ theorem has been apphed with 9E the boundary of S, i.e. the 
n — 2 sphere at spatial infinity. Here we introduced the convenient notation

where e^ui...^n numerically invariant tensor with eoi...n-i = 1- Note
that any current can be reexpressed as a n — 1 form J = J^(d"“^x)^. A
conserved current = 0 is équivalent to a closed form dJ = 0^.

Noether’s first theorem, however, cannot be used to describe this con
servation law. On the one hand, there is an ambiguity (3) in the choice 
of the conserved cmrent and, on the other hand, ail gauge transformations 
are thrown out of the quotient space of non-trivial global symmetries. If

®See Appendix B for the background material used in this section.
^In this section we will dénoté the horizontal differential dn = dx'^d^ simply as d.
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one’s dérivation is based only on the first Noether theorem, why would one 
choose the conserved current, in place of with any

e.g. kf^'^ = {47T)-^^Ff^‘' + const

Figure 1: Two Cauchy surfaces Si, E2 and their intersection with the spatial 
boundary T°°.

The problem can be cleared up by considering two Cauchy surfaces Si 
and S2 with boundaries ôEi and 5S2 and the n — 1 surfeice at infinity T°° 
joining 9Ei and 5S2, see Fig. 1. Stokes’ theorem implies the equality

Now, for the intégral of k^'^ to be a conserved quantity, the right-hand side 
has to vanish on-shell. This is true for k^'^ = because the
Noether current vanishes on-shell outside the sources but it is not true for 
arbitrary k^''. The point is that the conservation of electric charge is a lower 
degree conservation law, i.e. not based on the conservation of a n — 1 form 
J = but on the conservation of a n — 2 form k = k'^''{dP‘~‘^x)^u
with dk = dvk^'^x)fj, « 0.

The proof of uniqueness of the conserved n — 2 form k and its relation 
to the gauge freedom of the theory goes beyond standard Noether theorems 
even if they show part of the answer.

General relativity also admits gauge freedom, namely diffeomorphism 
invariance. Infinitésimal transformations under characteristic form = 
C^g^u are parameterized by arbitrary vector fields Here, a straightfor- 
ward application of the first Noether theorem fails to provide even a proposai 
for a conserved quantity associated with this gauge invariance.

More precisely, the variation of the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian is given
by SLeh = + dn®^{g,àg) with F>^^{g,8g) =

®We use in this section units such that G = (IGtt) ^
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~ ^ diffeomorphism, one has ô^{Leh(1"'x) =
di^{LEHd”'x) = du,{^^^LEH)d"‘x and The
canonical Noether current is then = @^{g,C^g) — ^^Leh- By construc
tion, it satisfies df^J^ = Using the algebraic Poincaré
lemma, see Theorem 20 on page 159, the Noether current can be written as

= 2y/^G^^‘'^^ +

for some skew-symmetric k^''. An idea is to define the charge associated with 
^ as jgoo{.dP‘~'^x)^jtvk^'' where S°° is the sphere at spatial infinity. However, 
this définition is completely arbitrary. Indeed, since the Noether current is 
determined up to the ambiguity (3), the Noether current could also hâve 
been chosen to be zéro.

A conserved surface charge can be defined from a conserved superpo- 
tential k^^' = k^'^^ such that d^k^‘^ ~ 0. This superpotential would hâve 
to be different from a total divergence k^^‘' « dpl^''d\ for the charge to be 
non-trivial. The point is that the Noether theorem is mute about the choice 
or, at least the existence of a spécial choice, for this superpotential.

In the early relativity literature, conservation laws for (four-dimensional) 
spacetimes which admit an expansion g^i, = g pu -I- 0(l/r) close to infinity® 
were given in terms of pseudo-tensors, i.e. coordinate-dependent quantifies 
k^^ which are invariant under diffeomorphisms vanishing fast enough at in
finity and which axe covariant under Poincaré transformations at infinity. 
A first pseudo-tensor was found by Einstein and many others where built 
up afterwards, see for example [18,235] for a synthesis, see also [75] for a 
list of references. Note that quasi-local methods présent a modem point of 
view on pseudo-tensors [92]. This approach, which was quite successful to 
describe the conserved momentum and angular momentum of asymptoti- 
cally fiat spacetimes, unfortunately suffers from serions drawbacks, e.g. the 
need for defining a rectangular coordinate System at infinity, the profusion 
of alternative définitions for the lack of articulation with respect to 
the gauge structure of the theory, the difficulties to generalize and link the 
définition to other asymptotics, etc.

In Yang-Mills theory, similar problems as in general relativity mainly 
arise because, as will be cleared later, the gauge transformations involve the 
fields of the theory.

®Some additional conditions are required on the time-dependence and on the behavior 
under parity of g pu, see [207] for detailed boundary conditions for asymptotically flat 
spacetimes at spatial infinity.
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Nevertheless, a useful formula for the conserved quantity associated with 
an exact Killing vector for a solution of Einstein’s équations in vacuum was 
given by Komar [184]. This expression provided a sufficient tool to unravel 
the thermodynamical properties of black holes [45]. Unfortunately, this 
formula is only valid in symmetric spacetimes without cosmological constant 
and one needs to compare it with other définitions, e.g. [19], in order to get 
the factors right.

Ail these puzzles called for further developments.

3 Results in local cohomology

A very convenient mathematical setting to deal with (n - 1) or (n — 2)-form 
conservation laws or more generally p-form conservation laws (0 ^ p < n) 
is the study of local cohomology in field théories. This subject was first 
developed in the mathematical literature and reseaxch was proceeded by 
physicists as well in the eighties and nineties [240,241,237,243,10,9,78,48,47]. 
A self-contained summary of important définitions and propositions can be 
found in Appendix A, see also [233] for a pedagogical introduction to local 
cohomology.

Two sets of conservations laws in field théories can be distinguished: the 
so-called topological conservation laws and the dynamical conservation laws. 
Topological conservation laws are équivalence classes of p-forms u) which are 
identically closed dw = 0 modulo exact forms lj = du', irrespectively of the 
field équations of the theory. These laws reflect topological properties of the 
bundle of fields or of the base manifold itself. For example, if the bundle 
of fields is a vector bundle, only the base manifold can provide non-trivial 
cohomology and no interesting, i.e. field-dependent, topological conservation 
laws appear [243,233].

A famous example of topological conservation law is the “kink number” 
first obtained by Finkelstein and Misner [133]. As described in [232], the 
bundle of Lorentzian signature metrics over a n-dimensional manifold admits 
a cohomology isomorphic to the Rham cohomology of . The only non-
trivial cohomology is given by a n — 1 form, a conserved current, in the case 
where n is even. The kink number is then defined as the intégral of this form 
on a (n — l)-dimensional surface. It can be shown to be an integer. Remark 
that in the vielbein formulation of gravity, topological charges are due to 
the constraint det(ca) > 0 on the vielbein manifold. The set of topological 
conserved p-forms is then larger because it also contains non-invariant forms 
under local Lorentz transformations of the vielbein [47].
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Topological conservation laws mentioned here for completeness will not 
be considérée! hereafter.

More fruitful are the dynamical conservations laws defined as the con
servation laws where the équations of motion are explicitly used. The coho- 
mology of closed forms on-shell dw « 0 modulo exact forms on-shell u w dw' 
is called the characteristic cohomology on the stationary surface in
form degree n — p.

The cohomology is nothing but the cohomology of non-trivial
conserved currents which can be shown to be equal to the cohomology of 
global symmetries of the theory. This is in essence the first Noether theorem 
that was already described in section 1. Note that for general relativity, this 
cohomology is trivial as a conséquence of the nonexistence of non-trivial 
global symmetries [231,12]. In free théories, this cohomology may be infinite- 
dimensional and can be difficult to compute even for the Maxwell case [188, 
195,181,199,5],

For a very large class of Lagrangians including Dirac, Klein-Gordon, 
Chern-Simons, Yang-Mills or general relativity théories which satisfy ap- 
propriate regularity conditions, the cohomologies may be studied
by tools inspired from BRST methods [47,51]. Each element of the coho
mology can be related to a non-trivial reducibility parameter of
the theory, i.e. a parameter of a gauge transformation vanishing on-shell 
such that the parameter itself is non zéro on-shell. For irreducible gauge 
théories, this cohomology entirely spécifiés the characteristic cohomology in 
degree p < n — 1, in particular, in Yang-Mills and Einstein théories.

For Maxwell’s theory, a reducibility parameter c for the gauge field Afj, 
exists,

SAfj, = d^c 0,

and is unique: c = 1 (up to a multiplicative constant that can be absorbed 
in the choice of units). The associated conserved n — 2 form is obviously 
the electric charge (4). For Einstein gravity or for Yang-Mills theory with a 
semi-simple gauge group, no reducibility parameter exists, i.e.

^9/j-i' ~ T ~ 0)
ÔA^ = « 0,

implies « 0 and A“ « 0. Stated difîerently, no vector is a Killing vector of 
ail solutions of Einstein’s équations, even when the Killing équation is only 
imposed “on-shell”. Because the reducibility équations for the Yang-Mills 
case also dépend on arbitraxy fields, there are no reducibility parameters
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either. As a conséquence, there is no general formula for a non-trivial con- 
served n — 2 form locally constructed from the fields in these théories.

This explains a posteriori the insurmountable difficulties people encoun- 
tered when trying to define the analogue of the energy-momentum tensor (2) 
for the gravitational field. This impossibility was celebrated in Misner, 
Thorne and Wheeler [194] in the quotation “Anybody who looks for a magic 
formula for “local gravitational energy-momentum” is looking for the right 
answer to the urrong question. Unhappily, enormous time and effort were 
devoted in the past to trying to “answer this question” before investigators 
realized the futility of the enterprise”.

The lack of local energy-momentum tensor does not prevent, however, 
the définition of conserved quantifies for restricted classes of spacetimes as 
the spacetimes admitting a Killing vector (e.g. Komar intégrais) or the 
spacetimes admitting a common asymptotic structure (e.g. global energy- 
momentum for asymptotically fiat spacetimes) as we will explain below.

In the case of free or interacting p-form théories, the lower degree co
homologies acquire importance because of the reducibility of the gauge the- 
ory. In that case, the characteristic cohomologies form degree
P < n — 1 are generated (in the exterior product) by the forms * H°‘ dual to 
the field strengths H°‘ [160]. More details on conservations laws in p-form 
gauge théories will be given in section 3 of Chapter 2.

4 Windows on the literature

There is an impressive literature on conservations laws in general relativity, 
see e.g. the review [225]. Several lines of research hâve been followed, often 
with intertwining and mutual progress. Some results such as the ADM 
energy-momentum [19] for asymptotically fiat spacetimes or the Abbott- 
Deser charges for asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes [1] are seen as 
bench marks that should be included within any viable theory of conserved 
charges.

In the following paragraphs, the methods that are significant and rele
vant for the thesis will be briefly set out. They will be organized along the 
chronological order of their séminal work. Certainly, this succinct présenta
tion will be biased by personal preferences and unintentional oversights.

A major progress towards the understanding of asymptotically conserved 
quantifies in general relativity was achieved by Arnowitt, Deser and Mis
ner [19]. These authors reformulated general relativity in Hamiltonian terms 
and identified the canonical generator conjugated to time displacement at
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spatial infinity for asymptotically fiat spacetimes. In [207], Regge and Teit- 
elboim provided a criteria, namely the difîerentiability of the Hamiltonian, 
to uniquely identify the surface terms to be added to the weaJdy vanish- 
ing Hamiltonian associated with any asymptotic Poincaré transformation 
at spatial infinity. Hamiltonian methods were later successfully applied to 
asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes [158,157]. The canonical theory 
of représentation of the Lie algebra of asymptotic symmetries by the possi- 
bly centrally extended Poisson bracket of the canonical generators was done 
in [73,74]. The analysis of flat spacetimes was refined in later works [62,224] 
in which covariance was kept manifest and boundary conditions were weak- 
ened.

An élégant construction to investigate the asymptotic structmre of space
times at null infinity was developed by Penrose [203] inspired from the work 
of Bondi, van der Burg and Metzner [68]. It consisted in adding to the phys- 
ical spacetime a suitable conformai boundary. Conformai methods were also 
developed for spatial infinity [139] and the quantities constructed at spatial 
and null infinity were related [22,94]. A review of varions constructions 
can be found in [23]. An alternative définition of spatial infinity was also 
given in [26]. These methods were also successful to describe conserved 
quantities in anti-de Sitter spacetimes by using the electric part of the Weyl 
tensor [24,30].

A manifestly covariant approach was developed by Abbott and Deser [1] 
by manipulating the linearized Einstein équations. The method provided 
the first completely satisfactory framework to study charges in anti-de Sitter 
spacetimes. A similar line of argument led to the définition of charges in 
non-abelian gauge théories [3]. Recently, higher curvature théories were 
investigated [118,119,113,120].

A spinorial définition for energy was given in [197,140,141] following the 
positive energy theorems proven in [216,248]. Positivity of energy in locally 
asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes was recently studied in [93].

Covariant phase space methods, also denoted as covariant symplectic 
methods, [106,107,25] provided a powerful Hamiltonian framework embed- 
ded in a covariant formalism. The study of local symmetries [186] in La- 
grangian field theory led to significant developments in general diffeomor- 
phic invariant théories [244,173,246], see also [174] for a comparison with 
Euclidean methods. The représentation of the Lie algebra of asymptotic 
symmetries with a covariant Poisson bracket was developed in [183]. In first 
order théories, a prescription depending only on the équations of motion 
was given [177,217,178,179] in order to define the integrated superpoten- 
tial corresponding to an arbitrary asymptotic symmetry. Fermionic charges
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were included in the covariant phase space formalism recently in [168].
Quasi-local quantities, i.e. quantities defined with respect to a bounded 

région of spacetime, may be defined by employing a Hamilton-Jacobi anal
ysis of the action functional [75,77]. These définitions are in particular 
very suitable to perform numerical calculations for realistic configurations. 
The covariant symplectic methods were applied also for spatially bounded 
régions in [6,7].

Charges for fiat and anti-de Sitter spacetimes hâve been defined directly 
from the action [156,37,20,21] after having prescribed the boundary terms 
to be added to the Lagrangian.

Finally, cohomological techniques began with the observation of Ander
son and Torre [13] that asymptotic conservation laws can be understood 
as cohomology groups of the variational bicomplex pulled back to the sur
face defined by the équations of motion. Conservation laws and central ex
tensions for asymptotically linear configurations in irreducible Lagrangian 
gauge théories were investigated in [52] using BRST techniques. Conserved 
charges associated with exact symmetries were studied in [55].

Different methods that apply to anti-de Sitter spacetimes hâve been com- 
pared in detail in [167]. See also [202] for a link between counterterm meth
ods and covariant phase space techniques.

5 The central idea: the linearized theory

The Hamiltonian framework [19,207] as well as covariant methods [1,244,13] 
directly or indirectly make use of the linearized theory around a reference 
field. The linearized theory is either used as an approximation to the full 
theory at the infinité distance boundary or as the first order approxima
tion when performing infinitésimal field variations. This is the main theme 
underlying the présent thesis.

In comparison to the full interacting theory, possibilities of occurrence of 
conserved n — 2 forms in the linearized theory are greatly enhanced. Indeed, 
in that case, the characteristic cohomology 77"^“^ (d) is determined by the 
solutions of the reducibility équations of the linear theory which may admit 
non-trivial solutions if the reference field is symmetric, see Appendix B.3. 
Moreover, the conserved surface charges in regular gauge théories are entirely 
classified by this cohomology.

For example, in Yang-Mills theory, the linearized theory around the fiat 
connection A = g^^dg admits N reducibility parameters where N is the 
number of generators of the gauge group [3,52]. The associated charges.
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however, axe not very illuminating since they vanish in interesting cases [3].
In Einstein gravity, the reducibility équations of the linearized theory 

around a reference solution g^i, admit as only solutions the Killing vectors 
of the background [13,56]. This completely détermines the characteristic 
cohomology in that case and, therefore, provides unique expressions (up 
to trivialities) for the conserved n — 2 forms. Also, in higher spin fields 
théories, s > 2, conserved n —2 forms are in one-to-one correspondence with 
dynamical Killing tensors [58].

In the full non-linear theory, the surface charges of the linearized theory 
can be re-interpreted as one-forms in field space, the appropriate mathe- 
matical framework being the variational bicomplex associated with a set of 
Euler-Lagrange équations, see Appendix A for a summaxy. Two different 
approaches make use of these charges one-forms.

An old successful method used in the asymptotic context, e.g. [19,207], 
consists in integrating infinitésimal charge variations at infinity to get charge 
différences between the background and the solutions of interest by using 
boundary conditions on the fields so as to ensure convergence, conserva
tion and représentation properties of the charges. Besides the Hamiltonian 
framework, similar results hâve been obtained in Lagrangian formalism, 
e.g. [52] where detailed criteria for the applicability of the linearized the
ory at the boundary hâve been studied.

Another approach, followed e.g. by Komar [184], consists in considering 
a mini-superspace of solutions admitting a set of Killing vectors of a reference 
solution [55]. Einite charge différences generalizing Komar intégrais can be 
defined if a suitable integrability condition hold [246,55]. This allows one, 
e.g., to dérivé more generally the first law of black holes mechanics [57].

We now turn to the formalism where these ideas will be developed in 
more mathematical terms.
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Conserved charges in 
Lagrangian gauge théories
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Chapter 1

Classical theory of surface 
charges

We develop in this chapter a “cohomological” treatment of exact symmetries 
in Lagrangian gauge théories. The extension to asymptotic analyses is done 
in the second part of the thesis.

We begin by reviewing the construction of Noether charges for global 
symmetries and we recall how central charges appear in that context. We 
then fix our description of irreducible gauge théories and recall that Noether 
currents associated with gauge symmetries can be chosen to vanish on-shell. 
Surface one-forms, which are (n — 2)-forms in base space and one-forms in 
field space, are constructed next from the weakly vanishing Noether cur
rents. The intégrais of these surface one-forms on closed surfaces are the 
surface charge one-forms which constitute the cornerstone in our descrip
tion of conservation laws in gauge théories.

In order to be self-contained, some results established in [52] are red- 
erived, independently of BRST cohomological methods: reducibility param- 
eters, e.g. Killing vectors in gravitation, form a Lie algebra and surface 
charge one-forms associated with reducibility parameters are conserved and 
represent the Lie algebra of reducibility parameters. A resuit of [52] is also 
recalled without proofb each équivalence class of, local, closed (n —2)-forms 
modulo, local, exact (n — 2)-forms is associated with a reducibility param- 
eter and représentatives for these conserved forms are given by the surface 
one-forms.

The surface charge one-forms are constructed from the Euler-Lagrange 
dérivatives of the Lagrangian and thus do not dépend on total divergences

'As stated in Appendix A, we assume that the fiber bundle of fields is trivial.
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added to the Lagrangian. So, from the outset, our approach is free from the 
troublesome ambiguities of covariant phase space methods [244,173,246]. 
This property may also be understood from the link between the surface 
charge one-forms and what we call the invariant presymplectic (n—1,2) form, 
distinguished from the usual covariant phase space presymplectic (n — 1,2)- 
form.

In another connection, the Hamiltonian prescription [207,158,157] to de- 
fine the surface charges is shown to be équivalent to our définition. In that 
sense, our formalism provides the Lagrangian counterpart of the Hamilto
nian framework.

For first order actions, om: définition of surface charges reduces to the 
définition of [177, 217,178,179] which was motivated by the Hamiltonian 
formalism. Because our formalism does not assume the action to be of first 
order it therefore extends this proposai to Lagrangians with higher order 
dérivatives.

In the last section, we define the surface charges related to a family 
of solutions admitting reducibility parameters by integrating the surface 
charge one-forms along a path starting from a reference solution. We ex- 
plain how these charges are well-defined if integrability conditions for the 
surface charge one-forms are fulfilled. These conditions hâve been origi- 
nally discussed for surface charge one-forms associated with fixed vector 
fields in the context of diffeomorphic invariant théories [246]. Here we point 
out that for a given set of gauge fields and gauge parameters, the surface 
charge one-forms should be considered as a Pfaff System and that integra
bility is governed by Frobenius’ theorem. This gives the whole subject a 
thermodynamical flavor, which we emphasize by our notation ^Qf[dv<j>\ for 
the surface charge one-forms. Eventually, we discuss some properties of the 
surface charges and point out their relation to quantities defined at infinity.

In Appendix A, we give elementary définitions of jet spaces, horizontal 
complex, variational bicomplex and homotopy operators. We fix notations 
and conventions and recall the' relevant formulae. In particular, we prove 
crucial properties of the invariant presymplectic (n — 1,2) form associated 
with the Euler-Lagrange équations of motion. Some properties of classical 
gauge théories are summarized in Appendix B.

1 Global symmetries and Noether currents

In a Lagrangian field theory, the dynamics is generated from a distinguished
n-form, the Lagrangian £ = LdP'x, through the Euler-Lagrange équations
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of motion
(1.1)

A global symmetry AT is a vector field under characteristic form (see (A2)) 
satisfying the condition SxC — dnkx- The Noether current jx is then 
defined through the relation

a: ô(p* à-Hjx- (1.2)

A particular solution is jx = kx — Ixi^)- Here, the operator

fjS T

7^(£) = (X‘^ + ...)(d"-ix)^,

is defined by équation (A29) for Lagrangians depending on more than first 
order dérivatives. Applying ôx^ to the définition of the Noether current for 
X2 and using (A41) together with the facts that Xi is a global symmetry 
and that Euler Lagrange dérivatives annihilate dn exact n forms, we get

dn (Sxjx2 - j[Xi,X2] - Txx [^2, = 0, (1.3)

bd.with Txy [X2, linear and homogeneous in the Euler-Lagrange dérivatives
of the Lagrangian and defined in (A15). Lfnder appropriate regularity condi
tions on the Euler-Lagrange équations of motion [159,51], which we always 
assume to be fulfilled, two local functions are equal on-shell / « 5 if and 
only if / and g differ by terms that are linear and homogeneous in and 
their dérivatives. If the expression in paxenthesis on the l.h.s of (1.3) is d^ 
exact, we get the usual algebra of currents on-shell

^Xi3X2 ~ j[XuX2] + dni-)- (1-4)

The origin of classical central charges in the context of Noether charges 
associated with global symmetries are the obstructions for the latter expres
sion to be d// exact, i.e., the cohomology of dn in the space of local forms 
of degree n — 1. This cohomology is isomorphic to the Rham cohomology in 
degree n — 1 of the fiber bundle of fields (local coordinates (/>*) over the base 
space M (local coordinates x^), see e.g. [9,10].

The case of classical Hamiltonian mechanics, n = 1, £ = {pq — H)dt is 
discussed for instance in [17]. Examples in higher dimensions can be found 
in [110].
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2 Gauge symmetries and vanishing Noether cur- 
rents

In order to describe gauge théories, one needs besides the fields 0*(x) the 
gauge parameters /"(x). Instead of considering the gauge parameters as 
additional arbitrary functions of x, it is useful to extend the jet-bundle. 
Because we want to consider commutation relations involving gauge sym
metries, several copies a = 1,2,3..., of the jet-coordinates associated 
with gauge parameters are needed^. We will dénoté the whole set of fields as 

= {(f)\ /“) and we will extend the vaxiational bicomplex to this complété 
set, e.g. d^ is defined in terms of and thus also involve the /“. When d^ 
it is restricted to act on the fields (/>* and their dérivatives alone, we dénoté 
it by dy.

Let be chaxacteristics that dépend linearly and homoge-
neously on the new jet-coordinates ^,

Wf = (1.5)

We assume that these chaxacteristics define a generating set of gauge sym
metries of jC^. For simplicity, we assume the generating set in addition to 
be irreducible^.

Because we hâve assumed that = R'^ provides a generating set
of non trivial gauge symmetries, the commutator algebra of the non trivial 
gauge symmetries closes on-shell in the sense that

(1.6)

with [fi,f2V = skew-symmetric functions
6Land for some chaxacteristic solution ^®(x) to the Euler-

^Alternatively, one could make the coordinates /(“ j Grassmann odd, but we will not do 
so here. For expressions involving a single gauge parameter we will often omit the index 
a in order to simplify the notation.

®This means that they define symmetries and that every other symmetry Qf 
that dépends linearly and homogeneously on an arbitrary gauge parameter / is

given by Q} = with Zf = and =

(~5)(m) ®-S- [159,51] for more details.

•‘If « 0, where w 0 means zéro for ail solutions of the Euler-Lagrange
équations of motion, then Zf ss 0.
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Lagrange équations of motion, the space of ail gauge parameters equipped 
with the bracket [•, •] is a Lie algebra®.

For ail collections of local functions Qi and /“, let the functions Sa{Qi, /“) 
be defined by the following intégrations by part,

vQ„r : i^fQi = rRa{Q^)+d^s^\r,Qi), (1.7)

where is the adjoint of defined by 7?^*= ]•

If Qj = we get on account of the Noether identities Ra^{^) = 0 
that the Noether current for a gauge symmetry can be chosen to vanish 
weakly.

(1.8)

where 5/ = ^«^(^,/“)(d” The algebra of currents (1.4) is totally
trivial for gauge symmetries. In the simple case where the gauge trans
formations dépend at most on the first dérivative of the gauge parameter, 
R^j. = Rl^[4>]f°‘ -|- iîjf [</)]d^/“, the weakly vanishing Noether current is given 
by

= (1.9)

A relation similax to (1.7) holds for trivial gauge transformations.

If Qi = ^, one can use the skew-symmetry of j^Q gg^

(1.11)

with Mf — ^)(*^" Therefore, the Noether current associ-
ated with a trivial gauge transformation can be chosen to be quadratic in 
the équations of motion and its dérivatives.

®Proof: By applyingJ/j^ to (1.6) and taking cyclic permutations, onegets A[i/i,/2],/3) +

cyclic (1,2,3) 
identity

c SL0 on account of or,-^ 
‘ 00*

0. Irreducibility then implies the Jacobi

[[/i, Al,/ar +cyclic (1,2,3)«S0.
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3 Surface charge one-forms and their algebra

Motivated by the cohomological results of [52] introduced in the preamble, 
we define the (n — 2,1) forms ®

kf[dvcl>;4>] = I2;lSf, (1.12)

obtained by acting with the homotopy operator (A29) on the weakly van- 
ishing Noether current Sj associated with f°‘. We will also call these forms 
the surface one-forms, where the dénomination “surface” refers to the hori
zontal degree n — 2. When the situation is not confusing, we will omit the 
4> dependence and simply write kj[dv(t>]-

For first order théories and for gauge transformations depending at most 
on the first dérivative of gauge parameters, the surface one-forms (1-12) 
coincide with the proposai of [217,179]

= (L13)

with Sf given in (1.9).
The surface charge one-forms are intimately related to the invariant 

presymplectic (n—1,2) form discussed in more details in Appendix A.7
as follows

Lemma 1. The surface one-forms satisfy

dHkf[dv<j>\ = Wsci54,[dv<t>,Rf] - dvSf + 1^], (1.14)

where Wgjr/s,j,[dv<f),Rf] =

Indeed, it follows from (1.8) and (A58) that

^ ^&cl54>['^v(t>,Rf] + TRj[dv(t), ^]. (1-15)

Combining (1.15) with équation (A30), this gives the Lemma 1. □
We will consider one-forms àycf) that are tangent to the space of solu

tions. These one-forms are to be contracted with characteristics Qs such 
ÔLthat ~ 0. In particular, they can be contracted with characteris

tics Qs that define symmetries, gauge or global, since Sq^jC = d//(-) implies

®For convenience, these forms hâve been defined with an overall minus sign as compared 
to the définition used in [52].
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ÔL^QsJ^ « 0 on account of (A40) and (Ail). For such one-forms, one has 
the on-shell relation

dHkf[dt,4>] « Wsc/5<p[dV4>,Rf]- (1-16)

Applying the homotopy operators 7"“^ defined in (A36) to (1.16), one gets

kf[dl.4>] « I]-^Wsc/64>[d^v<t>,Rf]+dH{-). (1.17)

Remark that if the gauge theory satisfies the property

7;-i5^ = 0, I]-^Tn,[dv<f>/^]^0: (1.18)

then the relation (1.17) holds off-shell,

kf[dv4>] = 7;-'FF5£/5^[dv</>,7î;]+d;ï(.). (1.19)

This condition holds for instance in the case of generators of infinitésimal 
diffeomorphisms, see Chapter 2, and in the Hamiltonian framework, see next 
section.

It is easy to show that^

kf,[Rf,]^-kf,[Rf,] +dni-). (1.20)

We also show in Appendix A that

- ^ôci5<t> — ^c + dnEc, dv^c = 0, (1.21)

where Çlc is the standard presymplectic (n — l,2)-form used in covariant 
phase space methods, and Ec is a suitably defined (n — 2,2) form. Con- 
tracting (1.21) with the gauge transformation Rj, one gets

7Î/] = üc[Rf.,dv(f>] -I- dHEc[dv(l>,R}]- (1.22)

Our expression for the surface charge one-form (1.17) thus differs on-shell 
from usual covariant phase space methods by the term Ec\dv4>,Rf\-

For a given closed n — 2 dimensional surface 5, which we typically take 
to be a sphere inside a hyperplane, the surface charge one-forms are defined 
by integrating the surface one-forms as

^Qf[dv(t>\ = j>^kj[dv(t>\. (1.23)

’’Proof: Applying to (1.14) in terms of A, and using we also get [R/J ~ 
—I^~^Wsc/S(j>[Rfi,Rf2] + 3h(.). Comparing with applied to (1.17) in terms of A, 
this implies (1.20).
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Equation (1.20) then reads

^QfM ^ ~^QfARf2]- (1-24)

Let us dénoté by £ the space of solutions to the Euler-Lagrange équations 
of motion. It is clear from équation (1.16) that the surface one-form is dn- 
closed at a fixed solution <f)s £: £, for one-forms dy4> tangent to the space 
of solutions and for gauge parameters satisfying the so-called reducibility 
équations

R)s[<t>s] = d. (1.25)

In the case of general relativity, e.g., these équations axe the Killing équations 
for the solution 4>s. The space of non-vanishing gauge parameters /* that 
satisfy the reducibility équations at 4>s are called the non-trivial reducibility 
parameters at (j)s- We will also call them exact reducibility parameters in 
distinction with asymptotic reducibility parameters that will be defined in 
the asymptotic context in Chapter 5. It follows from (1.6) and from the 
Jacobi identity that is a Lie algebra, the Lie algebra of exact reducibility 
parameters at the particular solution (pg- 

It then follows

Proposition 2. The surface charge one-forms )^Q/»[dy<^]|(;6s associated with 
reducibility parameters only dépend on the homology class of S.

In particular, if S is the sphere t = constant, r = constant in spher- 
ical coordinates, j^Q/s[dy<^]|^s is r and t indépendant and, therefore, is a 
constant.

ÔLAny trivial gauge transformation 5^® = associated with

a (n — 2,1) form kj = the same way as (1.12) with Mf defined
in (1.11). Now, one has fc/ w 0 since the homotopy operator (A29) can only 
“destroy” one of the two équations of motion contained in Mf. Therefore, 
trivial gauge transformations are associated with weakly vanishing surface 
one-forms.

Up to here, we hâve constructed conserved surface charge one-forms 
starting from reducibility parameters /*. In fact, there is a bijective cor- 
respondence between conserved charges and reducibility parameters. More 
precisely, the following proposition was demonstrated in [52]

Proposition 3. When restricted to solutions of the équations of motion, 
équivalence classes of closed, local, (n-2,l)-forms up to exact, local, (n-2,1)- 
forms correspond one to one to non-trivial reducibility parameters. Repré
sentatives for these (n-2,l)-forms are given by (1.12).
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This proposition provides the main justification of the définition (1-12) 
of the surface one-forms.

The following proposition is proved in Appendix C.l:

Proposition 4. When evaluated at a solution 4>s, for one-forms dy<p tangent 
to the space of solutions and for reducibility parameters /® at (pg, the surface 
one-forms kf3[dy(p] are covariant up to dn exact terms,

^Rf,kf^[dl,(t>] « + dni-)- (1-26)

If the Lie bracket of surface charge one-forms is defined by

mnJQf2] = -SR,JQf2, (1-27)

we thus hâve shown:

Corollary 5. At a given solution (pg o-nd for one forms dycp tangent to the 
space of solutions, the Lie algebra of surface charge one-forms représenta the 
Lie algebra of exact reducibility parameters ,

mnJQn][d\r<PU = (i-28)

We finally consider one-forms df^^ that are tangent to the space of re
ducibility parameters at (p^. They are to be contracted with gauge parame
ters <5® such that

0 - {dyRf)\ti,„jB^Q^ = SQ^RfB\,j,^. (1-29)

We recall that for A a Lie algebra, the derived Lie algebra is given by the Lie 
algebra of éléments of A that may be written as a commutator. The derived 
Lie algebra is sometimes denoted as [^, . It is an idéal of A. Définition
(1.27) and Corollary 5 imply

Corollary 6. For field variations dycp preserving the reducibility identities 
as (1.29), the surface charge one-forms vanish for éléments of the derived 
Lie algebra of exact reducibility parameters at (pg,

(1.30)

In this case, the Lie algebra of surface charge one-forms représenta non- 
trivially only the abelian Lie algebra
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4 Hamiltonian formalism

In this section, we discuss the results obtained in the previous section in the 
particular case of an action in Hamiltonian form and for the sinrface S being 
a closed snrface inside the space-like hyperplane defined at constant t.

We follow closely the conventions of [159] for the Hamiltonian formalism. 
The Hamiltonian action is first order in time dérivatives and given by

5h[.z,A] = = j dtd^-^x{z^aA-h-(1.31)

where we assume that we hâve Darboux coordinates; = ((/>", tTq) and 
O'A = (tto, 0). It follows that uab = dAO'B — dBO-A is the constant symplectic 
matrix with dP~^x = {cT~^x)o- We assume for simplicity
that the constraints 7a are first class, irreducible and time independent. 
In the following we shall use a local “Poisson” bracket with spatial Euler- 
Lagrange dérivatives for spatial n — 1 forms g = gd'^~^x,

{51,52} <^5l AB ^92 ,n-l 
6z^ 6z^

(1.32)

If d// dénotés the spatial exterior dérivative, this bracket defines a Lie 
bracket in the space i/"~^(d//), i.e., in the space of équivalence classes of 
local functions modulo spatial divergences, see e.g. [49].

Similarly, the Hamiltonian vector fields associated with an n — 1 form 
h = h d^~^x

K (•) = (1-33)
(d

h (■) = = {'■.(1-34)
(d

only dépend on the class [h] G iL"~^(dH)- Here (i) is a multi-index denoting 
the spatial dérivatives, over which we freely sum. The combinatorial factor 
needed to take the symmetry properties of the dérivatives into account is 
included in If we dénoté % = and Ke = h + A“7a, an

irreducible generating set of gauge transformations for (1.31) is given by

6fZ^

(5/A“ Dr + {/“, Ma;t + W, A<=) - H“(r),

(1.35)

(1.36)
Dt
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where the arbitrary gauge parameters /“ may dépend on the Lagrange 
multipliers and their dérivatives as well as the canonical variables and their 
spatial dérivatives and

{7a,76A'’}„;t=C+^(7o,A'), 

{laMalt = -V+*’(7b).

(1.37)

(1.38)

(1.39)

Let dai = 2(d" ^x)oi. For S a closed surface inside the hyperplane St 
defined by constant t, the surface charge one-forms are given by

2,dyA] = ^ fcj?*^[dy2,dyA]dcTj. (1-40)

Therefore, only the [Oz] components of the surface one-forms are relevant 
in order to construct the surface charges one-forms at constant time. We 
prove in Appendix C.2 the following resuit first obtained in the Hamiltonian 
approach:

Proposition 7. In the context of the Hamiltonian formalism, the sur
face one-forms at constant time do not dépend on the Lagrange multipliers 
and are given by the opposite of houndary terms that arise when convert- 
ing the variation of the constraints smeared with gauge parameters into an 
Euler-Lagrange dérivative contracted with the undifferentiated variation of 
the canonical variables,

dUlaH = - dikf\dvz-, z\. (1.41)

Using this link between Hamiltonian and Lagrangian frameworks, one 
can then use Propositions 2, 3, 4 and their corollaries to study properties of 
the surface terms in Hamiltonian formalism.

Note that, because of the simple way time dérivatives enter into the 
Hamiltonian action Ch, the expressions (A58)-(A15)-(A49) give for ail Q\,Q\,

= -<TABQtQ2, (1-42)
6<j>

T«^[dy^,^] = 0, Ef^i^[dv<l>,dv4>] = Q. (1.43)

The last relation follows from our assumption that we are using Darboux
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coordinates. As a conséquence of the first relation, we then also hâve

Wl^[dv<P,Rf]d^-^x = (1.44)
5<j)

= {Wr,W2}, (1-45)
5(t>

which are useful in order to relate Hamiltonian and Lagrangian frameworks.

5 Exact solutions and symmetries

Suppose one is given a family of exact solutions (j)s & S admitting {(j)s- 
dependent) reducibility parameters /* G . Let us dénoté by ^ an element 
of this family that we single out as the reference solution with reducibility 
parameter / G e^.

The surface charge Q-y of = (</>s,/®) with respect to the reference 
^ /) is defined as

Q^[4>,$] = f ^Qf,[dlcl>]\^^ + N0, (1.46)
J'y

where intégration is done along a path 7 in the space of exact solutions 
E that joins to <j>s for some reducibility parameters that vary along the 
path from / to /*. Only charge différences between solutions are defined. 
The normalization Nj[^] of the reference solution can be chosen arbitrarily. 
Note that these charges dépend on S only through its homology class because 
équation (1.14) implies that dHkfB[dy(()]\^^ = 0.

The lïatural question to ask for the charges Q-y is whether they dépend 
on the path 7 used in their définition. If there is no de Rham cohomology 
in degree two in solution space, the path independence of the charges Q-y is 
ensured if the following integrability conditions

é dy^/i:/s[dy0]|çi,^ = / dyfc/s[d^(/)]|,^^ + / = 0 (1-47)
bJ S 'J s J s

are fulfilled. These conditions extend the conditions discussed in [246,179] 
to variable parameters /*.

For one-forms dy<j> tangent to the family of solutions with reducibility 
parameters /*, one has

dy’^ Rfs\^s = dyRfs\^s + Rdyfs\^a = 0. (1.48)
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This implies together with équation (1.14) that d//dy [dy(/>]|0^ = 0, so 
that the integrability conditions also only dépend on the homology class of 
S.

Now suppose that the solution space £ is entirely characterized by p 
paxameters , A = . .p. In that case, solutions </>s(x; a) and reducibility
parameters f^(x\a) at 4>s{x',a) also dépend on these parameters. Let us 
dénoté by ej(x;a) a basis of the Lie algebra with z = 1,.. .r. For each 
basis element e,(x;a), we consider the one-forms in parameter space

0i{a,da) = j> ke^[d°■<j)s{x■,a)\,

where d°‘ is the pull-back of the vertical dérivative to £, i.e. the exterior 
dérivative in parameter space. The integrability conditions (1.47) are then 
a Pfaff System in parameter space and the question of integrability can be 
addressed using Probenius’ theorem, see e.g. [219]:

Theorem 8. (Frobenius’ theorem) Let 6i{a,da) be one-forms linearly inde- 
pendent at a point 4>s & £■ Suppose there are one-forms T'’-{a,da), i,j = 
1... r, satisfying

d£6^ = (1.49)

Then, in a neighborhood of <pg there are functions S^j{a) and Qj{a), such 
that 6^ — S'jd°'Qj.

If the System is completely integrable, i.e. if there exists an invertible 
matrix 5j (a) and quantities Qj{a) such that

6i{a,da) = Sh{a)d°‘Qj{a), (1.50)

then there is a change of basis in the Lie algebra of reducibility parameters 
gj{x;a) = (S'“^) j(a)ej(x;a) such that the integrability conditions (1.47) are 
satisfied in that basis.

As a conclusion, in the absence of non-trivial topology in solution space, 
the charges obtained by the resolution of (1.50) provide path independent 
charges.

In the case where the action is the Hamiltonian action (1.31) and where 
S is the boundary of the n — 1 dimensional surface t = constant, one 
can define the functional associated with $ = (0®, fg) as

W[$,$]= [ Jar+ f Q^[$,$]
J-Lt JdT.t

(1.51)
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As a direct conséquence of Proposition 7, 'H[^, $] admits well-defined func- 
tional dérivatives. This complétés the link with the Hamiltonian formalism.

The fact that the charge (1.46) dépends on S only through its homology 
class for reducibility parameters / has a nice conséquence. In the case where 
the surface S surrounds several sources that can be enclosed in smaller 
surfaces 5®, one gets

iQf[^M= E (1-52)
^ i€ sources

In electromagnetism, this properties reduces to the Gauss law for static elec- 
tric charges. For spacetimes in Einstein gravity with vanishing cosmological 
constant, the Komar formula [184] obeys a property analogous to (1.52). 
Here, we showed that the property (1.52) holds in a more general context 
when the charges are defined as (1.46).

Finally, let us consider the case where the surface charge is evaluated 
at infinity. An interesting simplification occms when $ approaches $ suffi- 
ciently fast at infinity in the sense that the (n — 2, l)-form can be reduced 
to

kf[dv(l>-,(l>]\s°° = (1.53)

We refer to this simplification as the asymptotically linear case because 
the charge (1.46) becomes manifestly path-independent and reduces to the 
intégral of the one-form constructed in the linearized theory contracted with 
the déviation (j) — ^ with respect to the background,

Q/[$, $] = / kj[4> - ^; ^] + Nj[$\, (1.54)
J s°°

This simplification allows one to compare the surface charges (1-46) with 
définition at infinity, e.g. in general relativity [2,158,157], see section 2 
of Chapter 4. This simplification is also relevant for particular boundary 
conditions, see asymptotically anti-de Sitter and fiat spacetimes in three 
dimensions in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Charges for gravity coupled 
to matter fields

This part shows several applications to gravity of the general theory devel- 
oped in the preceding chapter. We begin in section 1 by specializing the 
formalism to gauge parameters which are infinitésimal diffeomorphism in 
generally covariant théories of gravity. We then discuss in detail in section 2 
the important case of Einstein gravity in Lagrangian as well as in Hamil- 
tonian formalism. In sections 3 and 4, we extend the analysis to Einstein 
gravity coupled to matter fields relevant in supergravity théories: scalars, 
p-form potentials and Maxwell fields with or without a Chern Simons term.

Many of the expressions derived in this chapter were already known in 
the literature. However, the unified way in which they are derived allows 
us to highlight the différences and the équivalences between different ap- 
proaches as the covariant phase space methods of [244,173,246], the covari
ant methods inspired from the Hamiltonian prescription [177,217,178,179], 
Hamiltonian methods [207,158,157] and methods based on the linearized 
Einstein équations [1]. These comparisons complété the picture given by 
earlier Works [174,167,202].

1 DifFeomorphic invariant théories

Gravities with higher curvature terms naturally appear in effective théories 
describing semi-classical aspects of quantum gravity [66] or in string théo
ries [81,82,150]. The minimal setting describing these general théories of 
gravity is an action principle which is invariant under diffeomorphisms.

The définition of conserved quantifies for arbitrary diffeomorphic invari-

31
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ant théories has been addressed in [244,173,76] using covariant phase space 
methods. More recent work includes, e.g., définitions of energy for actions 
quadratic in the curvature [118,120].

In this section, we will dérivé the surface one-form associated with an in
finitésimal diffeomorphism for a diffeomorphic invariant Lagrangian and we 
will study its properties. This surface one-form will differ from the covariant 
phase space resuit [244,173] only by a term which vanishes for a symmetry 

of the field configuration, = 0.
Let us consider a Lagrangian depending on a metric on

the fields and on any finite number of their dérivatives which is invariant 
under diffeomorphisms. The fields are collectively denoted by </>* = {gnu,
An arbitrary (p, s)-form eu is invariant under diffeomorphism if it satisfies

(2.1)

where jC^uj = (z^d// -f d//z^)eu is the Lie differential acting on (p, s)-forms, 
see (A4)-(A5), and is the usual Lie dérivative of the field (/>*. The 
invariance of the lagrangian n-form £ implies

— d/fZç£. (2.2)

The variation formula (A34) in terms of £ reads as

(2.3)

Results in the equivariant variational bicomplexes, see Theorem 5.3 of [10] 
and [11] implies that a choice for invariant under diffeomorphisms
can be made by suitably constructing the horizonal homotopy operator. We 
refer the reader to [173] for such an explicit construction.

Surface one-form Using (1.8), the term can be expressed as
dnS^ where is the weakly vanishing Noether current which is linear in 

We get
dH{s^ + i2^^c-i^/:) = o. (2.4)

Acting on the latter expression with the contracting homotopy the 
weakly vanishing current can be expressed as

- dnklç, (2.5)
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where = —I^ ^ représentative for the Noether charge n — 2
form [244,173]. The pre-symplectic form fljr[C^(f),dv<p'] = ic(<t>^c reads here

Üc [£^</>, dv4>] = - dvl2,^C. (2.6)

Using then (A31), we get

üc[C^ct>,dvcl^] = dvikjC - 12,+ dnkl^y^C - (2-7)

Replacing the expression between paxenthesis using (2.5), we obtain

= à.H{-dvkc^^ + - dv<j>''i(_j^^ + dyS^. (2.8)

Now, since we hâve I'^~^Tc,(j>[dv(l>, uj'^] = {dv<p^i^^^) — 0 and i^dv-S^ =
dyl^S^ = 0, the property (1.18) hold and we can use équations (1.19) and 
(1.22) to Write the charge one-form fc^[dv</)] as

k^[dv(p] = If^nc[C^cj),dv<p] - Ec[C^<p,dv<j>] + dH{-). (2.9)

Finally, using (2.8), the surface one-form k^[dv<p] reduces to

kç[dvcl>] = -dvkl^ + klSy^C - Ec[Cç<f>,dv4>]+dH{-). (2.10)

Note the relation (A21) useful to express (2.10) in coordinates. Our déf
inition of surface one-form differs from the covariant phase space meth- 
ods [173,174] by the supplementary term Ec- This supplementary term 
vanishes when is a symmetry of the field configuration = 0.

Properties of the surface one-form By construction, the form (2.10) is 
independent on the addition of boundary terms to the Lagrangian, which is 
not the case for the expression obtained with covariant phase space methods. 
Remark that these boundary terms should be diffeomorphic invariant in 
order that the dérivation of the previous paragraph be valid.

This property can be explicitly checked by noting that for a boundary 
term d^// in the Lagrangian, one has

= -iik- + Ic,<t>k^ + à.H{-), (2.11)
EdH^l\^v<l>■,E(^(j)\ = -àc,^Idy,|,^J- + dvIc,<|>^J‘ + dH{■)

= —iilAy(t>^n^‘- + <^v{Ic,<i>l^ - *çm) + (!//(■), (2.12)

as implied by équations (A30)-(A33) and (A49).
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Proposition 2 implies that the surface charge one-forms j^Qçs[dy^]|<^j 
associated with reducibility parameters of a solution </>®, i.e. = 0,
only dépend on the homology class of S.

Additional properties of the surface charge one-forms can be found in 
Corollaries 5 and 6. For vectors ^ that are left invariant by the variation 
d\/^ = 0, the integrability condition reduces to the simple condition,

after having used (A26) and (A51). The first term in (2.13) vanishes for 
vector fields ^ tangent to the surface S. For a reducibility parameter of 
(f), the second term in the latter expression vanishes and the integrability 
condition can be written equivalently as fçsf2/;[dvd’i dv</>] = 0> coinciding 
with [173,246].

2 General relativity

An introduction to the problem of defining conserved quantifies in general 
relativity was done in the preamble and we refer the reader to this chapter 
for detailed discussions and référencés.

Here, we will first specialize the results obtained in section 1 to Einstein 
gravity. Our expression for the surface one-form will be shown to agréé with 
the one found in [1] in the context of anti-de Sitter backgrounds. We will 
then apply the general method described in Chapter 1 to gravity in first 
order Hamiltonian formalism and we will recover the smrface terms obtained 
by Hamiltonian methods [19,207,158,157]. Finally, we will compare both 
approaches by reducing canonically the covariant expression for the surface 
one-form using ADM variables. The two expressions in ADM variables will 
be shown to differ by terms that vanish for exact reducibility parameters 
(i.e., here, Killing vectors).

2.1 Lagrangian formalism

Pme Einstein gravity with cosmological constant A is described by the 
Einstein-Hilbert action

(2.13)

(2.14)

A generating set of gauge transformations is given by

(2.15)
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Reducibility parameters at g are thus given by Killing vectors of g. The 
weakly vanishing Noether carrent (1.8) is given by

^9 ^9tiu

Note that from (A40), we hâve

SttG

^2/ ^9iiu ) ^9,pu ^9,PP

It is convenient to define
dSiEH

^9'y5,a0
_ ^ot(3^5

^9'^ô,a9 V ^9pu )
ppuaP'yS

where

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

^aPyô _ - 5“V) (2.19)

p^iuotpyÔ _

(2.20)

The tensor density = ■;^^9puP^'^°‘^'^^ called the supermetric [122]
has the symmetries of the Riemann tensor. The tensor density p/“"“/37<5 jg 
symmetric in the pair of indices aP and -yô and the total symmetriza- 
tion of any three indices is zéro. The symmetries of these tensors are thus 
summarized by the Young tableaux

^aP-yS a P
7 S

p^t/apyô
U

a P
7 6

(2.21)

The explicit expression that one obtains for = (^29) is

k{àv9-,9] = ^(cT-"x)^,P'^^"'>'“^(2D^dy5a/3^5 - dv9agD^Ù), (2.22) 

or, more explicitly,

ki{dv9-,9] =

+i hD‘'e + \ ^ - (m ^ >')), (2.23)
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where indices axe lowered and raised with the metric and its inverse and 
where we introduced the notation hfj,^ = dvg^iu and h = g°‘^àvga!3-

This expression can be shown to coincide with the one derived by Abbott 
and Deser [2] in the context of asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes:

kt^[dvg-.g] =

where H^'^>^‘'[dvg', g] is defined by

H>^‘^‘'^[dvg-,g] = (2.25)

— ~gfiuh- (2.26)

It can also be written as (2.10) where the first and second term are expressed 
in the form derived with covariant phase space methods [173,246],

(2.27)

Iaygkl^''[dvg] = - g^^D^dvga0){d^-^x)^. (2.28)

Here, expression (2.27) is called the Komax term. The supplementaxy term

E^EH[C^cl>,dvg] = ^ilg^^dvgag{D>^C + - (/x ^ u)){d^-^x)^y,
^ (2.29)

vanishes for exact Killing vectors of g, but not necessaxily for asymptotic
ones. In the case where ^ may vary, it is convenient to write (2.10) as

k^[dv<l>\ — —dyk^EH~ dv4>]^ (2.30)

where the extended vertical differential is defined in (A27) and where we 
omit the irrelevant exact horizonal diflFerential. The fundamental relation (1.14) 
reads in this case as

dHk^[dvg-,g] = WscEH/s4dvg,Cig]-d^S^ + Tc^g[dvg,—^], (2.31)

where the invariant symplectic form W and the weakly vanishing form T 
axe given by

W,^EH \dyg,Ceg] = P‘^^^'^^‘^(dvg0^V5d:^geC ~ C^ggjVsdvge^){d^-^x)^,

Tc,g[dvg,—]=dyg^0—e^(d"-ix)
(2.32)
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The property (1-18) is satisfied. The integrability conditions for the surface 
one-forms are given by (2.13).

The covariant phase space expression [173] reads as

kl''^[dv9-,g] ^9
IGttG

fil/ (2.33)

and differs from (2.23) by the term (2.29) vanishing for exact Killing vectors. 
As a conséquence of (1-22) and (1.18), we also hâve

= I^-^ncEH{C^9,dvg] (2.34)

Remaxk that the expressions (2.33) and (2.34) lack in the beautiful sym- 
metry properties of expressions (2.22) and (2.32) where the tensor 
obeys (2.21). This provides an additional aesthetic argument in favor of 
définition (1.12).

2.2 General relativity in ADM form

The surface terms that should be added to the Hamiltonian generator of 
surface deformations in Einstein gravity are well-known [207,158,157]. Al- 
though these surface terms were derived for deformations in the asymptotic 
région, they can be used for infinitésimal surface deformations inside the 
bulk. According to Proposition 7, the surface terms obtained by varying 
the constraints smeared by the surface deformation generators e are given 
by the [Oa] component of the (n — 2, l)-form for Einstein gravity written 
in ADM variables. These components are the only ones relevant in order to 
compute the infinitésimal charges (1-23) associated with surface defor
mations e on the surface S, t = constant and r = constant,

(2.35)

where doa = 2{cP~^x)oa- This section is devoted to check that the surface 
terms obtained by our method indeed reproduce the Hamiltonian surface 
terms.

The action for pure gravity in ADM variables (7ab, 7t“^, A, fV“) in n 
dimensions is the straightforward generalization of the four dimensional 
case [19],

Sadm J dt(P- X Tr“'’7ab - NU N^Ha (2.36)
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It has the Hamiltonian form (1.31) with variables = {N = as
Lagrange multipliers. The constraints H and Ha are given by

W = = Ha = -27rA=0. (2.37)yjl n- l '

An arbitrary variation with gauge parameter leads to

8{e^HA)
'Yab — —

= 2e-^v/7“^(7rah
1

n — 2 labT^) + ^a\b + ffc|a (2.38)

c —ab _ r _ ôje^HA) _ _L /—f ryab ^ ab p\de 7T — 7T — ^ — e V7(it ^'y R)

+ - ^tt^) - 2e^^-'(7r-7r/ - ab\

v/7((e^)l“' - + (7T“'’e^)|e - - e\„cb J) ^ac 
~^\c^ ■ (2.39)

For arbitrary functions vanishing sufficiently fast at infinity, the
Poisson brackets of the constraints are explicitly given by [228,229]

{j ÿ-Aitj iiBii) = I

Càci^l,^2) = ei^ta - (^.40)

^^2) = 7“*’(^i'^^,6 “ ^2^1 ,b) + ^1^2,6 “ ^2^1,b-

The variation of the Lagrange multipliers is given by

ô,N^ = doe^ + C^ci^^,N^). (2.41)

Surface charges The weakly vanishing Noether current = S g (^i e^) 
is obtained by intégration by parts,

= 8e 7ab(-^07r“*+ 8n 7t“'’)+ ■ïï°‘^{do'ïab- 8n 7ab) + 8eN^{~HA) 

— 8 (2.42)
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Explicitly,

5° = (2.43)

+ 2eb(-ao7r“'’++

-e^V77“‘^L>'’ +

dolcd-lcd\- (2-44)

_ gC^da _ çd^ac

Note that the factors explicitly depending on the dimension n in (2.38)-(2.39) 
do not contribute to the current because they do not involve dérivatives 
of the parameters The time-dependent terms in (2.44) make up the 
term V^[i^,7a/“] in (C12). Therefore, introducing the inverse De Witt 
supermetric [122] as in (2.19),

oabcd ^ + (2.45)

we can straightforwardly write the expression (C18) for as

fcf-T [H = G^'^^\e^D^àvlcd - Dkt^àv^cd) + 2eMy7r,“ - e“dy7,d7r^'^(2.46)

where dyTr^® = ')cd^v'^'^ + ’^vlcdT^^- This indeed reproduces the Regge- 
Teitelboim expression [207] as well as the expression used in anti-de Sitter 
backgrounds [158,157].

2.3 Canonical réduction in Einstein gravity

In the last section, we showed that the Regge-Teitelboim expression (2.46) is 
the [Oa] component of the siu-face one-form associated with the Lagrangian (2.36). 
In section 2.1, we also showed that the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian supple- 
mented or not with boundaxy terms leads to the surface one-form (2.22)- 
(2.23)-(2.24) that will be referred to as the Abbott-Deser expression. Since 
both computations use different homotopy formulas, one in terms of the co- 
variant metric g^i, and the other in terms of the ADM variables (7ab, tt®**, N, N°-) 
the Regge-Teitelboim expression (2.46) and the [Oa] components of the 
Abbott-Deser expression (2.23) might differ.

However, general results on the BRST cohomology [46] ensure the in
variance of the cohomology of reducibility parameters modulo trivial ones in 
the transition from Lagrangian to Hamiltonian formalisms. Proposition 3 
on page 24 then guarantees the équivalence between the surface one-forms 
of both formalisms up to boundary terms when the équations of motion hold
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and when the reducibility équations hold. The Regge-Teitelboim and the 
Abbott-Deser expressions may thus only differ by boundary terms, by ternis 
proportional to the équations of motion and their dérivatives and finally by 
terms proportional to the reducibility équations and their dérivatives. These 
terms are computed hereafter.

We distinguish the indices /x = 0,i, i = 1,2,...n — 1 in the coordinate 
basis and A =±,a, a = l,2,...n — 1 in the Hamiltonian basis. In what 
follows, 7a() dénoté the spatial metric -yab = ^a^bQij- Tensors are transformed 
under the change of basis according to the following matrices

The connection one-form = FJ^^dx'' becomes in the new frame the con-

Therefore, comparing the latter expression with (2.38) and using the équa
tions of motion one can identify on-shell the
Hamiltonian surface deformation e with the Lagrangian infinitésimal diffeo- 
morphism generators, ^ w e.

Using one can write the infinitésimal

2eShi'ir\) - = Vïe{hcdK'^‘' + 2ShK) +

+\/7^c( - - 2ôhK‘^),{2.53)

(2.47)

(2.48)

After a long but straightforward computation, one gets

(2.49)

(2.50)

The gauge transformation C^Çab reads as

^^9ab = -DfeÇa + Daib = ù\b + 4|a + “2'Kab^±- (2.51)

charge (1-23) associated with ^ and adapted to the surface S, t = 
constant and r = constant as

(2.52)

Using
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and developing ôhK°^ and ôhK in terms of dvg/j.1/ = one can after some 
algebra relate the (n — 2,1) forms (2.24) and (2.46) as

_Gabcdh±^D,U + \vï{h\ - hô%){D^e + D»^^12.54)

For exact Killing vectors, one recovers the resuit of the réduction performed 
in [13]. The Regge-Teitelboim (2.46) and the lyer-Wald (2.33) expressions 
are related by

(167rG)lfcI-W^« «

- Db^) - - h\){D^e + f)“Ç^02.55)

Besides a total divergence, the right-hand side of (2.54) (2.55) contains terms 
proportional to Therefore, we showed that the one-forms
obtained by intégration of (2.46), (2.24) and (2.33) ail agréé on-shell for 
exact Killing vectors, as expected. However, in the asymptotic context, for 
vectors ^ which are not Killing vectors, these expressions might be different.

3 Gravity coupled to a p-form potential and a scalar

A great motivation to study classical conservation laws for gravity coupled 
to p-formsi with p ^ 1 and to scalar fields is the natnral occurrence of such 
théories in string theory and in alternative théories of gravity.

A particular topic where such conservation laws are of interest is the 
thermodynamics of black rings that will be studied in Chapter 4. The orig
inal black ring solution [130] is a black hole solution to vacuum Einstein 
gravity in five dimensions admitting a non-trivial horizon topology. Once 
five-dimensional gravity is coupled to a 2-form potential, black rings may 
acquire a dipole charge [131].

Hamiltonian methods were developed in order to cover conservation laws 
when p-form potential are présent [223,101]. Covariant phase space methods 
hâve also been applied [208,209]. The main aim of this section is to improve 
the covariant analysis [208,209] by rederiving the conserved charges using 
covariant cohomological methods [52,55] in a notation taking care of form 
factors. The conservations laws for gravity coupled to a scalar field hâve 
been written in [53] and will also be included here for completeness. The 
material developed in this section was published in [100].
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In what follows, we consider the action

S[g,A,(p] =
1

167tG / *1 (R - + V{x)) - A 1^.56)

where X is a- dilaton and H = dA is the field strength of a p-form A, p ^ 1 ^. 
The fields of the theory are collectively denoted by </>* = A, x)- We will 
set IôttG = 1 for convenience.

3.1 Conservation laws

In Minkowski spacetime X — ^ for a trivial bundle A, ail
conservation laws are classified by the characteristic cohomology of p-form 
gauge théories [160]. These laws are generated in the exterior product by 
the forms *H dual to the field strength More precisely, for odd n — p — 1, 
one can construct the conserved n — p — 1-form *H. For even n — p — 1, 
factors mutually commute and one may construct the conserved forms 
l{n — p — 1) A • ■ • A *H for any integer l such that l{n — p — 1) < n — 1. 

l
When gravity and the scalar field are présent, the charges

q(n-p-i) ^ n-p-lodd (2.57)

Qi(n-p-i) ^ A • • • A *H, n - p - 1 even (2.58)
l

still enumerate the non-trivial conservation laws [47,160] see also discus
sions in the Preamble, especially in section 3.

In order to investigate the first law of thermodynamics, where variations 
around a solution are involved, we now extend the analysis to the linearized 
theory.

In linearized gravity, only (n —2)-form conservation laws are allowed [48, 
56]. The classification of non-trivial conserved (n — 2)-forms was described 
in [52] and is straightforward to specialize in our case. The équivalence 
classes of conserved (n—2)-forms of the linearized theory for the variables ô<j)^ 
around a fixed référencé solution (j)'’ are in correspondence with équivalence

^Here, ail forms are written with bold letters, A = A • • • A dx'^’’.
^When magnetic charges are allowed, there are additional conserved quantities as 

^ H / 0. However, the field strength H cannot be written as the dérivative of a po- 
tential B and the action principle has to be modified. This case will not be treated below.

^The conservations laws that we consider here are called dynamical because they ex- 
plicitly involve the équations of motion. There exists also spécifie topological conservation 
laws, see e.g. [232].
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classes of gauge paxameters ^^{x), A(x) satisfying the reducibility équations 
= 0 i.e.

CçA + dA = 0, (2.59)
£çX = 0.

In the next section, we will compute the (n — 2, l)-form associated 
with gauge parameters (^, A). For parameters satisfying the reducibility 
équations (2.59), the infinitésimal charge (1-23) between solutions </>* and 
<p^ + 6(f>\

^Q^,A=£kç,A[d<A;</>], (2.60)

will then only dépend on the homology class of 5.

3.2 Conserved surface one-forms

Following the lines of Chapter 1, one can construct the weakly vanishing 
Noether currents associated with the couple (^, A) by integrating by parts 
the expression ôç^A<p‘‘-^ and using the Noether identities. We obtain

Sç,A = * (-2G/ + TA'; + T/^)^.dx^ (2.61)

1
(p- 1)!

where the stress tensors are given by

Tf = {dVx-\g^''d-xdax)-

(2.62)

(2.63)

The conserved (n — 2,1) form kçA[dv^;</>] = ^x)^^ can be ob-
tained as a resuit of a contracting homotopy acting on the current

'’This correspondence is one-toone for gauge parameters that may dépend on the 
linearized fields (p' and that satisfy ^Un 0, i.e. zéro for solutions p'
of the linearized équations of motion. However, it has been proven in [56] that this ip- 
dependence is not relevant in the case of Einstein gravity. Such a dependence will not be 
considered in this section anymore.
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Sç,A) see (1-12). Using the property (A30) of the homotopy operators

q^n, (2.64)

one has

dHk^,A = -dySç,A + 1^4 • (2-65)

The form k^_A[dv</>; <f>] is closed whenever </>* satisfies the équations of motion, 
dy0® the linearized équations of motion and (^, A) the System (2.59).

Let us now split the current into different contributions, Sç_a = S® + 
S|- + with

S| = *(-2G/^^dx^), (2.66)

(2.67)

and being the remaining expression. Since the homotopy 
in its argument, the conserved n — 2 form can be decomposed as

is linear
kç,A =

The gravitational contribution k| which dépends only on the metric and 
its déviations was given in section 2. This contribution can be written in a 
form notation as®

kf[dv5] = -dvQl + i^Q ~'Ec[^çg,dvg], (2.68)

where

Qf = A dx’'), (2.69)

is the Komar (n — 2)-form and

0[dv5] = *[{D^dvg^a - g^^^D^àvga^) , (2.70)

^c[^d^g-,dv9\ = *(ldvg^,a{D^^. + D,ndx^Adx''). (2.71)

The scalar contribution is easily found to be k^ [dyg, dyXi 5) x] = 
with

0^ = *(dvxd^x). (2.72)

®In [100], the (n — 2)-form kç,A[<5</>; <t>] was computed with S(j> Grassmann even. Some 
sign factors hâve thus to be adapted with respect to [100].

®We recall that dv is defined by (A24) and thus acts on the fields and not on the gauge 
parameters.
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Let us now compute the contribution from the p-form. After some 
algebra, one can rewrite the current as

= -d^Q^A + + dA) A *H - I A *H()2.73)

with
+ A) A *H. (2.74)

Using the property (2.64), the (n — 2)-form reduces to

ktA = -dvQtA + Qtç4vA-dHlZ^QtA

+Id;^A + dj,A) A *H - A *H)),(2.75)

where the exact term trivial and can be dropped. The last
term can then be computed easily since it admits only first dérivatives of 
the gauge potential. The homotopy thus reduces in that case to ~
^dyA^. We eventually get

l^^A[dv5idv/A,dvx] = [■^4A+difA;dvA]
(2.76)

with

©A ^ e-“^dvAA*H, (2.77)

Er [T^A + d//A; dyA] = ★ (i -^yydvA^ai •ap-i

(£çA + dnA)^“' A dx’') (2.78)

which has a very similar structure as the gravitational field contribution (2.68) 
For exact reducibility parameters (2.59), the term involving £^A + d/f A will 
be zéro. The form (2.74) will be referred to as a Komar term, in analogy 
with the gravitational Komar term (2.69).

Properties of the surface one-form. Let us suppose that (Ç, A) are ex
act reducibility parameters. For p = 1, the form (2.76) reduces to well-known 
expressions for Einstein-Maxwell theory, see e.g. [135]. For p arbitraxy, ex
pression (2.76) and the one derived in [208,209] hâve the same structure 
but differ from form factors. More precisely, both expressions agréé when 
the right-hand side of équation (10) of [208] and équation (4) of [209] are 
multiplied by —
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As a consistency check, note that the form (2.76) satisfies the equality 
on-shell = 0,d\/A = d^x = 0;ff] ~ ^h{-) when (2.59)
holds. The charge différence (2.60) between two configurations difîering by 
a gauge transformation d\/A = is thus zéro on-shell.

Besides generalized Killing vectors (^,A) which are also symmetries of 
the gauge field and of the scalar x, there may be charges associated with non- 
trivial gauge parameters (Ç = 0, A yf dj/(-)). For p— 1, in electromagnetism, 
A = constant ^ 0 is such a parameter and the associated charge is the 
electric charge (2.57). For p > 1, non-exact forms A may exist if the topology 
of the manifold is non-trivial. The charges with a non-trivial closed form A 
which does not vary along solutions is given by

Qo,-a = ^ e~°^A A ^ * H, (2.79)

where 5 is a n — 2 surface enclosing the non-trivial cycle T dual to the 
form A. It is simply the intégral of (2.57) over the non-trivial cycle. The 
charges (2.79) are thus the generalization for p-forms of electric charges.

The properties of the form (2.76) under transformations of the potential 
A are worth mentioning. The transformation A —> A -|- d/fc préserves 
the reducibility équations (2.59) if d/jT^e = 0- In that case, £^e can be 
written as the sum of an exact form and an harmonie form that we dénoté as 
/(e, ^)A' with A' not varying along solutions, dyA' = 0 and /(e, ^) constant. 
In Einstein-Maxwell theory, one has A' = 1 and /(e,Ç) = C^e. Under the 
transformation A —> A -|- d//e, the form (2.76) changes according to

k^A-k^A-/(e,Odv(A'Ae-“>^AH) + dH(-) + tç, t^ « 0. (2.80)

Defining the charge associated to A' as (2.79), one sees that the infinitésimal 
charge (2.60) varies on-shell as

- /(e. 0<5Qo,-A' . (2.81)

As a conséquence, a transformation A ^ A-t-d//e admitting a non-vanishing 
function /(e, ^) is not a proper gauge transformation because such a trans
formation does not leave the conserved charges of the solution invariant.

4 Einstein-Maxwell with Chern-Simons term

Einstein-Maxwell theory for which a Chern-Simons term is présent can ap-
pear in general in the bosonic part of odd dimensional supergravities [105].
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This section provides the necessary tools to define the conserved quantities 
in these théories for general backgrounds. In section 3 of Chapter 4, we 
will use these tools to study some particular solutions in five dimensions. A 
previous dérivation of conserved quantities using Komar intégrais was done 
in [137] (see also section 3 of Chapter 3 for commenta on Komar intégrais).

In odd space-time dimensions n = 2N + 1, the Einstein-Maxwell La- 
grangian with Chern-Simons term and cosmological constant reads

L[g,A]

+ l)^/3 ^

The bosonic part of n = 5 minimal supergravity corresponds to A = 0, A = 1. 
The fields of the theory are collectively denoted by (j/ = Con-
sider any fixed background solution 0*. Following section 3, the équiv
alence classes of conserved (n — 2)-forms of the linearized theory for the 
variables Q/i) can be shown to be in one-to-one cor-
respondence with équivalence classes of field dépendent gauge parameters 

satisfying

(2.82)

f1 ^çA/j, + d^e — 0,
(2.83)

on-shell, i.e., when evaluated for solutions of the linearized theory. Con
served n — 2 forms are considered équivalent if they differ on-shell from the 
exterior dérivative of an n — 3 form, while field dépendent gauge param
eters are équivalent, if they agréé on-shell. If n^3 and under reasonable 
assumptions on the background g^^i,, the équivalence classes of solutions to 
the first équation of (2.83) are classified by the field independent Killing 
vectors ^^{x) of the background [13]. The second équation then impose 
a further constraint on these Killing vectors. It is straightforward to show 
that the System (2.83) admits only one more équivalence class of solutions 
characterized by = 0, e = c G M, associated with the electric charge.

The weakly vanishing Noether currents are given by

5L
5Aa {Ape) + ÔL

5A.,
(2.84)

The n — 2 form k^^c['^v4>\ = x)pu is defined through (1-12).
For the parameters (Ç,0), one can write A;ç,o[<V0] = ^|[tlv(/] + A;^[dv(/)]-|- 

AA:^‘^[dvA]. Here, /c| is the gravitational contribution computed in (2.22)
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and whose convenient équivalent form is given in (2.30) with (2.27),(2.28) 
and (2.29). is the electromagnetic contribution computed in (2.76) with 
A = 0 and X = 0. More precisely, the Komar terra (2.74) and the terra (2.77) 
reduce in this case to

Qtfl = (2.85)

e^[dvA] = ̂ ^F^-dvA,(d”-ix)^, (2.86)

where the factors G hâve been restored. The Chern-Simons term contributes 
as

kfidvA] = ■ •. F^s{Ape){cP-^x)^,. (2.87)
4v37r

For the (n — 2,1) forra associated with the pararaeter (Ç = 0, c = 1), we 
get, up to a d// exact terra,

fco,i [dvA, dvg] = -5(Q^,i + AJ), (2.88)

where Qg i i® given in (2.74) and J can be written as

(2.89)



Chapter 3

Géométrie dérivation of 
black hole mechanics

In 3+1 dimensions, stationary axisymmetric black holes are entirely char- 
acterized by their mass and their angular momentum. This is part of the 
uniqueness theorems, see [166] for a review. In higher dimensions, the sit
uation changes. First, the black hole may rotate in different perpendicular 
planes. In 3+1 dimensions, the rotation group 50(3) has only one Casimir 
invariant, but in n dimensions, it has D = [(n — 1)/2J Casimirs. There- 
fore, one expects that, as a general rule, a black hole will hâve D conserved 
angular momenta. This is what happens in the higher dimensional Reissner- 
Nordstrpm and Kerr black holes [196,144].

More dramatically, higher dimensions allow for more exotic horizon topolo
gies than the sphere. For example, black ring solutions were recently found [130] 
in five dimensions with horizon topology 5^ x 5^. The initial idea of the 
uniqueness theorems, namely that stationary axisymmetric black holes are 
entirely characterized by a few number of charges at infinity, is thus chal- 
lenged in higher dimensions, see e.g. [65,169] for two contradictory points 
of view.

The laws of black hole mechanics were originally found for asymptotically 
fiat black holes with spherical topology in 3 +1 dimensions surrounded by a 
perfect fluid and possibly coupled to an electromagnetic field [45,89]. Time 
passing, these laws hâve been found to hold in far more general cases.

Many dérivations of the first law for higher dimensional black holes ex- 
plicitly assumed spherical topology or uniqueness results which are not gen- 
erally true, see discussion and référencés in [101]. Moreover, Komar inté
grais were used in asymptotically fiat spacetimes but axe not suitable e.g.

49
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in asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes.
Bypassing these limitations, the first law of black hole mechanics was 

demonstrated for arbitrary perturbations around a stationaxy black hole 
with bifurcation Killing horizon in any diffeomorphism invariant theory of 
gravity [173]. Also, this law has been shown to hold when gravity is coupled 
to Maxwell or Yang-Mills fields as a conséquence of conservation laws and 
of géométrie properties of the horizon [223,136].

Sections 1 and 2 are a brief review of the second and zeroth laws of 
black hole mechanics. These laws will formally corne out of the géométrie 
properties of event and Killing horizons, respectively. These sections are 
mainly based on previous reviews on the thermodynamics of black holes 
[90,91,234,245] and on a lecture given at the second édition of the Modave 
Summer School in Mathematical Physics [98].

In section 3, will be presented an unified géométrie dérivation of the 
first law for Einstein gravity coupled to p-form fields and to a scalar in n 
dimensions. This dérivation will be independent on the asymptotic struc
ture of the gravitational field and on the topology of the Killing horizon. 
Moreover, a generalized Smarr formula will be proven in general relativity 
in any dimension.

Remark that the zéro and first law of black hole mechanics may also be 
generalized to black holes in non-stationary spacetimes. This was done very 
recently in the framework of “isolated horizons” [32,33]. However, in this 
thesis, we limit the discussion to the original notion of Killing horizon. Note 
also that we will not cover at ail in this thesis the quasi-local approach to 
the first law [75].

1 Event horizons

A black hole usually refers to a part of spacetime from which no future 
directed timelike or null line can escape to arbitrarily large distance in the 
outer asymptotic région. A white hole or white fountain is the time reversed 
concept which is assumed not to be physically relevant and will not be 
treated.

More precisely, if we dénoté by !!■*■ the future asymptotic région of a 
spacetime (A4,g^^), e.g. null infinity for asymptotically fiat spacetimes and 
timelike infinity for asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes, the black hole 
région B is defined as

B = A4-/-p+), (3.1)

where I~ dénotés the chronological past. The région /“(H"*") is what is
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usually referred to as the domain of outer communication, it is the set of 
points for which it is possible to construct a future directed timelike line to 
arbitrary large distance in the outer région.

Figure 3.1: Penrose diagram of an asymptotically flat spacetime with spherically 
symmetric collapsing star. Each point is a n — 2-dimensional sphere. Radial light 
rays propagate along 45° diagonals. The star région is hatched and the black hole 
région is indicated in grey.

The event horizon of a black hole is then the boundary of B. Let 
us dénoté J~{U) the causal past of a set of points U C M and J~{U) the 
topological closure of J~. We hâve I~{U) C J~{U). The (future) event 
horizon of A4 can then equivalently be defined as

n = J-Q+)-J-{2+), (3.2)

i.e. the boundary of the closure of the causal past of H"*". See Fig. 3.1 for an 
example. The event horizon is a concept defined with respect to the entire 
causal structure of M.

The event horizons are null hypersurfaces with peculiar properties. The 
development of their properties will allow us to sketch the proof of the area 
theorem [153] which is concerned with the dynamical évolution of sections 
of the event horizon at successive times. The area theorem is also called 
the second law of black hole mechanics because it demonstrates that, under 
reasonable conditions, the area of the event horizon always increases as does 
the entropy in classical thermodynamics [63].
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1.1 Null hypersurfaces

Let 5(x^) be a smooth function and consider the n — 1 dimensional null 
hypersurface S{x^) = 0, which we dénoté by Ti. This surface will be the 
black hole horizon in the subséquent sections. It is a null hypersurface, i.e. 
such that its normal ~ g^^'d^S is null,

= 0. (3.3)

The vectors tangent to Ti obey = 0 by définition. Since "H is null,
itself is a tangent vector, i.e.

^ dt

for some null curve x^{t) inside W. One can then prove that x^{t) axe null 
geodesics^

ce,U = (3.6)

where k measures the extent to which the parameterization is not affine. If 
we dénoté by l the normal to H which corresponds to an affine parameteri
zation = 0 and ^ = f{x) l for some function f{x), then k = In |/|.

According to the Probenius’ theorem, a vector field v is hypersurface 
orthogonal if and only if it satisfies = 0, see e.g. [242]. Therefore,
the vector ^ satisfies the irrotationality condition

= 0. (3.7)

A congruence is a family of curves such that precisely one curve of the 
family passes through each point. In particular, any smooth vector field 
defines a congruence. Indeed, a vector field defines at each point a direction 
which can be uniquely “integrated” along a curve starting from an arbitrary 
point.

'Proof: Let G = We hâve

= r9.in/G+/r(r'ç.);M
= ed. In /G + i(Ç").^ - In fe. (3.5)

Now, as 4 is null on the horizon, any tangent vector gtoTi. satisfy = 0. Therefore,
(?^);>* ~ 3-nd the right-hand side of (3.5) is proportional to Çp on the horizon.
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Since S{x) is also defined outside V., the normal ^ defines a congruence 
only null when restricted to 7t. In order to study this congruence outside 
?t, it is useful to define a transverse null vector with

^ 0, = -1. (3.8)

The normalization — 1 is chosen so that if we consider ^ to be tangent to 
an outgoing radial null géodésie, then n is tangent to an ingoing one, see 
Fig. 3.2. The normalization conditions (3.8) (imposed everywhere, =
0 — {n ■ 0;i^) ^^ot fix n uniquely. Let us choose arbitrarily one such n. 
The extent to which the family of hypersurfaces S{x) = const are not null 
is given by

Ç = (3-9)

Figure 3.2: The null vector n is defined with respect to Ç.

The vectors r] orthogonal to both ^ and n,

= 0 = (3.10)

span a n —2 dimensional spacelike subspace of 7t. The metric can be written 
as

Sfiu — ~ T '^fiu (3.11)

where = 7(^iy) is a positive definite metric with = 0 = The
tensor 7^^ = g^°‘')au provides a projector onto the n — 2 spacelike tangent 
space to 7t.
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For future convenience, we also consider the hypersurface orthogonal null 
congruence P with affine parameter t that is proportional to on

= 0, = 0, (3.12)

The vector field l extends ^ outside the horizon while keeping the null prop- 
erty.

1.2 The Raychaudhuri équation

In this section, we shall closely follow the reference [91]. We set out part of 
the material needed to prove the area law.

Firstly, let us décomposé the tensor into the tensorial products of 
n and spacelike vectors 77 tangent to H

(3.14)

where the orthogonal projection can itself be decomposed
in symmetric and antisymmetric parts

= dfiir + ~ ~ (3.15)

The Frobenius irrotationality condition (3.7) is équivalent to = 0^.
The tensor is interpreted as the expansion rate tensor of the congruence 
while its trace d = 6^ is the divergence of the congruence. Any smooth 
n — 2 dimensional area élément evolves according to

4{dA) = ddA. (3.17)
dt

^We shall reserve the notation Ç'' for vectors coinciding with on the horizon but 
which are not null outside the horizon.

^Proof: Let us first décomposé as

= V)XU + tiACmu + C2iv + Cz7)u) + + rj^n^ - (3.13)

where = y‘^^'y^„Vai3 and fj^ are spacelike tangents to 'H. Contracting with
Ç** and using (3.6), we find Ci = 0 = C3, C2 = —n. Contracting with we find
r)^ = Contracting with we find finally fj^ = = 0
thanks to (3.3).

^Proof; We hâve

~ (3.16)

As u>pu is defined as a projection with 7T, the équivalence is shown.
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The shear rate is the trace free part of the strain rate tensor,

Defining the scalar a'^ = {n — 2)(T^^cr^'^, one has

(3.18)

^ ^ ^ , _2^ 1 .,2 1 J1
“n-2^^ +u) + K +ç, (3.19)

where ç was defined in (3.9). Note also that the divergence of the vector 
field has three contributions,

^^^,^Ue + K- ç.

Now, the contraction of the Ricci identity

(3.20)

— V

implies the following identity

(3.21)

(3.22)

valid for any vector field v. The formulae (3.19)-(3.20) hâve their équivalent 
for l as

7 —

n ;(^(o) + <^fo))> = ^(0)i (3.23)

where the right hand side is expressed in ternis of expansion rate 0(q) ~ 
and shear rate a(o) = with respect to the affine parameter r. The 
identity (3.22) becomes

^=«(0) = + ''(0)) - P-24)

where the dot indicates a dérivation along the generator. It is the final 
form of the Raychaudhuri équation for hypersurface orthogonal null géodésie 
congruences in any dimension.

1.3 Properties of event horizons

As already mentioned, the main characteristic of event horizons is them be- 
ing null hypersurfaces. In the early seventies, Penrose and Hawking further 
investigated the generic properties of past boundaries whose event horizons 
are particular représentatives. We shall only enumerate these properties be- 
low and refer the reader to the references [154,234] for explicit proofs. These 
properties are crucial in order to prove the area theorem.
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1. Achronicity property. No two points of the horizon can be connected 
by a timelike curve.

2. The null géodésie generators of Ti, may hâve past end-points in the 
sense that the continuation of the géodésie further into the past is no 
longer in TL.

3. The generators of Tl hâve no future end-points, i.e. no generator may 
leave the horizon.

The second property hold for example for collapsing stars where the past 
continuation of ail generators leave the horizon at the time the horizon was 
formed. As a conséquence of properties 2 and 3, null geodesics may enter TL 
but not leave it.

1.4 The area theorem

The area theorem was initially demonstrated by Hawking [153]. We shall 
follow closely the reviews by Carter [91] and Townsend [234]. The theorem 
reads as follows.

Theorem 9 (Area law). If

(i) Einstein’s équations hold with a matter stress-tensor satisfying the null
energy condition, ^ 0, for ail null k^,

(ii) The spacetime is “strongly asymptotically predictable”

then the surface area A of the event horizon can never decrease with time.

The theorem was originally stated in 4 dimensions but it is actually valid 
in any dimension n ^ 3.

In order to understand the second requirement, let us recall some défini
tions. The future domain of dépendance of an hypersurface S is the
set of points p in the manifold for which every causal curve through p that 
has no past end-point intersects S. The significance of jD+(E) is that the 
behavior of solutions of hyperbolic PDE’s outside D'^ÇS) is not determined 
by initial data on E. If no causal curves hâve past end-points, then the 
behavior of solutions inside H“''(E) is entirely determined in terms of data 
on E. The past domain of dépendance D“(E) is defined similarly.

A Cauchy surface is a spacelike hypersurface which every non-spacelike 
curve intersects exactly once. It has as domain of dependence D'*'(E) U 
T>“(E) the manifold itself. If an open set Af admits a Cauchy surface then
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the Cauchy problem for any PDE with initial data on M is well-defined. 
This is also équivalent to say that M is globally hyperbolic.

The requirement (ii) means that there should be a globally hyperbolic 
submanifold of spacetime containing both the exterior spacetime and the 
horizon. It is équivalent to say there is a family of Cauchy hypersurfaces 
E(r), such that S(r') is inside the domain of dependence of E(r) if r' > r.

Now, the boundary of the black hole is the past event horizon H- It is a 
null hypersurface with generator P (that is proportional to ^ onTd). We can 
choose to parameterize the Cauchy surfaces E(t) using the affine parameter 
T of the null géodésie generator l.

The area of the horizon A{t) is then the area of the intersection of E(r) 
with H. We hâve to prove that .4(r') > .4(t) if t' > r.

Sketch of the proof:

The Raychaudhuri équation for the null generator l reads as (3.24). There- 
fore, wherever the energy condition > 0 holds, the null generator
will evolve subject to the inequality

d0,(0) ^ - 0 (3.25)
dr '' n — 2

except on possible singular points as caustics. It follows that if 0(q) becomes 
négative at any point p on the horizon (i.e. if there is a convergence) then the 
null generator can continue in the horizon for at most a finite affine distance 
before reaching a point p at which 0(o) — oo, i.e. a point of infinité
convergence representing a caustic beyond which the generators intersect.

Now, from the third property of event horizons above, the generators 
cannot leave the horizon. Therefore at least two generators cross at p inside 
7i and, following Hawking and Ellis (Trop 4.5.12 of [154]), they may be 
deformed to a timelike curve, see figure 3.3. This is however impossible 
because of the achronicity property of event horizons. Therefore, in order to 
avoid the contradiction, the point p cannot exist and 0(q) cannot be négative.

Since (at points where the horizon is not smooth) new null generators 
may begin but old ones cannot end, équation (3.17) implies that the total 
area A{t) cannot decrease with increasing r.

6>(o)cZ>4^0. (3.26)

This complétés the proof.
In particular, if two black holes with area A\ and A2 merge then the 

area ^3 of the combined black hole hâve to satisfy

A^ > »4i + A2 ■ (3.27)
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Figure 3.3: If two null generators of cross, they may be deformed to a timelike 
curve.

The area A{t) do not change if 0 = 0 on the entire horizon 7i. The black 
hole is then stationary.

Note that this dérivation implicitly assume regularity properties of the 
horizon (as pieeewise C^) which may not be true for generic black holes. 
Recently these gaps in the dérivation hâve been totally filled in [96], see 
discussion in [245].

2 Equilibrium states

2.1 Killing horizons

In any stationary and asymptotically fiat spacetime with a black hole, the 
event horizon is a Killing horizon [154]. This theorem firstly proven by 
Hawking [153] is called the rigidity theorem. It provides an essential link 
between event horizons and Killing horizons.^

A Killing horizon is a null hypersurface whose normal ^ is a Killing vector

~ — 0- (3.28)

®The theorem further assumes the geometry is analytic around the horizon. Actually, 
there exist a counter-example to the rigidity theorem as stated in Hawking and Ellis [154] 
but under additional assumptions such as global hyperbolicity and simple connectedness 
of the spacetime, the resuit is valid [95]. See also [134] for a relrixation of the analyticity 
hypothèses.
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This additional property will allow us to explore many characteristics of 
black holes.

The parameter k which we now call the surface gravity of H. is defined 
in (3.6). In asymptotically fiat spacetimes, the normalization of k is fixed 
by requiring — 1 at infinity (similarly, we impose ^ in asymp
totically anti-de Sitter spacetimes).

For Killing horizons, the expansion rate V = 7(“7^f^aC/3 = 0, so 0 = 
(7 = 0. Moreover, from (3.20) and (3.28), we deduce ç = k. Equation (3.19) 
then provides an alternative définition for the surface gravity,

(3.29)

Contracting (3.6) with the transverse null vector n or using the défini
tion (3.9), one has also

(3.30)

The Raychaudhuri équation (3.24) also states in this case that

= 0, (3.31)

because l is proportional to Ç on the horizon.
Prom the décomposition (3.14), the irrotationality condition (3.7) and 

the Killing property it can be written

— Cfj.Qu ~ (3.32)

where the covector can be fixed uniquely by the normalization Qf^n^ = 0.
Using (3.30), the last équation can be decomposed in terms of (n,^, {77}) as

'}~i
~ ~T ~ (3.33)

where r) satisfy 77 ■ ^ = 0 = 77 • n. In particular, it shows that for any spacelike
'httangent vectors 77, 77 to H, one has = 0.

2.2 Zéro law

We are now able to show that the surface gravity k is constant on the horizon 
under appropriate conditions. More precisely.

Theorem 10 (Zéro law). [45] If
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(i) The spacetime {M,g) admits a Killing vector ^ which is the generator 
of a Killing horizon TL,

(a) Einstein’s équations hold with matter satisfying the dominant energy 
condition, i.e. is a non-spacelike vector for ail l^l^ ^0,

then the surface gravity k of the Killing horizon is constant over TL.

Using the aforementioned properties of null hypersurfaces and Killing 
horizons, together with

iv,n\p = Rfiup (3.34)

which is valid for Killing vectors, one obtains (see [91] for a proof)

k = = 0, (3.35)

(3.36)

for ail spacelike tangent vectors rj. Now, from the dominant energy con
dition, is not spacelike. However, the Raychaudhuri équation im
plies (3.31). Therefore, Rpu^^ must be zéro or proportional to and 
Rpuf.^r,'^ = 0.

This theorem has an extension when gravity is coupled to electromag- 
netism. If the Killing vector field Ç is also a symmetry of the electromagnetic 
field up to a gauge transformation, + d^e = 0, it can also be proven
that the electric potential

^ + e)\n (3.37)

is constant on the horizon. See the discussion before (3.57) for a proof in 
the case of p-form potentials, p'^1.

Note that the zeroth law can be derived from different assumptions. As 
an example, constancy of surface gravity holds for any black hole which is 
static or stationary-axisymmetric with the t — (p reflection isometry (without 
assuming Einstein’s équations) [90,204].

3 First law and Smarr formula

The géométrie dérivation of the Smarr relation and of the first law of ther- 
modynamics for four-dimensional asymptotically fiat black holes is usually 
based on Komar intégrais [45,89]. Komar intégrais are extremely useful since 
they allow one to easily express the conserved quantities defined at infinity
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to properties associated with the horizon of the black hole. However, they 
do not provide a complété and systematic approach to conserved quantities.

Indeed, in order to give the correct définitions of energy and angular 
momentum, the coefficients of the Komar intégrais must be fixed by com- 
parison with the ADM expressions [18,19], see e.g. discussions in [173,234]. 
Moreover, although this approach can be extended to higher dimensional 
asymptotically fiat black holes [196,137], it generally becomes ambiguous 
for rotating asymptotically anti-de Sitter black holes [189,142], Komar inté
grais are also not applicable to more exotic black holes as the ones immersed 
in Gôdel spacetimes [145,43],

The aim of this section is to rederive the first law and the Smarr formula 
using the Lagrangian charges defined in the preceding part of the thesis, 
as sketched in [55], without using uniqueness results or assuming spherical 
horizon topology.

We will first dérivé the first law and the Smarr formula for Einstein 
gravity and we will then extend the analysis to gravity coupled to a p-form 
potential and to a scalar field. A proof of the first law for an arbitrary theory 
of gravity and for non-stationary perturbations will not be developed here. 
For that analysis, we refer the reader to covariant phase space methods [244, 
173],

Following section 5 of Chapter 1, suppose that we hâve a family of so
lutions !F with exact Killing vectors ^ and a = 1... [(n — 1)/2J, 
containing stationary and axisymmetric black holes with connected Killing 
horizon. The generator of a Killing horizon is then a combination of the 
Killing vectors.

d
d(f°' ’

(3.38)

where are the angular velocities at the horizon. In what follows, we will 
only consider one-forms (dv5,d\/^) contracted with stationary field varia
tions {Sg,6^), i.e. satisfying (1.29),

T — 0- (3.39)

3.1 The first law for Einstein gravity

The différences of energy and angular momenta between two configurations 
g and g + ôg are defined by

^dt ’ SJa = - fJs°° HHVi6£ = (3.40)
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Here, the relative sign différence between the définitions of £ and traces 
its origin to the Lorentz signature of the metric [173]. We assume that the 
energy and angular momenta (3.40) are intégrable in J-, i.e. we require that 
the condition (1.47) or more precisely (2.13) are satisfied for the Killing 
vectors dt and for g E J- and for one-forms ôg tangent to the family of 
solutions T.

Assuming that the de Rham cohomology in the solution space J- vanishes 
in (vertical) form degree two, the integrability condition ensures that the 
charge one-forms (1.46) are independent on the path 7^ connecting g to g. 
The energy and angular momenta are then obtained by intégration of (3.40),

£ = f 6£ + £, Ja= f SJa + X- (3.41)

The equilihrium state version ® of the first law for the simple case of pure 
Einstein gravity can now be stated as [45,173,175]

Theorem 11 (First law). Let {M,g) and {M + 6M,g + 5g) be two slightly 
different stationary black hole solutions of Einstein’s équations with Killing 
horizon. The différence of energy 5£, angular momenta 5Ja and area 5A of 
the black hole are related by

ô£ = £1^^ ÔJa +-^ôA. (3.42)
Stt

Let us start with Proposition 2 stating the equality of the charge asso- 
ciated with ^ at a spacelike section H of the horizon and at infinity.

(f k^[6g] = (f A:^[(55].
JS°° JH

Using (3.40), the left-hand side of (3.43) is given by

/ kç[ôg]=S£ -QaSJ'^.
Js’=°

Using (2.30), the right-hand side of (3.43) may be rewritten as^

(3.43)

(3.44)

-5
H

k^EH +
H

(3.45)

®There also exists a physical process version, where an infinitésimal amount of matter 
is send through the horizon from infinity.

^The minus sign in front of IsgC-EU cornes from the fact that is Grassman odd and 
that we use the Grassman even Sg in place of dvQ-
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where the integrands are given in (2.27)-(2.28).
On the horizon, the intégration measure for {n — 2)-forms is given by

(3.46)

where dA is the “angular” measure on H and n was defined in (3.8). Using 
the properties of Killing horizons described in section 2, the Komar intégral 
on the horizon can easily be computed as

kA
(3.47)

where A is the area of the horizon. Now, it turns ont that the local geometry 
around Killing horizons implies the following property

Proposition 12.

(3-48)

The computation which is straightforward but lengthly is explicitly done 
in Appendix C.3 without assuming spécifie coordinates as in the original 
dérivation [45] and in some later dérivations [90,244]. It would be interesting 
to find a generalization of this proof for non-stationary perturbations as well.

Using proposition 12, the right-hand side of (3.43) is finally given by

= (3.49)

as it should and the first law is proven. □
We can see in this dérivation that the first law is a geometrical law in 

the sense that it relates the geometry of Killing horizons to the géométrie 
measure of energy and angular momenta. Note that the dérivation was 
done in arbitrary dimensions, without hypothèses on the topology of the 
horizon and for arbitrary stationary variations. The first law also applies in 
particular for extremal black holes by taking k = 0.

Finally remark that the first part of the dérivation, especially équa
tion (3.44), is identical for any theory of gravity, with appropriate définition 
of energy and angular momenta (3.40). On the other hand, the surface terms 
evaluated on the horizon (3.45) will be modified for other théories.
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3.2 The Smarr formula for Einstein gravity

Let us now dérivé a formula relating the energy and angular momenta of 
a black hole with Killing horizon to quantifies defined at the horizon. A 
general dérivation can be found in [57].

Let us choose a path s = 0...1 in !F interpolating between the 
background g = g^^^ € and a black hole g = g^^^ € T. It is not assumed 
that there is a horizon defined for ail metrics along the path.

Now, the conserved quantity associated with the Killing generator ^ of 
the target black hole solution g = g^^^ (3.38) is

Qd9,S] = £-^aJ, (3.50)

by lineaxity of Q^\g,g\ in Because this quantity may be computed on any 
surface, we can write

£ — — — ([ k^EH^^[g] + é k^Bn^^[g]+ [ ^ *çfÿg.^£i/)(3.51)
JH ’ J S ’ J''fs J S

after having used (3.45). Here, H is the black hole horizon and S is any 
smrface that may be deformed to the surface S°° at infinity. The Komar 
intégral K^[g] evaluated on the horizon is given by (3.47). We thus get

- fia + £ £ klsg^EH- (3-52)

The daim is that this relation gives the generalized Smarr formula, which 
becomes the thermodynamical Euler relation, with the standard identifica
tions of température as T = ^ and entropy as <S = jA. This formula 
will be applied to Kerr-anti de Sitter black holes and to their fiat limit in 
Chapter 4.

A generalization of the Smarr formula for Einstein gravity coupled to a 
Maxwell field with Chern-Simons term will be given in section 3 of Chapter 4.

3.3 First law for gravity coupled to a p-form potential and a 
dilaton

The first law of black hole mechanics was initially developed taking into 
account dust as well as electromagnetic fields [45]. Also, the first law with 
Yang-Mills fields were studied, e.g., in [223,136].

Hamiltonian [101], quasilocal [34] as well as covariant phase space meth- 
ods [208,209] hâve investigated the rôle of p-form charges in the first law.
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The aim of this section published in [100] is to continue the analysis started 
in section 3 of Chapter 2 by deriving the first law using our methods in a 
notation taking care of form factors. The first law will be proven for gauge 
potentials that may be irregular on the bifurcation surface, which is neces- 
sary in order to cover e.g. the thermodynamics of black rings [131]. In that 
respect, the covririant analysis of [208,209] will be improved.

We will use the observation [136] that a consistent thermodynamics can 
be done on the future event horizon with diverging potentials if, neverthe- 
less, the potential is regular when pulled-back on the future horizon. Our 
resulting expression for the first law constitutes a generalization of [136] 
for p-form potentials (also coupled to a scalar field). We will then show in 
section 4 of Chapter 4 that the potential for the black rings [131] admits a 
regular pull-back on the future event horizon and can thus be treated by this 
method. Note that our analysis covers only electric-type charges and not 
magnetic charges where the potential is necessarily singular on the future 
event horizon.

We assume as in the previous section that the fields 4>^ = {g, A, x) and 
(f)^ + are stationary black hole solutions with Killing horizon H. The 
variation of energy 5£ and angular momenta 5^7“ are defined as the charges 
associated with the Killing vectors dt and —d^^. We assume that ^ is a 
solution of (2.59) with A = 0. We also require that ^ + 5^ is a symmetry of 
the perturbed black hole

The first law is then a conséquence of the equality ®

where S°° is a (n — 2)-sphere at infinity. Using the linearity of with 
respect to the left-hand side is simply given by 6£ — Çla6J^°’. Splitting the 
right-hand side, we get

We showed in the last section that géométrie properties of the Killing horizon 
allow one to express the gravitational contribution into the form

®The first law can be straightforwardly generalized to reducibility parameters satisfying 
+ A = 0 with A 5^ d(-). This simply amounts to add a contribution at infinity and 

at the horizon.

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)
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Using (2.72), the scalar contribution can be written as

([ k^o[5<?!);<?f)] = - (f dAôx{C^X + = 0, (3.56)
J H J H

which vanishes thanks to the reducibility équations (2.59), assuming the 
regularity of the scalar field on the horizon.

The contribution of the p-form can be computed using the arguments 
of [137,101]. The Raychaudhuri équation gives = 0 on the horizon.
It follows by Einstein’s équations and by the identity C^(f) — 0 that has 
vanishing norm on the horizon. But as fç(z^H) = 0, is tangent to the 
horizon. z^H has thus the form ^ A • • • A ^ by antisymmetry of H and its 
pullback to the horizon vanishes. The équation £^A = 0 can be written as 
di^A = -zçH. Therefore, the pull-back of i^A on the horizon is a closed 
form.

For P = 1, —zçA = $ is simply the scalar electric potential at the 
horizon (3.37). When p > 1, the quantity —z^A pulled-back on the horizon 
is the sum of an exact form de and an harmonie form h. If the horizon has 
non-trivial n — p — 1 cycles T„, one can define the harmonie forms dual to 
Ta by duality between homology and cohomology as

üJa A a, V(j. (3.57)

The harmonie form h is then a sum of terms h = $“o;a with constant 
over the non-trivial cycles.

The contribution from the potential contains three terms (2.76). The 
Komar term (2.74) can be written as

/ I * H, (3.58)
JH J Ta

where the exact form de do not contribute on-shell. We recognize on the 
right-hand side the conserved form written in (2.79). Let us dénoté by Qa 
the intégral e~°‘^ * H.

Using (3.46), the contribution reads as

j i^&A[S(p,4>] = j> e-^^ii^SA)/\i.îl-^ dA ‘̂^*[ôAA*{i„H)y (3.59)

The first term of (3.59) nicely combines with the second term of (2.76) into 
— fp * H = —ô^°'Qa because is constant as a conséquence of
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the hypothèses on the variation. In the second term of (3.59), one can replace 
(5A by its pull-back on the future horizon. Indeed, decomposing 6A —
nAùJ^^^ +(f>tSA, one sees that the term involving n do not contribute because 
of the antisymmetry of H. Therefore, the second term in (3.59) will vanish 
if H is regular and if the pull-back 0*5A on the future horizon is regular.

Finally, the contribution from the potential on the horizon reduces to

£k^o[<5<(>;0] = ^“<5Qa, (3.60)

as it should to give the first law

5£ - üaôj<^ = ^<5-4 + (3.61)
ottG





Chapter 4

Black hole solutions and 
their thermodynamics

General relativity provides a very élégant classical description of the gravi- 
tational interaction. Remarkably, this theory predicts the existence of black 
holes which satisfy laws analogous to the laws of thermodynamics. In this 
chapter, we will try to get further insights in the properties of black holes by 
finding new solutions to gravity coupled to matter fields and by investigating 
their thermodynamical properties.

In the first section, we will construct new Gôdel-type black hole and par- 
ticle solutions to Einstein-Maxwell theory in 2-t-l dimensions with a négative 
cosmological constant and a Chern-Simons term. These black holes can be 
seen as B(H)TZ black holes [39,38] immersed into a Gôdel background. We 
will show that a particular solution is related to the original Gôdel universe. 
The solutions will also be analyzed from the point of view of identifications. 
On-shell, the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor will be seen to effectively 
replace the cosmological constant by minus the square of the topological 
mass and produce the stress-energy of a pressme-free perfect fluid. Finally, 
the tools developed in the preceding chapters will be used to compute the 
conserved charges and work out the thermodynamics.

In section 2, we will turn to higher dimensional Kerr-anti-de Sitter black 
holes. The conserved charges will be obtained by our methods and a gener- 
alized Smarr relation which is valid both in fiat and in anti-de Sitter back- 
grounds will be derived. It will be also shown that the charges for higher 
dimensional Kerr-adS black holes can be correctly computed from the stan
dard Hamiltonian or Lagrangian surface intégrais at infinity.

The définition of conserved quantifies for Gôdel black holes was an open

69
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problem in 2004 [145,182] mainly because the naive application of tradi- 
tional approaches fails. In section 3, the mass, angular momenta and charge 
of the Gôdel-type rotating black hole solution to five dimensional minimal 
supergravity [138,145] will be computed, thereby providing a définition of 
charges in these unconventional spacetimes. Moreover, a generalized Smarr 
formula will be derived and the first law of thermodynamics will be verified.

We conclude in sections 4 and 5 with applications of our formalism to 
black rings and with the dehnition of energy in plane-waves geometries.

1 Three-dimensional Gôdel black holes

Exact solutions of higher dimensional gravity and supergravity théories play 
a key rôle in the development of string theory. Recently, a Gôdel-like 
exact solution of five-dimensional minimal supergravity having the maxi
mum number of supersymmetries has been constructed [138]. As its four- 
dimensional predecessor, discovered by Gddel in 1949 [148], this solution 
possesses a large number of isométries. It can be lifted to higher dimensions 
and has recently been extensively studied as a background for string and 
M-theory, see e.g. [69,151].

The Gôdel-like five-dimensional solution found in [138] is supported by 
an Abelian gauge field. This gauge field has an additional Chern-Simons 
interaction and produces the stress-energy tensor of a pressureless perfect 
fluid. Since a Chern-Simons term can also be added in three dimensions, it 
is a natural question to ask whether a Gôdel like solution exists in three- 
dimensional gravity coupled to a Maxwell-Chern-Simons field.

Actually, there is a stronger motivation to look for this kind of solu
tions of three-dimensional gravity. The reason is that the original four- 
dimensional Gôdel spacetime is aheady effectively three dimensional, see 
e.g. [154]. In fact, the metric has as direct product structure =

ds^^^ + dz^ where satisfies a purely three-dimensional Einstein équation.
The goal of this section, published as an article in [43] with M. Bana- 

dos, G. Barnich and M. Gomberoff, is twofold. On the one hand we will 
show that the three-dimensional factor ds^g^ of the Gôdel spacetime and its 
generalizations [205] are exact solutions of the three-dimensional Einstein- 
Maxwell-Chern-Simon theory described by the action.

I =
167tG

Jd^x (4.1)

The stress-energy tensor of the perfect fluid will be fully generated by the
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gauge field in complété aaalogy with the five-dimensional results re- 
ported in [138].

Our second goal deals with Gôdel particles and black holes. Within 
the five-dimensional supergravity theory, rotating black hole solutions on 
the Gôdel background hâve been investigated in [164,145,71,146,61,182, 
147,59,108]. It is then natural to ask whether the three-dimensional Gôdel 
spacetime can be generalized to include horizons. This is indeed the 
case and a general solution will be displayed.

The conserved charges - mass, angular momentum and electric charge 
- will be computed for these solutions and the first law for the three- 
dimensional black holes, adapted to an observer at rest with respect to 
the electromagnetic fluid will be derived. We then show how to adapt this 
first law in order to compare with the one for adS black holes in the absence 
of the electromagnetic fluid.

In parallel to this work, three-dimensional black hole solutions with 
naked closed time-like curves hâve also been obtained from exact marginal 
deformations of the SL{2,R) WZW model [121]. Gôdel black hole solutions 
can thus be promoted to exact string theory backgrounds. During the writ- 
ing of this thesis, the M = 2 supersymmetric extension of the action (4.1) 
has been constructed in [44]. It tmns out that the three-dimensional Gôdel 
solution préserves one half of the supersymmetries.

1.1 Introduction

Let us now briefly discuss the general structure of the stress-energy tensor 
of Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory. The original Gôdel geometry is a solution 
of the Einstein équations in the presence of a pressureless fluid with energy 
density p and a négative cosmological constant A such that A = —IvrGp. 
Equivalently, it can be viewed as a homogeneous spacetime fllled with a stiff 
fluid, that is, psF = PSF = p/2 and vanishing cosmological constant.

In (2-1-1 )-spacetime dimensions, an electromagnetic field can be the source 
of such a fluid. To see this it is convenient to write the stress-energy tensor 
in terms of the dual field *F^,

IÔttGT'^'^ = - -*F°‘*Fa9^'' (4.2)

In any région where the field is timelike, the electromagnetic field be- 
haves as a stiff fluid with

y/-*F°‘*Fa
*Ff^, PSF = PSF = -*F^*FJ16fG. (4.3)
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If Gôdel’s geometry is going to be a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell System, 
then psF = —*F°‘*Fa/2 must be a constant. Moreover in comoving coordi- 
nates, in which gu = —1, *F^ must be a constant vector pointing along the 
time coordinate. One can easily see that such a solution does not exist. In 
fact, the Maxwell équations for this solution,

d*F = 0, (4.4)

imply in these coordinates that 9t[ip,r] = 0 which cannot be achieved for 
Gôdel. If the electromagnetic field acquires a topological mass a, however, 
Maxwell’s équations (4.4) will be modified by the addition of the term aF. 
In that case, the timelike, constant, electromagnetic field is, as we will see 
below, a solution of the coupled Einstein-Maxwell-Chern-Simons System, 
and the geometry is precisely that of Gôdel.

1.2 Topologically massive gravito-electrodynamics

We start by reviewing the main properties, relevant to our discussion, of 
the four-dimensional Gôdel spacetimes [148,205,210]. These metrics hâve a 
direct product structure -f dz^ with three-dimensional factor given by

dS(3) -

sinh^(mp) 2 
--------rô------dip .

+ dp^

(4.5)

The original solution discovered by Gôdel corresponds to = 2Q^. Fmr- 
thermore, it was pointed out in [205] that the property of homogeneity and 
the causal structure of the Gôdel solution also hold for fl and m indépendant, 
provided that O^m^ < 4Q^, the limiting case fh? = 4fl^ corresponding to 
anti-de Sitter space.

The three-dimensional metric (4.5) has 4 indépendant Killing vectors, 
two obvions ones, ^(1) = dt and ^(2) = fwo additional ones,

Ç(3)
2Q d
■zTô tanh(mp/2) sin <p—
m-

coth(mp) sin(p 

2fi
dip ’

dt

d

1 d 
■ coscp

m dp

d
641 = -TW tanh(mp/2) cos <p— + — sin <p— -|-

^ dt m dpdt m

coth(mp) cos if
d(f'

(4.6)

(4.7)
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which span the algebra so(2,1) x M. Finally, the metric (4.5) satisfies the 
three dimensional Einstein équations,

^ (4q2 _ (4.8)

for ail values of O, m, and we see that Q plays the rôle of a négative cosmo- 
logical constant.

Note that a solution to Einstein’s équations in 3 dimensions can be 
lifted to a solution in 4 dimensions through the addition of a fiat direction 
Z if the additional components of the stress-energy tensor are chosen as 

= 0 and + Ü’^/AttG. For the solutions (4.5), =
{m? — 2Q^)/87rG and vanishes, as it should, for the original Gôdel solution.

Our first goal is to prove that (4.5) can be regarded as an exact solution 
to the équations of motion following from (4.1).

To this end, we need to supplément (4.5) with a suitable gauge field which 
will provide the stress-energy tensor (right hand side of (4.8)). Consider a 
spherically symmetric gauge field in the gauge Ar — Q,

A = At{p)dt -f- A^{p)d(p. (4.9)

Inserting this ansatz for the gauge field into the équations of motion associ- 
ated to the action (4.1), and assuming that the metric takes the form (4.5), 
one indeed finds a solution for At and A^p. Moreover, the two parameters 
m,Q entering in (4.5) become related to the coupling constants a and l/l 
as

fl = a,

= 2 -I- . (4.10)

With this parameterization, the Gôdel sector is determined by — 1 > 0, 
with = 1 corresponding to anti-de Sitter space. For future convenience, 
we shall write the solution in terms of a new radial coordinate r defined by

r = zriT sinh^ (4.11)

Explicitly, the metric and gauge field are given by.

ds^ = —dt^ — 4ardtd(f -I-

2r + + 1)

2r

2r - - 1)

2r^
dr'^, (4.12)

\/«2/2 _ dip.A (4.13)
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From now on, we always write fi and m in terms of a and l using (4.10). 
The general solution for A involves the addition of arbitrary constant terms 
along dt and dtp in (4.13). At this stage, we choose the constant in At to be 
zéro. We will corne back to this issue when we discuss black hole solutions 
below. A constant term in A^p is not allowed, however, if one requires A^dp 
to be regular everywhere. Indeed, near r — 0, the spacelike surfaces of 
(4.12) are in polar coordinates, the radial coordinate r in (4.12) being 
the square root of a standard radial coordinate over K^, and thus A^ must 
vanish at r = 0 because the 1-form d<p is not well defined there.

The gauge field (4.13) is also invariant under the isométries of (4.5), up 
to suitable gauge transformations: for each Killing vector there exists a 
fonction such that

In this sense, the Killing vectors of (4.5) are lifted to gauge parameters 

(^(a)’^(a)) leave the full gravity plus gauge field solution invariant. The 
generalized Gôdel metric (4.12) together with the gauge field (4.13) define a 
background, for the action (4.1) with 4 linearly independent symmetries of 
this type. We shall now use these symmetries in order to find new solutions 
describing particles and black holes.

1.3 Gôdel particles: > 1

We hâve proven in the previous section that the Gôdel metric can be re- 
garded as an exact solution to action (4.1). The associated gauge field (4.13) 
is however real only in the range ^ 1. We consider in this section the 
case > 1 and introduce particle-like objects on the background (4.12) 
by means of spacetime identifications.

Gôdel Cosmons

Identifications in three-dimensional gravity were first introduced by Deser, 
Jackiw and t’Hooft [116,117] and the resulting objects called “cosmons”. In 
the presence of a topologically massive electromagnetic field, cosmons living 
in a Gôdel background may also be constructed along these lines.

Take the metric (4.12) and make the following identification along the 
Killing vectors dp and dt

{t — 2Trjm, (f + 2TTm).
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where m, j are real constants. If m 7^ 1 this procedure will turn the spatial 
plane into a cône. The cosmon lives in the tip of this cône, and its mass is 
related to m and j (see below). The time-helical structure given by j will 
provide angular momentum.

To analyze the resulting geometry it is convenient to pass to a different 
set of coordinates,

if = (p'm

t = t'— jip'm (4-15)

r' ^ j
r = —+ 7^-

m la

where the above identification amounts to

if' if' + 27m, n £ Z. (4.16)

Also, the new time t' fiows ahead smoothly, that is, it does not jump after 
encircling the particle. Inserting these coordinates into (4.12), and erasing 
the primes, we find the new metric

ds^ = —dt^ — Aardtdifi 

2/2+
AG T

8Gz2r-(a"l"-l)^
a

dip

-1

dr^

For fixed m and mj, the new constants 1/ and J are given by

; 1 1 •AGv = m ( IH —J

AG J = -m?j 1
1 + a^l^ 

2aP '

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

These constants will be shown to be related to the mass and angular mo- 
mentum respectively.

Since under (4.15) ip scales with m while r with l/m we see that the 
r-dependent part of gauge field (4.13) is invariant under (4.15). However, 
the manifold now has a non-trivial cycle, and it is not regular at the point 
r = ro invariant under the action of the Killing vector whose orbits are used 
for identifications. Explicitly, tq = which corresponds to r = 0 before
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the shift of r in (4.15). This means that one can now add a constant piece 
to The new gauge field becomes

A — (------- — + •\/ — 1 —)dip. (4.20)
a l

The constant Q will be identified below as the electric charge of the particle 
sitting at r = 0.

The metrics (4.17) only admit the 2 Killing vectors dt and d^. Indeed, 
the other candidates ^(3) and ^(4) do not sirrvive as they do not commute 
with the Killing vector along which the identifications are made [40].

So far we hâve only used the Killing vectors djd(p and d/dt of (4.5) 
to make identifications. Besides these Killing vectors, the metric (4.5) has 
two other isométries defined by the vectors (4.6) and (4.7), and one may 
consider identifications along them. We shall not explore this possibility in 
this paper.

Horizons, Singularities and Time Machines

Distinguished places of the geometry (4.17) may appear on those points 
where either or vanishes. The vanishing of g^^p indicates that g^^ 
changes sign and hence closed timelike curves (CTC) appear. On the other 
hand, the vanishing of g'^^ indicates the presence of horizons, as can readily 
be seen by writting (4.17) in ADM form.

The function g^^ in (4.17) is an inverted parabola, and, it will hâve two 
zéros, say ri and T2 whenever

2Gu'^ >
JjaH^ - 1)

aP
(4.21)

We must require this condition to be fulfilled in order to hâve a “normal” 
région where dp is spacelike. The boundary of the normal région are two 
spacelike surfaces, the velocity of light surfaces (VLS) at r = ri and r = r2 

(assume r2 > ri). These surfaces are perfectly regular as long as gtp 7^ 0 
there, which is indeed the case for the metric (4.17), when a 0.

On the other hand, it is direct to see from (4.17) that

= 4o:^r^ + gpp. (4.22)

Since g^p is positive in the normal région, there are no horizons there and 
ÿ”” is positive in that région. This means that, if any, both zéros of 5”” are 
on the same side of the normal région. The sides in which no zéro of 5”” are
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présent are analog to the Gôdel time machine, an unbounded région, free 
of singularities, where is timelike. If ^ 0, the roots of are smaller 
than the roots of g^p^. Without loss of generality, we can restrict ourselves 
to this case because the solutions parametrized by {y, J, Q) are related to 
those with {—v, J, —Q) by the change of coordinates r —» —r, <p —> —g).

The condition for “would be horizons” is

2Gu'^ >
+ 1)

(4.23)

As depicted in Fig. 4.1, once one reaches the largest root = tq of g'””, the 
manifold cornes to an end. Indeed, the signature of the metric changes as 
one passes g”” = 0. This can be seen by putting the metric in ADM form 
(see (4.50) below). Note that in this case, given (i^, J), there is a unique 
{m,mj) satisfying (4.18)-(4.19).

Using then r = r+ + Ko\ar^\p^, with r_ the smallest root of g”” and

ds^ w + dp^ — 4o!^ri(d(p + 7--—)^. (4.24)
2ar+

This means that the spacetime has a naked singularity at r_|_, which is the 
analog of the one found in the spinning cosmon of [116,117].

Alternatively, as proposed originally in [108] for the case where the would 
be horizon is inside the time machine, one can periodically identify time t 
with period 2-kIkq. This leads to having CTC’s lying everywhere, including 
the normal région.

1.4 Gôdel black holes 

The olH^ < 1 sector

We hâve shown in Sec. 1.2 that the metric (4.5) can be embedded as an 
exact solution to the équations of motion derived from (4.1). The necessajy 
gauge field, given in (4.13) is, however, real only in the range oP'l'^ ^ 1. As 
we mentioned in Sec. 1.2, the gauge field (4.13) represents the most general 
static spherically symmetric solution, given the metric (4.5) (or, in the new 
radial coordinate, (4.12)). This means that if we want to find a real gauge 
field in the range o?}? < 1 we need to start with a different metric. The goal 
of this section is to explore the other sector, < 1, where black holes will 
be constructed.
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Figure 4.1: Gôdel cosmons

Starting from the metric (4.12) and gauge field (4.13) it is easy to con- 
struct a new exact solution which will be real in the range < 1. Consider 
the following (complex) coordinate changes ^ acting on (4.12) and (4.13): 
if iip, t —> it, and r —> —r. The new metric and gauge field read,

ds^

A

dt^ — Aardtdip + 2r - (l -
2r^
~P

dif^

+ ^(a^/^ + l)^-----2r^ dr^

>/l —

(4.25)

(4.26)

Several commenta are in order here. First of ail, the intermediate step of 
making some coordinates complex is only a way to find a new solution. From 
now on, ail coordinates t, r, ip are defined real, and, in that sense, the fields 
(4.25) and (4.26) provide a new exact solution to the action (4.1) which is 
real in the range < 1.

Second, in the original metric (4.12), the coordinate was constrained by 
the geometry to hâve the range 0 ^ < 27t. This is no longer the case in the
metric (4.25). The 2-dimensional sub-manifold described by the coordinates 
r, (p does not hâve the geometry of near r —> 0 anymore; the coordinate *

*An équivalent way to do this transformation without introducing the imaginary unit 
is by the following sequence of coordinate transformations (and analytic continuations) 
acting on (4.12): t —» t —» —t, t —> and the same for tp.
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y? is thus not constrained to be compact, and in principle it should hâve the 
full range

—oo < (f < oo. (4-27)

The reason that ip in (4.25) is not constrained by the geometry is that the 
component of the metric (4.25) changes sign as we approach r = 0. This 

is an indication of the presence of a horizon, although this surface is not yet 
compact.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the metrics (4.25) and (4.12) are 
real and are related by a coordinate transformation, so that ail local invari
ants involving the metric alone hâve the same values. However, as solutions 
to the Einstein-Maxwell équations, they are inequivalent. Indeed, the dif- 
feomorphism and gauge invariant quantity (*F)^ = 4(1 - a^l^)/P changes 
sign when going from (4.12)-(4.13) to (4.25)-(4.26). This is different from 
the pure anti-de Sitter case where particles and black holes are obtained by 
identifications performed on the same background.

The Gôdel black hole

Let us go back to (4.25) and note that the function g'’’’ vanishes at > 0. 
In order to make the r = r+ smface a regular, finite area, horizon we shall 
use the Killing vector of (4.25) to identify points along the ip coordinate. 
In this case, has a non-compact orbit and identifications along it does not 
produce a conical singularity, but a “cylinder”. More generically, we may 
proceed in analogy with the cosmon case and identify along a combination 
of both dip and dt so that

{t,(p) ~ (t — 2ttjm,(p -t- 27rm).

so that the resulting geometry will also carry angular momentum. We again 
pass to a different set of coordinates.

(p'm (4.28)

t' — jip'm (4.29)

r' j 
m 2a’

(4.30)

so that the new angular coordinate p>' is identified in 27t, and the time t' 
flows ahead smoothly.
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The new metric reads (after erasing the primes),

ds^ = dt^— Aardtdip+ (sGur — (1 — a^î^)-pÿ---------dip^P a

+ [{a^P + l)^-----8Gi>r+^^-^ dr'^.
2r^
~P

(4.31)

As for the partiales analyzed in the préviens section, for given we
define new constants /r and J according to

AGv = m ^1 + , (4.32)

AG J = rri^j • (4-33)

Again, these constants will be related below to the mass and the angular 
momentum and without loss of generality, we can limit ourselves to the case

In the new coordinates, the electromagnetic potential takes the form 
A = A^dtp, where

A^(r) = -^ +V'l-a2/2^. (4.34)
a l

The constant Q is arbitrary because, once again, the nontrivial topology 
allows the addition of an arbitrary constant in A^p. It is worth stressing 
that if (f was not compact, then m and Q would be trivial constants. It 
also follows that the Killing vectors of (4.25) hâve the same form as those of 
(4.12), but with the trigonométrie functions cos(</?) and sin((^) replaced by 
hyperbolic ones. Again, these vectors do not survive after the identifications.

Horizons, Singularities and Time Machines

We now proceed to analyze the metric in the same way we did in the preced- 
ing section. Again we hâve a condition for having a normal région, which, 
in this case reads

2Gi/2 >
J(1 - a'^P) 

aP
(4.35)

The functions and now behave as in Fig. 4.2. 
Note that

(4.36)
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Figure 4.2; Gôdel black holes
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and therefore horizons may only exist in the normal région of positive 
Note, however, that for horizons to exist we must require

J(1 + o2/2)
(4.37)

If this requirement is fulfilled, we get two horizons inside the normal région, 
r_ = mj/{2a) and r+, which coincide in the extremal case. The whole 
normal région is in fact an ergoregion because d/dt is spacelike everywhere. 
Again, for given {u, J), one can then find a unique solution (m, mj) satisfying 
(4.32)-(4.33).

Following Carter [90], the metric and the gauge field can be made reg- 
ulax at both horizons by a combined coordinate and gauge transformation. 
Indeed, if

A(r) = (a2/2 + 1)?^-----8Gvr +
a

the black hole metric can be written as

dr^
ds^ = {dt — 2ardifŸ ~~ ^dcp^ + (4.38)

The analog of ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates are the angle 0" 
and the time T defined by dtp = dtp — ^dr, dt = dt — ^^dr, giving the 
regulax metric

ds^ = (dt — 2ardtpŸ — ^dip^ + 2dip dr. (4.39)

With A^{r) given by (4.34), the r dépendent gauge transformation A = 

A + de, where e = f gives the regular potential A — A,p{r)dip
whose norm A^ is zéro.

Outgoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates are defined by dp — —dtp -f 
^dr, dt = —dt + "^dr. The metric then takes also the form (4.39) with 
T and tp replaced by —T and —tp and the potential can be regularized by 
A = A-de.

The null generators of the horizons are ^ -t- 2ar± ^ associated
ignorable coordinates which are constant on these null generators are then 
given by

dt^ = dt — 2ar±dp. (4.40)

Kruskal type coordinates (t^, U^,V^) are obtained by defining

(Ît
= dtp=dp+—, (4.41)

dv
= dip=-dp+—,

k±

k±

dV^

dU^
(4.42)
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where

k± =
1

1 + r± — Tzf

In these coordinates, the metric is manifestly regular at the bifurcation 
surfaces,

= [dt^-ak±{r-r:f){U^dV^-V^dU^)f 
2k±{r-r^f . .

+
r± -

with r given implicitly by

-dU^dV^, (4.43)

±1
±T/±U^V

fr-r+\
\r — r- J

In Kruskal coordinates, the gauge field (4.34) becomes 

_ k± f A^{r±) Vl -
A =

2 I ^~~i

x{U^dV^ - V^dU^).

The potential can be regularized at r = r± by the transformations

= A - d[A^{r±)'-^ Infc±,

k±\/l — 
21

(r - r^)[U^dV^ - V^dU^).

(4.44)

(4.45)

(4.46)

In the original coordinates, however, the parameters of these transformations 
explicitly involve the angle (p, = A — d[A^p{r±)p}\ and, as explicitly shown
below, they change the electric charge. In order to avoid this, one can add 
a constant piece proportional to dt^, so that

À^-d{
Ajp{r±)
2ar±

(4.47)

In the original coordinates, the gauge parameter is now a linear function of 
t alone.

A^ A-d{ Aip{j'±) s 
2ar± ’

(4.48)
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According to the définition given below, such a transformation does not 
change the charges.

In the published paper [43], a naive Carter-Penrose diagram for these 
black holes was drawn. This diagram, however, is prématuré in view of the 
two following issues that hâve still to be addressed: namely, the clarification 
of the global topology of these spacetimes, and the existence of a conformai 
completion. These considérations are left for further work.

1.5 Vacuum solutions = 1

In the case = 1 the gauge field vanishes and the Gôdel metric (4.12) 
reduces to the three-dimensional anti-de Sitter space (to see this, do the 
coordinate transformations </? —> (^ + af and 2r —> r^). This means that the 
identifications in this case yield the usual three-dimensional black holes, and 
conical singularities.

1.6 The general solution 

Reduced équations of motion

We hâve seen in previous sections that the Gôdel metrics (4.5) and (4.25), 
as well as the corresponding quotient spaces describing paxticles and black 
holes, can be regarded as exact solutions to the action (4.1).

We hâve distinguished three cases according to the values of the dimen- 
sionless quantity Our purpose in this section is to write a general
solution which will be valid for ail values of We shall now construct
the solution by looking directly at the équations of motion. It is useful to 
Write a general spherically symmetric static ansatz in the form [97,14]

where p, q, h are functions of r only. This ansatz can also be written in the 
“ADM form”.

—5---------- h P dt^ + 2h dtdif + q dq>^,
— pq

(4.49)

(4.50)

This confirms that the function

/(r) = h^{r) -p{r)q{r), (4.51)
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Controls the existence of horizons. Note that for ail p, q, h, the déterminant 
of this metric is det(—5) = 1. For the gauge field, we use the radial gauge 
Ar = 0, and aissume that At and A^ dépend only on the radial coordinate,

A = Ai{r) dt + A^{r)d'p. (4-52)

In this parametrization, Einstein’s équations take the remarkably simple 
form,

h” = -A[A'^ 

p" = -4"
q" = (4.53)

{h^ - pq)" = - pq' +

where primes dénoté radial dérivatives. Maxwell’s équations reduce to 

{hA[-pA'^-2aAt)' = 0,

[qA\ - hA'^ - 2aA^y = 0. (4.54)

Before we write the solution to these équations, we make some general 
remarks on the structure of the stress-energy tensor associated to topolog- 
ically massive electrodynamics. As we pointed out in the introduction, we 
will seek for solutions with a constant electromagnetic field *F. Hence, we 
will only consider potentials A which are linear in r. In this case, Eqs. (4.54) 
are

h'A[-p'A'^ = 2aA[,

q'A[-h'A'^ = 2aA'^. (4.55)

We now multiply the first by h' and the second by p', then we subtract them 
to obtain

(h'2 - p'q')A[ = 2a{h'A[ - p'A'^) = WA[.

In the last step we hâve used Eq. (4.55). This implies that, if AJ 0 then 
{h'^ — p'q') = 4a^. By properly manipulating Eqs. (4.55) we see that this 
resuit is also valid if AJ = 0 but AJ, 7^ 0, and therefore is it true as long 
as the electromagnetic field does not vanish. Now we insert this in the last 
équation in (4.53), and obtain,

= q(A'tf+p(A'^f-2hA'A'^

(4.56)
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This équation tells us that wtien the topological mass cP' is greater 
(smaller) than the négative cosmological constant 1//^, the theory only sup
ports timelike (spacelike) constants fields. Therefore, for the generalized 
Gôdel spacetimes (4.5), we will need a topological mass > 1//^. In the 
other région, the constant electromagnetic field will describe a tachyonic 
perfect fluid. Anyway, as we will see below, it is this région in which black 
hole solutions are going to exist.

The solution

By direct computation one can check that équations (4.53)-(4.54) are satis- 
fied by the field

where

p(r)

q{r)

h{r)

M'r)

A^{r)

8Gfi

AGJ
a

—2ar 

- 1 
jal

-I- 2r
P

+ c
------ Q + 2yr,

a l

7
1 — a^P 

8Gfi

(4.57)

(4.58)

The parameters /x, J and Q are intégration constants with a physical in
terprétation as they will be identified with mass, angular momentum and 
electric charge below. The arbitrary constant C on the other hand will be 
shown to be pure gauge. For later convenience, it is however useful to keep 
it along and not restrict ourselves to a particular gauge at this stage. This 
will be discussed in details Sec. 1.7.

In the sector a^P > 1, the solution is real only for /x négative. These are 
the Gôdel particles, i.e., the conical singularities, discussed in Sec. 1.3. The 
metric (4.17) is recovered when /x = —2Gv^ and the change of variables t —> 
t/p—8Gfj,, r —> y/—8G^ir is performed. For the spécial values /x = — 1/8G 
and J = 0, which correspond to the trivial identification j = 0, m = 1 in 
Sec. 1.3, the conical singularities disappear and we are left with the Gôdel 
universes (4.12), used for the identifications producing the cosmons.

When a^P < 1, /x has to be positive. The black hole metrics (4.31) of 
Sec. 1.4 are recovered when /x = 2Gv^ and t —+ t/\f8Gp,^ r —> i/8G/xr. For
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fl = 1/8G and J = 0, they reduce to the solution (4.25) from which the 
black holes hâve been obtained from non-trivial identifications.

By construction, the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor for the solu
tions (4.57) takes the form

= (o^ - 7^)5"“^ + 87rGr^^
r

|l-o2/2| 
47tG/2 ^

(4.59)

(4.60)

where the unit tangent vector of the fluid is u For «2/2 ^ the

effect of the electromagnetic field can be taken into account by replacing the 
original cosmological constant — ^ by the effective cosmological constant 
—O? and introducing a pressure-free perfect, ordinary or tachyonic, fluid 
with energy density ^ 4~g/s ^ • From this point of view, the Chem-Simons 
coupling transmutes into a cosmological constant. For 1—a^P < 0, the fluid 
flows along timelike curves while for 1 — > 0, the fluid is tachyonic.

When «2/2 _ 2^^ disappears, the stress-energy tensor vanishes
and the solution is real for /x G R. The metric (4.57) reduces to the BTZ 
metric [39], as can be explicitly seen by transforming to the standard frame 
that is non-rotating at infinity with respect to anti-de Sitter space,

if (p + at,
r2. 2GJ

(4.61)

As will be explained in more details below, in the rotating frame that we 
hâve used, the energy and angular momentum are p and J respectively, 
while they become M = /x — aJ and J in the standard non-rotating frame.

Regular black holes hâve the range (see Fig. 4.4)

fi^O, fi^ 2a J. (4.62)

Note that the solution still possess a topological charge Q. It has been 
discussed in more details in [14].

When q;2/2 ^ the limit /x —> 0 can be taken smoothly in the coordinates
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Figure 4.3: Sectors of the general solution.

f = 7r, t = t/7 in which the solution becomes

where C = 7C-

p{f)

q{f)

h{f)

A^{r)

2;2= l-aH 
AGJ

H—r — -rr̂2

7a
—2ar 

- 1 
al

--------Q+ jr,a l

/2'
(4.63)

+ c

1.7 Conserved charges

Angular momentum, electric charge and energies

The charge différences between a given solution (5^^, and an infinitesi- 
mally close one + ôg^iv, + 5A^) were computed in section 4 of Chap- 
ter 2.

Particularizing to three dimensions and contracting the vertical one- 
forms (dy^, dy^, dv"A, dye) with variations {6g, 6^, SA,Se) satisfying the re- 
ducibility équations

(4.64)
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Cosmons with 
Naked 

Singularity

case
A/-+oy

case
A/=-ol/

Regular 
Black Holcs M=]x. - aJ

Figure 4.4: Sectors of the a^l'^ — 1 solution. The BTZ mass axis M = fi — aJ 
and the extremal solutions are explicitly indicated.

the (l,l)-forms can be simplifîed as

feç,, [5g, 5A] = kl + kl^ + kff, (4.65)

with^

= —5k^EH^^ + ÿç ~ 1 (4.66)

where

k^EH^^ = (4-67)

is the Komar 1-form and

= dxP^ep,.^^^{g''<^D^5ga0-9^^D''5g^p).

The electromagnetic contribution is^

= -^Qte + ^5^,5. + (4-68)

^The minus sign of in front of as comparer! to (2.10) cornes from the fact
that 5g is Grassmann even ([(isTîl = 0) while àvg is Grassmann odd ({dvp, = 0).

®The same remark as the preceding footnote applies to the term as compared to 
(2.76).
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where

Ql, = + e)), (4.69)

(4.70)

The Chern-Simons term contributes as

C = dx»a^ôA,{A,C + e). (4.71)

For generic metrics and gauge fields of the form (4.57), the general solu
tion (^,e) of (4.64) is a linear combination of (0,-1), (—^,0) and (^,0). 
These basis éléments are associated to infinitésimal charges as follows,

(f ko,-i = SQ, (f k__a_r. = ô{J
J s JS

kd_(. = 6jj, — Ç,6Q, (4.72)
J s ®‘’

where the contribution proportional to ÔQ in §gk__^Q and §gka_Q origi-d<p ’ dt ’
nate from the Chern-Simons term through (4.71). The conserved charges 
associated with (0,-1), (—^,0) axe thus manifestly intégrable. We choose 

to associate the angulax momentum to (—^, ~^^) so that its value be al- 

gebxaically indépendant of Q. If one takes as basis element (^, —Q instead 
of (^,0), one gets a thixd intégrable conserved charge equal to ôfi.

The integrated charges computed with respect to the background /x = 
0 = J = Q and associated to (^,—C)> *he
mass, the angular momentum and the total electric charge respectively,

£ = fx, J = J, Q^Q. (4.73)

Note that even though the metric and gauge fields in (4.57) become singulax 
at the background fx = 0 = J = Q, we can see from the form (4.63) that 
this is just a coordinate singulaxity.

The paxameter is pure gauge because the variation 5^ is not présent in 
the infinitésimal charges (4.72). Note however that appears explicitly in 
the définition of the mass by associating it with the basis element (^, —C)- 
It is only in the gauge C = that the mass is associated with the time-like 
Killing vector (^,0). This définition ensures in paxticulax that the mass of 
the black hole does not dépend on the gauge transformations (4.48) needed 
to regularize the potential on the bifurcation surfaces.
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In order to compare with standard adS black holes, one has to compute 
the mass in the frame (4.61) instead of using the rest frame for the fluid. 
The conserved charge associated with {djdt — adjd^, —Ç, + 4GQ) is now 
given by

£' = £-aJ = n-aJ = M, (4.74)

which coïncides with the conventional définition of the mass for the BTZ 
black holes.

Horizon and first law - General dérivation

When it exists, the outer horizon H is located at r+, the largest positive 
root of /(r). In the following, a subscript + on a function means that it is 
evaluated at r+. The generator of the horizon is given by ^ = êt 
where the angular velocity of the horizon has the value

P+ h.
fl — ^h+^q+ \ I — )

V 9+ Q+
(4.75)

where dénotés the sign of h-\.. The first law can be derived by starting 
from

ô£ = k d ,i
(p kçfl £1 (p
Js Js

k _a____4GQ

i
+ é k

-i
%o + fl<5J + (C-

H «
(4.76)

The first term on the right-hand side was computed in section 3 of Chapter 3 
with as final resuit

ô£
8nG

ÔA + mj + ^WÔQ,

where the total electric potential is given by

= -(îç^)ha

The surface gravity is given by

«= \/i-
I/;

H 2vî^

(4.77)

(4.78)

(4.79)
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and the proper area by

A = 27tV^. (4.80)

Note that the choice of signs in the définition of electric charge and angular 
momentum were made so that the first laws appear in the conventional 
form (4.77).

Horizon and first law - Explicit values and discussion 

We hâve

so that

f{r)

r+

a J

AfGpi
1 + a2/2 1 +Wi-

J(1 + a2/2)i

aPfj.

(4.81)

(4.82)

In order to explicitly verify the first law (4.77), we start by showing that 
^tot _ Q need to verify that

- At{r+) - Q.A^{r+) + C~Ü
AGQ

0.
a

(4.83)

Using the explicit expressions for the components of A, this équation reduces 
to

4Gfi
ar_)_

(4.84)

Taking into account fl = —h+/q+ together with q+ = this equality
can then easily be checked using h+ = —2ar+, p+ = 8Gp, implying g_|_ = 
a^r\/{2Gp). Since — 4(1 + — 16G/Lt, the first law reduces to

ôfx - ^ÔJ 
ar+

+ l ir2i5r+
4GP

-r+ -/x][-
r+

(4.85)

which can be explicitly checked using (4.82).
In particular, the first law (4.77) can be evaluated in the gauge where 

the potential is regular on the horizon r+. Because the two forms (4.31) and 
(4.57) of the black hole solution are related by the change of coordinates 
t —> tsJ—%Gfx, r —> r/y/—8Gfj,, the gauge (4.48) now corresponds to

At = At = -ÜA+. (4.86)
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This amounts to the choice ^ in (4.57). It follows that = $ = 0
and that the vector associated to A is proportional to ^ on the horizon.

The first law adapted to the energy £' = £ — a J is obtained by changing 
n to îî' = 14 — a in (4.77). This form of the first law reduces to the standard 
form for 3 dimensional adS black holes (with or without topological charge) 
when a = ±1//.

Finally, we note that the first law (4.77) applies both to the outer event 
horizon of a black hole in the normal région and to the horizon at ro of a 
cosmon, when time is identified with real period 2-k/\k,\.

2 Kerr-anti-de Sitter black holes

The general Kerr-anti-de Sitter metrics in arbitrary spacetime dimensions 
n^4 were found recently in [144], generalizing the results of Myers and 
Perry [196] to non-vanishing cosmological constant.

As has been emphasized in [142], not even in four dimensions do ail 
authors obtain the same expression for the energy of Kerr-adS black holes. 
Much worse, some of these expressions are in disagreement with the first law. 
In [142], Gibbons et al. computed the energy of such black holes indirectly by 
integrating the first law. In [114], the mass and energy hâve been computed 
directly by using the BKL superpotentials [180]. In a completed version of 
their paper. Gibbons et al. then hâve also computed the energy directly by 
using the Ashtekar-Magnon-Das définition [24,30].

In this section, published in [57], we compute the conserved charges - 
mass and angular momenta - for the Kerr-adS black holes by using the 
surface intégrais developed in the preceding chapters and we find agreement 
with the results of [142,114]. We also show explicitly that, in this case, the 
surface intégrais integrated along a path of solutions reduce to the standard 
Lagrangian [2] or Hamiltonian [158,157] surface intégrais at infinity.

Finally, we give a detailed and géométrie dérivation of the generalized 
Smarr relation for the higher dimensional Kerr-adS black holes, in the con
tinuation of section 3.2 of Chapter 3. The dérivation can also be applied 
straightforwardly to asymptotically fiat black holes in the limit of vanishing 
cosmological constant.
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2.1 Description of the solutions

The general Kerr anti-de Sitter metrics in n = 2N +1 + e dimensions^ where 
e = n — 1 mod 2 were obtained in [144,143]. They hâve N independent 
rotation paxameters Ua in N orthogonal 2-planes. Gibbons et al. start from 
the n dimensional anti-de Sitter metric in static coordinates,

ds^ = -(1 + y^i + ^^21-2
N N+e

1 -h y‘^1
a=l t=l

with Ai = 1 • They then consider the change of variables to Boyer-
Linquist spheroidal coordinates (r, r, /ij). These coordinates dépend on 
N arbitrary parameters Oa and are defined by

y2^2 ^
*—'i

T = t. (4.88)

Note that for later convenience, we hâve renamed the variables t, (/>“ as r, 
already at this stage. The anti-de Sitter metric then becomes

U N 2.2 — r‘^ -1- ai
ds = -W{1+r‘^l '^)dT‘^ +—dr'^+ Y^ „ y-ldipl (4.89)

a=l

2^ ~
^,,2dfli

N+e 2 . 2+ af

i=l

where

N+e 2

W -
i=i

V = r^~‘^{l + r‘

Hi' l=l
Œ fil di^i ^ ,

N+e 2 ^

i=l
-I- a?

N

N+e

E
0=1 i=l

Si = 1 - air^. (4.91)
a=l

In the coordinates (r, r, y3“,/i®), the Kerr-adS solutions g^u, depending on 
N -I-1 parameters M, Oa, are related to the AdS metric g^i, as follows:

2M N

ds^ = 1(4.89) + ^ +
2MU

U
a=l

V{V - 2M)
dr~^. (4.92)

■*111 this section we shall use the notations of [142] except the spacetime dimension 
denoted by n and the indices a, b, which run from 1 to N, while i, j run from 1 to N -I- e. 
When e = 1, ajv+€ = 0. We also use G = 1
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as can be directly verified by comparing with équation (4.2) of [142]. In 
these coordinates, defining the metric déviations h^i, through

= (îs^|(4 89) +(4.93)

and using U = + o(r"“^), V = + o(r"“^), it is straightforward
to see that

fiAB ~ 0(r-”+=*), hrr ~ 0{r-^-^), (4.94)

with A = (r, <^a), while ail other components of hn^, vanish.
The Killing vectors of the Kerr metric are given in coordinates {t, y, (pa, P-i) 

and {r,r,ipa,lJii) by

= ^ - A
dt dr ’

m
d

d<t>a

d

d^a
(4.95)

2.2 Mass and angular momenta

Surface charges The (n —2, l)-forms for general relativity were computed 
in section 2 of Chapter 2. For exact Killing vectors ^ of the metric g and for 
variations (dv5^i/,dy^'') contracted with = h^^,0), one can simplify
the expression (2.10) with (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29) to

kç[ôg;g] = -ôk^sH^^ - H&[Sg-,g] (4.96)

where Q[5g]g\ = (d”~^a;)^^^

The conserved charges for the family of solutions (4.92) are then obtained 
as outlined in section 5 of Chapter 1. Let g^J with s € [0,1] dénoté a one 
parameter family of solutions to Einstein’s équations interpolating between 
the anti-de Sitter background = gjH) and the Kerr-adS solution g^i, = 

g^]}. For s € [0,1], g^^ can be obtained by replacing M by sM in (4.92). 

Let Ç be a Killing vector field for this family^, = 0, and hjfj = ^g\îu

be the tangent vector to gy,^ in solution space. The charge associated with 
^ is then defined as

( dsk^lh^^'i^g^^ (4.97)
JS Jo

and dépend only on the homology class of S. We will check below that the 
charge associated with the Killing vectors (4.95) are intégrable. Because the

®We consider only vectors Ç that do not vary along the path = Ç.
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space of parameters of the solutions (4.92) has trivial topology, it will imply 
that the charges (4.97) do not dépend on the particular path chosen. More 
explicitly, we hâve

~ ~ ^ ^ ^ (4.98)

= - (4.99)
JO

The total energy of spacetime is defined to be = Qk, while the total angular 
momenta are J7a = —Qm<^- Because the charges only dépend on the 
homology class of 5, one can evaluate them on the sphere at infinity S°° in 
order to allow their comparison with the usual Lagrangian and Hamiltonian 
surface charges at infinity [2,158,157].

Useful intégrais Let us define the spheroid 5°° in coordinates (r, r, ifa-, Mi) 
by r = est —► oo, r = est. Using y/—g = given explicitly in équa
tion (A.9) of [142] and expressing as a function of the remaining /Uq, 
l^a^A/'-fe—1, itis straightforward to show that

j^'phmd
. N+€-1 N /-^

isoo r-
•A.n-2

nN
a=l

^ ’ (4.100)

where An-2 is the volume of the unit n — 2 sphere, given explicitly for 
instance in (4.9) of [142].

Similarly,

» AT+e-l N

1= TT dUa n dipa 71*““ 2

N

w L / \^ J- ^
= 2 

a=l

.101)

This identity has been verified using Mathematiea up to n = 8. We suppose 
it holds for higher n.

Angular momenta Because m“ = is tangent to 5°°, the charge (4.98) 
reduces to the standard expression for the angular momenta in terms of Ko- 
mar intégrais;

Ja=
Js^ /Js°°

(4.102)
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and is path independent. Explicitly, one gets

» N+e-l N y—^

'^0.= n d^la n dipa -T^ ~
Js^ 167T

Mag
Stt

167t 

N+e-l N

(n 1) / ]T dUa TT dipa
a=l a=l

<y»7T”2 ■■• ^n.

_ j^sphoid
47rH„

(4.103)

Here, the Komaj intégral evaluated for the background does not contribute 
because gr,pa ~ 9^'^°' ~ 0- The resuit agréés with the one given in [142],

Mass In order to compute the mass, we evaluate (4.98) with ^ — k — ^ 
on 5°°. We hâve

[ {-K^[g] + K^[g]) ^
Js°°

. N+€-1 n ^

/ n TT ^ - r“5"’'5ar,rRl04)

Let décomposé the metric as 5^1, = g^„ + h^v The asymptotic behav- 
ior (4.94) of implies that h% = g'^^^hau = Hence, in the
expansion of the inverse metric g^‘^

9^'' = + h/V - V + •••)• (4.105)

only the first two terms will contribute to intégral (4.104), since the following 
terms fall off faster and keeping only the first two terms will give finite 
contributions, as we will show. Injecting this expansion into (4.104), one gets 
terms that are at most quadratic in h^i,. The terms of order 0 will cancel, 
while the terms quadratic in can directly be shown not to contribute. 
Hence, only terms linear in will contribute to (4.104) with the resuit

/ (-JfflalJs°°
+ K^9]) =

M

Stt

MA;

N+e-l
v/=l

2

47r(n,

[ TI n ^J s- Tii fi

aisi'S-')

(n - l)W-2

(4.106)
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The integra! Ck--y defined in (4.99) reduces to

N+e-l N

n dfj-a n
ûr=l a=l lÔTT

(dW/z {s) - d’’hW), (4.107)

where hjfj =
^ (s)^9^1/

ds (and indices are lowered and raised with and its
(s)

= 0.inverse). Note that the equality \/—implies = g^g-^h 
From the définition of the metric (4.92), one can see that

g\iv — 9iu> T sh^i, + (4.108)

where is the adS metric and is defined in (4.93). Now, as the leading 
terms in expression (4.108) give finite contributions to the intégral (4.107), 
as we will show below, the sub-leading terms o(/i^y) will not contribute. 
Expanding as in (4.105), we get

C) ~ - sK + -•••), (4.109)

where the indices axe raised with g^’^ and where ~ indicates that the sub- 
leading terms in équation (4.108) hâve been dropped. Again, we will show 
below that the first two terms of (4.109) give finite contributions to the 
intégral (4.107). As the following terms in (4.109) fall off faster, we can 
safely ignore them in the computation. If we now expand the expressions 
g\îv, g^g-^ and hjfj in the integrand in terms of and of
we obtain after some work that

y/^gD^^h\:^ = V^gD.hJ-'^ + 0(r-"+') (4.110)

where ail the dependence in s appear only in the vanishing term 0(r“"“*"^). 
As a conséquence, the intégral (4.107) does not dépend on the path.

Explicitly, one shows after some computations that reduces to
-1- o(r~"'*'^). Therefore, ^g^o Ck--y becomes

^ Asyhoid _ Af A.n—2

StT 87T (lia ’
(4.111)

Finally, the energy is obtained by summing the two contributions §{—K^ [g]-|- 
^k\g\) f ^k;y> which gives explicitly

MAn-2 ^
“47T(n„H„) 2 )’

(4.112)

in agreement with [142,114].
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Comparison with alternative surface charges Actually, in (4.110) 
and because = 0, we showed that

= - / ik&[h,g], (4.113)
Js°° Js°°

with — gfii, because ail terms of which axe of order 1 or higher
in an expansion according to s of Cfc;7 vanish when one approaches the 
boundary at infinity. Hence, we hâve shown that at S°°, the mass can be 
computed using

Qi[9,S] = k^[g - 9,g]- (4.114)

with ^ = k and where the (n —2)-form is given in (4.96). Moreover, as shown 
in (4.102), the same relation (4.114) hold for ^replaced by the Killing vectors 
m“.

Now, because of the équivalence of expression (4.96) with (2.24) proven 
in section 2.1 of Chapter 2, the conserved charge (4.114) for ^ = k, m“ 
is exactly the Abbott-Deser surface charge [2] associated with the Killing 
vector ^ of the anti-de Sitter background g.

Moreover, using the results of section 2.3 of Chapter 2, one can write 
the conserved charge (4.114) related to the Killing vector ^ — 0,i oî the 
background in the hamiltonian form derived in [158,157],

fc^-[,57,<57r;7,7r] = - V6^“^<57cd]

- êô'rcd^^^)i4.ll5) 

ôabcd ^ 1 ^ ^ad^bc _ 27“^7^'^Î4.116)

with 8'ycd = lcd — ïcd and = 7t“*’ — tt"^. In this expression, a = 1,... ,n — 

1; îab dénotés the spatial background three metric, which is used, together 
with its inverse 7*"^ to lower and raise indices. Va is the associated covariant 
dérivative, 7r“^ are the conjugate momenta, with f = 1,... n — 1

and with N the lapse function.
Finally, the charge derived in [180] is defined on the sphere at infinity 

S°° as

Qf^^[g',g] = — j> k^EH^^[g] + k^EH^^[g]

~ - (m (4-117)
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with

k’'[9,g] = - f^) - (4.118)

This expression coincides to first order in with k^[9^^^’ ~ 9^l^']9^tl^] 
where the one-form is given in (4.96) as can easily be seen by using 

= ^{D^hp + Dph'^ — D'^hpa). Hence, the BKL expression gives the 
same results as the charge Q^[9,g\ because the boundary conditions are 
such that the terms quadratic and higher in hp^ vanish asymptotically.

2.3 Generalized Smarr relation

The Smarr relation is given in general relativity by the expression (3.52). 
Let us now evaluate the terms on its right-hand side.

The intégral k^EH ^[S] evaluated on the surface r = r+, where the 
horizon radius r+ is the largest root of V (r) — 2m = 0, is given by

N

87T/2(r[a^a) a=l
(4.119)

Note that this intégral vanishes in Minkowski space {I —> oo).
In Kerr-adS spacetimes, the Komar integrand k^EH ^ of a Killing vector 

^ is not closed. Indeed, using the équations of motion Rp,^ = —{n—l)l~^gpv, 
we hâve

àHk^EH^^[g] - -^{<p-^x).y/^{DpD^^C - DpD'^e) (4-120) 

= ■ (4.121)

Because = \/—g, we hâve àH{—k^EH^[g] + k^EH ^[g]) = 0- H then 
follows from the définition of (4.99) and from the identity dnk^ = 0 
that d// = 0. We thus can move the intégral on the horizon back out to
infinity,

Y T fia y *
Js^ Js°°

-'Tn“;7- (4.122)

The first term on the right hand side has already been computed in (4.111), 
while the second term vanishes because m“ = does not vary along the 
path and is tangent to S°°.
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We can now write the Smarr formula (3.52) as

£ - Ja
^j^sphoid

Stt

j^sphoid

Stt
(M (4-123)

6=1

in complété agreement with the résulta obtained by Euclidean methods in 
[142].

In the limit / —+ oo, we recover the Smarr formula for Kerr black holes in 
flat backgrounds since then = An-2, ^[9] = 0- Combining
(4.111) with (4.112) then gives fC^ = (n — 2)~^£. Injected into (3.52), we 
finally hâve

(4.124)
71/ 2i oTT

The first law for these black holes holds as a conséquence of Theorem 11 
on page 62.

3 Gôdel black holes in supergravity

Black hole solutions in supergravity théories hâve attracted a lot of interest 
recently for two main reasons. On the one hand, higher dimensional super- 
symmetric théories play a prominent rôle in the effort of unifying gravity 
with the three microscopie forces and on the other hand, black hole solutions 
are preferred laboratories to study effects of quantum gravity.

Among the supersymmetric solutions of five dimensional minimal su
pergravity [138], a maximally supersymmetric analogue of the Gôdel uni- 
verse [148] has been found. This solution can be lifted to 10 or 11 dimensions 
(see aiso [236]) and has been intensively studied as a background for string 
and M-theory, see e.g. [69,151].

Black holes in Gôdel-type backgrounds hâve been proposed in [164,145, 
165,71,61]. Usually, given new black hole solutions, the conserved charges 
are among the first properties to be studied, see e.g. [196,137,142], Indeed, 
they are needed in order to check whether these solutions satisfy the same 
remarkable laws of thermodynamics as their fom: dimensional cousins [45,89].

The computation of the mass, angular momenta and electric charge of 
the Gôdel black holes was an open problem in 2004, mentioned explicitly 
in [145] with partial results obtained in [182] because the naive application of 
traditional approaches fails. The aim of the computation below, published 
as a paper in [59], is to solve this problem for the five dimensional spinning
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Gôdel-type black hole [145] and to dérivé both the generalized Smarr formula 
and the first law.

In what follows, we consider the bosonic part of minimal supergravity in 
n = 5 dimensions described by the Lagrangian (2.82) with A = 0 and A = 1. 

The Gôdel-type solution [236,138] to the field équations is given by

ds^ =-{dt + j + dr"^ +

+—{d9^ + d'^P' + d(jP -I- 2 cos 6dtpd(p), (4.125)

.- V3. 2

where the Euler angles {6, (p, ip) belong to the intervals 0^(f>^ 2tt,
O^ip < 4tt and where = dcp + cos 6dtp. It is the reference solution with 
respect to which we will measure the charges of the black hole solutions 
of [145] that we are interested in. These latter solutions can be written as

ds^ = ds^ -t- -^{dt — ^0-3)^ —

+{k{r) - l)dr2, A = À, (4.126)

, 1 , , 2m 16pm‘^ 8jml 2mP
'=■'('■) = 1 - TT +-^ +

They reduce to the Schwarzschild-Gôdel black hole when l = 0, whereas the 
five dimensional Kerr black hole with equal rotation parameters is recovered 
when J = 0.

The (n — 2, l)-forms constructed from the Lagrangian (2.82) were de
scribed in section 4 of Chapter 2.

Consider a path 7 in solution space joining the solution cp to the back- 
ground Whenever two n — 2 dimensional closed hypersurfaces S and S' 
can be chosen as the only boundaries of an n — 1 dimensional hypersnrface 
E, the charges defined by

Qlc = (4.127)

where {^, c) are reducibility parameters (2.83) do not dépend on the hyper- 
surfaces S or S' used for their évaluation. Furthermore, the integrability 
conditions satisfied by k^^^[dv(p], as shown in the computations below, and 
the absence of topological obstructions imply that these charges do not dé
pend on the path, but only on the initial and the final solutions.
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We choose to intégrale over the surface S defined hy t — constant = r, 
while the path 7 : interpolating between the background Gôdel-
type universe {g, À) and the black hole {g, A) is obtained by substituting 
(m, l) by (sm, si) in (4.126), with s G [0,1]. Because for ail s, the
mass

E =

of the black hole cornes from the gravitational part (2.10) only

(4.128)

E ^ - f Q
Us J g Jo

37T
m — 87rj^ — nj m l. (4.129)

Unlike the five dimensional Kerr black hole [196,137], the mass of which 
is recovered for j = 0, we also see that the rotation paxameter l brings a 
new contribution to the mass with respect to the Schwarzschild-Gôdel black 
hole.

Note that the intégral over the path is really needed here in order to 
obtain meaningful results, because the naive application of the Abbott- 
Deser (2.24), lyer-Wald (2.10) or Regge-Teitelboim (2.46) expressions eval- 
uated on g gives as a resuit

f -9] = sW
« S

+ 0(1), (4.130)

which, as pointed out in [182], diverges for large r. A correct applica
tion consists in using these expressions to compare the masses of infinites- 
imally close black holes, i.e., black holes with m + 6m, l + 61 as compared 
to black holes {g, A) with m,l. Indeed, §gka o[d\/fl'] = 6£, with E given 

by the r.h.s of (4.129), which is finite and r independent as it should since 
djjk^ ^[dv^] = 0. Finite mass différences can then be obtained by adding

dt ’
up the infinitésimal results. This procedure is for instance also needed if one 
wishes to compute in this way the masses of the conical déficit solutions [115] 
in asymptotically fiat 2-1-1 dimensional gravity.

Because our computation of the mass does not dépend on the radius r at 
which one computes, one can consider, if one so wishes, that one computes 
inside the velocity of light surface. Similaxly, if one uses this method to 
compute the mass of de Sitter black holes, one can compute inside the
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cosmological horizon, and problems of interprétation, due to the fact that 
the Killing vector becomes space-like, are avoided.

The expression for the angular momentum

= - (f [ k^Jdv(t>] (4.131)
J S J'y

reduces to

j,p K ■ 9 

J 9
+ (4.132)

Using (2.27) and (2.85), we get

= —Trml — njml^ — (4.133)

while the angular momenta for the other 3 rotational Killing vectors [145] 
vanish.

The electric charge picks up a contribution from the Chern-Simons term 
and is explicitly given by (2.88),

Q = - £ fco,i = + XJY_^ = 2y/ï'Kjml. (4.134)

In particular, it vanishes for the Schwarzschild-Gôdel black hole.

Generalized Smarr formula and fîrst law. Consider a stationary black 
hole with Killing horizon determined by = ^ + where k dénotés
the time-like Killing vector, the angular velocities of the horizon and 
m“ the axial Killing vectors and let ^ = §s ^fc,o> ^7“ ~ ~ §s I-y 
discussed in section 3.2 of Chapter 3, the définition of and the charges 
imply

S - of (4.135)

fs) “where H is a n — 2 dimensional surface on the horizon. Because A)j, ' = A^, 
the r.h.s becomes

i uK

f ds EH (4.136)
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Now, — §h^^eh — 8^) where k is the surface gravity and A the area
-j g,À

of the horizon, while — ~ ^hQ, where = ~Hh^

co-rotating electric potential, which is constant on the horizon [89,137]. We 
thus get

QHja ^
^ 87T ^hQ+ é Q//;7 (4.137)

JH JH

which generalizes (3.52).
In order to apply this formula in the case of the black hole (4.126), we 

hâve to compute the remaining quantities. The radius ru and the angular 
velocities and are solutions of

- 0

rn,^a -
rH,^a

= 0. (4.138)

Defining for convenience a = (1 — 8j^m)(l — Sj'^m — 8jl — 2m and 
/? = 1 — 8j^m — + 2ml^rJj‘^, we find

— m — 4jml — 8j^rn? + my/a

H _ J +

“ /3 ’
n

The electric potential is given by = ~Hh^ ~ area
and surface gravity of the horizon are

A^2'ïï‘̂ r]jJ^, K = (4.139)

For the Gôdel-Schwarzschild black hole, we recover the results of [145,182]:

rh = 2m(l — 8j^m), A = 2n‘^\/8m^{l — 8pm)^, 
qH _ 4j _ 1

(l-8j2m)2’^ y/2m{l - 8pm)'^'

Using

<f [ffl = , (4.140)
J H

^ = ^ - 47ry W - Trym/+ 27rj(4.141)
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together with the explicit expressions for ail the other quantifies, one can 
verify that the generalized Smarr formula (4.137) reduces indeed to an iden- 
tity.

We can also compare with the generalized Smarr formula derived for 
asymptotically fiat black holes in five-dimensional supergravity [137]: for 
the Gôdel type black hole (4.126) we get

^ ^ = -yim(2jm + l). (4.142)

The right hand side, which vanishes when j = 0, describes the breaking of 
the Smarr formula for asymptotically fiat black holes due to the presence of 
the additional dimensionful parameter j. This is somewhat reminiscent to 
what happens for Kerr-adS black holes [142], see équation (4.123). In the 
latter case, different values of the cosmological constant A describe different 
théories because A appears explicitly in the action. Even though this is 
not the case for j, we hâve also taken j here as a parameter specifying the 
background because ail charges hâve been computed with respect to the 
Gôdel background.

As for Kerr-adS black holes, the spinning Gôdel black hole satisfies a 
standard form of the first law. Indeed, using the explicit expressions for the 
quantifies involved, one can now explicitly check that the first law

ô£ = QaSJ^ + ^hSQ + ^ôA (4.143)
OTT

holds. As pointed out in [142], the validity of the first law provides a strong 
support for our définitions of total energy and angular momentum. Fur- 
thermore, in the limit of vanishing j, we recover the usual expressions for 5 
dimensional asymptotically fiat black holes.

Discussion. In the case of the non-rotating Gôdel black hole, 1 = 0 =
= Q, the paxameterization M* = 2m — 16j^m^, 0* = suggested

by the analysis of [146] allows to write a non anomalously broken Smarr 
formula of the form | ^* = where £* = ^M*, with k and A unchanged. 
With £* being the energy and 0* the fixed parameter characterizing the 
Gôdel background, the first law is however not satisfied.

A way out, in the case / = 0, is to consider the Killing vector
rj

fc'= (1+ ^*2^*)-2/3_, (4.144)

which is a particular example of a variable reducibility parameter (dyfc' 7^ 0).
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The associated energy is

£' = ^^ J kk' = yM*(1 + -2/3

The first law now holds and in addition, with k' defined with respect to k', so 
does the non anomalously broken Smarr formula | ■ Firnthermore,
it turns ont that the prefactor acts as an integrating factor and the first law 
is verified for variations of both M* and (3*.

4 Application to black rings

Let us consider the black ring with dipole charge described in [131]. This 
black ring is a solution to the action (2.56) in five dimensions for a two- 
form A. The solution admits three indépendant parameters: the mass, the 
angulax momentum and a dipole charge ^^2 * H where is a two-
sphere section of the black ring whose topology is x S^.

The thermodynamics of this solution was worked out in the original 
paper [131]. As shown in [101], the computations of [223,173] are not directly 
applicable to these black rings. The rôle of dipole charges in the formalism 
of Sudarsky and Wald [223] was elucidated in [101].

The metric, the scalar field and the gauge potential are written in équa
tions (3.2)-(3.3)-(3.4) of [101]. There, the gauge potential

A = Bf^dt A d-0. (4.145)

was shown to be singular on the bifurcation surface in order to avoid a 
delta function in the field strength on the black ring axis. Here, we point 
out that this singularity in the potential does not prevent from studying 
thermodynamics on the future event horizon along the Unes of section 3.3 
of Chapter 3 since the pull-back of the potential is regular there.

Indeed, following [132], one can introduce ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein 
coordinates near the horizon of the black ring as

drp = d^j' -h -~T\J-F{y)H^{y),
G{y)

(4.146)

(4.147)

The metric is regular in these coordinates and the gauge potential can be 
written as

A = Bt^dv A d'y'+ dy A (4.148)
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for some The pull-back of the gauge potential to the future horizon
y — —Iju is explicitly regular because Bt^ is finite and v and are good 
coordinates.

The first law for black rings may then be seen as a conséquence of (3.61).

5 Application to black strings in plane waves

Conservations laws hâve been defined in asymptotically fiat and anti-de Sit- 
ter backgrounds, see e.g. the séminal works [19,207,2]. A natural question, 
raised in [146,170,152], is how mass can be defined in asymptotic plane wave 
geometries.

We show in this section that the conserved charges defined in Chapter 1 
can be used in this context and lead to the correct first law. More precisely, 
we show that the intégration of the (n —2, l)-form ka(_o[dv^, 4>\ along a path 
7 in solution space [246,55],

£= f (f ka„o[dv(t>,<l>] (4.149)
J-y JS°°

provides a natural définition of mass, satisfying the first law of thermody
namics.

The action of the NS-NS sector of bosonic supergravity in n-dimensions 
in string frame reads

S[G,B,cl>,] Rg + ddf,4>sd^4>s -

when ail fields in the D — n compactified dimensions vanish. In Einstein 
frame, (j) = acps, the action can be written as (2.56)
with a = \/S/{n — 2) and A = B.

Neutral black string in the n-dimensional maximally symmetric plane 
wave background Vn, with n > 4, are given by [146,170,152]

^ /n(r)(l+/3V)^^2 , „2..r^2

+ 1-

kn{r)

fc„(r)

dtdy +

, 2

kn{r)
^ - fn{r))

y/kn{r)'
B

fn{r)
/3r^

2kn{r)

4kn{r)

{fn{r)dt + dy) A cr„

where

1 ^n(r) = 1 +

(4.150)

(4.151)
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The black strings hâve horizon area per unit length given by A = M "-4 A„_3 

where
27T^

■^n-3 — P ^n-2y (4.152)

is the area of the n—3 sphere. Choosing the normalization of the horizon gen- 
erator as ^ = dt, the surface gravity is given by k = =

Using the (n —2, l)-forms defined above, the charge différence associated
with ^ between two infinitesimally close black string solutions (f), <f) + ôcj) is 
given by

/
iri _ 3

</>] = (4.153)

which reproduces the expectations of [146,170,152]. This quantity is inté
grable and allows one to define Qg^ = -^^An-sM where the normalization 
of the background has been set to zéro. It is easy to check that the first law 
is satisfied.

Note that one freely can choose a different normalization for the genera- 
tor = Ndt- In that case, the sinrface gravity changes according to k' — Nk, 
the charge associated to becomes ÔQ^i = 6M and the first
law is also satisfied. However, N cannot be a function of (3. Otherwise, the 
charge Q^' would not be defined.
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Chapter 5

Classical theory of 
asymptotic charges

In this chapter, we first provide general conditions in order to define a phase 
space of fields and gauge transformations for manifolds admitting a partic- 
ular closed surface S in an asymptotic région. Asymptotic symmetries at S 
are defined as the quotient space of gauge transformations by gauge trans
formations admitting vanishing charges, i.e. proper gauge transformations. 
We prove that that asymptotic symmetries form a Lie subalgebra of the Lie 
algebra of gauge transformations. We then show that the représentation 
of this algebra by a covariant Poisson bracket among the associated con- 
served charges can be centrally extended. The représentation theorem that 
we obtain is the Lagrangian analogue of the theorem proven in Hamiltonian 
formalism [73,74]. It was obtained in covariant phase space methods as 
well [183]. We also discuss the conséquences of the existence of a variational 
principle admitting 5 as a boundary. Finally, we describe two algorithms al- 
lowing one to construct consistent phase spaces and gauge transformations. 
Applications for diffeomorphic invariant théories and Einstein gravity are 
mentioned.

1 Phase space of fields and gauge parameters

Let us start our asymptotic analysis with a particular fixed closed smface 
of a n-dimensional manifold which we take for definiteness to be the limit 
S°°’^ of the sphere for t constant and r going to infinity. Here, 5'’’* is 
the intersection of the hyperplane Sj defined by constant t and the (usu- 
ally timelike or null) hyperplane defined by conistant r. Note that ail

113
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considérations below only concern the région of the manifold close to 5°°’*.
We now define a space of allowable field configurations T and for each 

(j)^ & J- a. space of allowable gauge parameters / G such that 
are gauge transformations. The intersection of the configuration space T 
with the stationary surface £ (where the équations of motion hold) will be 
denoted as The space is the set of asymptotic solutions that fulfils 
the required boundary conditions.

Besides standard smoothness properties we impose the following require- 
ments on the fîelds </>* G the tangent one-forms dy</)® to and the gauge 
parameters /“:

• Finiteness of the surface charges,

(f £a,.fc/[dv0] == o(r ^). (5.1)

This condition compels any surface charge (1.23) for S = S"’’* to be 
finite in the limit r oo. It may be understood equivalently as the 
independence of the surface charges on smooth deformations of 5°°’* 
on the hyperplane Ej in the asymptotic région r —> oo.

• Integrability of the surface charges,

(f dvkfldycf)]^ o{r^), (f kdyf[dv(t)]=o{r^). (5.2)

These conditions guarantee that the surface charges (1.46) axe inde- 
pendent on the path 7 G .F given that no global obstruction in 
occurs, which is also asked. The second condition expresses that dyf 
is irrelevant to satisfy the integrability condition. The last condition 
will be used to prove Proposition 13.

• Conservation in time of the surface charges for solutions (j)^ G .F® and 
tangent one-forms dy4> to .F®,

(f £a^kf[dlr4>]\^s = (f idtWsjc./5<i,[(iv(t>,Rf]\4>^ = o{r°), (5.3)

where the equality follows from (1.14) and from Stokes’ theorem.

Closure of the form Ec

j, ^ iRjdvEc[dv<t>Av4>] = o{r°), j>^ ^ ÔRjdvEc[dv<t>Av4>] = o(r°)(5.4)
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These quite technical assumptions are used to prove Proposition 13 
and to prove that the asymptotic symmetries form an algebra. There 
are two motivations for them. On the one hand, these conditions are 
satisfied for exact reducibility parameters, Rf = 0. On the other hand, 
it is argued in section 4 that <ivEc = 0 is a conséquence of the 
existence of a variational principle with boundary S°°’^.

• By consistency, the gauge transformations should transform fields E 
J- into other allowable configurations,

= R^j should be tangent to T. (5.5)

It implies that ail the other relations are valid for dv'</>* contracted 
with iî)..

For difîeomorphisms, the integrability condition (5.2) and the condition 
on the closure of En (5.4) become

(f i^W[dv(l>,dv(t>\ = o(r^), (f kdy^[dv(t>] = o(r°),

f iCi<t><ivEc[dv<p,dv<l)] = o(r“).

(5.6)

(5.7)

as a conséquence of (2.13) and (A51). As a conséquence of (1.19), if ^ = 
dt, dr are allowable gauge transformations, the first équation of (5.6) implies 
together with (5.5) finiteness and conservation of the charges (5.1), (5.3).

Note that the additional condition (5.4) is automatically fulfilled in the 
Hamiltonian formalism in Darboux coordinates because of (1.43).

2 Asymptotic symmetry algebra

The set of allowable gauge parameters, / G satisfying

(f kf[dv4>] = o(r^), (5.8)

for ail dv(p tangent to E will be called proper gauge parameters of the field 
<j). The associated transformations will be called proper gauge
transformations. On the contrary, gauge parameters (resp. transformations) 
related to non-identically vanishing surface charges will be called improper 
gauge parameters (resp. transformations). Improper gauge transformations
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send field configurations into inequivalent field configurations because they 
change their conserved charges, as will be cleared in section 3.

Using the properties (5.2), (5.4) and (5.5) of the phase space, one can 
prove the following proposition, see Appendix C.4.,

Proposition 13. For any field </)* € one-form dy<p tangent to at 
and for allowable gauge parameters fa £ A,(,s, the identity

The gauge parameters at a solution (f)^ & J-fa E A,f,s, may then be 
chaxacterized by the following corollary

Corollary 14. The space of allowable gauge parameters A,(,s at G 
form a Lie algebra.

The proof of Corollary 14 goes as follows. Applying £9^ with p — t, r 
to (5.9) and using (5.1), (5.3) and (5.5), we get that [fa,fb] corresponds to 
finite and conserved charges for fields belonging to and for one-forms 
tangent to As a conséquence of (5.2) we hâve ~

— à-v^dv/al^fb] ^ Applying dy to (5.9), the integrability condi
tions (5.2) for [fa,fb] are fulfilled. Using [SRf^,SR^J = (1-6) and
(A26), it is easy to check that (5.4) and (5.5) are satisfied for [fa, fb] as well

Note that this dérivation shows the consistency of our définition of phase 
space. Proposition 13 also trivially involves the corollary

Corollary 15. The proper gauge transformations at </>® E form an idéal 
N^s of A^s.

The quotient space A^s /M^s is therefore a Lie algebra which we call the 
asymptotic symmetry algebra at E The asymptotic symmetry al
gebra at consists in équivalence classes of improper gauge transformations 
at modulo proper gauge transformations.

The exact reducibility parameters /® G which are associated with 
(off-shell) finite and intégrable surface one-forms are allowable gauge pa
rameters, i.e. /® G A(j,s. If, for any reducibility parameter /® the phase 
space contains at least one solution and a tangent one-form dv4> such 
that ^Qfs{dv4>]\(t,‘ 7^ space will hold in représentatives of the
exact reducibility parameters .

(5.9)

holds.

□
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If the gauge theory satisfies (1-18) and if the algebra of gauge parameters 
closes off-shell, i.e. if (1.6) hold with — 0; then the proof carried
ont in Appendix C.4 can be repeated off-shell and the following corollary 
occurs

Corollary 16. If condition (1-18) hold and if the bracket of gauge param
eters closes ojf-shell, the proper gauge transformations at (f E J- form an 
idéal Af(j, of A^. The space of asymptotic symmetries at any
4> E then forms a Lie algebra.

3 Représentation by a Poisson bracket

Let us turn to the représentation of the Lie algebra of asymptotic symmetries 
by a possibly centrally extended Poisson bracket defined on the associated 
charges. In this section we dérivé the Lagrangian analogue of the theorem of 
canonical représentation of the Lie algebra of asymptotic symmetries proven 
in Hamiltonian formalism in [73,74]. The alternative analysis achieved in 
covariant phase space methods [183] is also compared with our results.

Let us define the quantity

= i iV^5c/84>\Rh^Rh\\r- (5-10)
•^*5oo,f '' ^oo,t

Applying consecutively in^^ and in^^ to (5.2), the integrability conditions 
imply

/ fc/a[%„/c]] = f (5.11)

Using (5.9) on the two terms on the r.h.s. and the antisymmetry (1.20), we 
get

Corollary 17. defines a Chevalley-Eilenberg 2-cocycle on the Lie
algebra

=0. (5 12) 
+ cyclic (a, b, c) = 0.

The surface charges Q[$, $] of $ = (</>,/),</> 6 .F, / € A^ with respect 
to the reference ^ f), ^ E J-, f E A^ are defined as

Q[$,|.] = / [
J'y

(5.13)
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where the intégration is done along a path 7 in ^ joining # to We 
hâve assumed that there axe no global obstruction in T for the integrability 
conditions (5.2) to guarantee that the surface charges Q[$, $] are indepen- 
dent on the path 7 € .F. Note that if asymptotic lineaxity holds (1.53), the 
charges (5.13) simplify as (1.54).

We dénoté Qa = Q[4>aj^a] the charge related to = (<p,fa)- The 
covariant Poisson bracket of these surface charges is defined by

{Qa, Qb}c = — ^Rf Qb = — é (^-14)

This covariant Poisson bracket coincides on solutions G with IC 
For an arbitrary path 7 G .F*, the définition (5.10) leads to

(5-15)
J-y

J'y

where Proposition 13 has been used in the last line. Using (5.14) and 
denoting as Q[a,b] the charge associated with [/a,/b], the equality (5.16) 
implies

Theorem 18. In .F®, the charge algebra between a fixed référencé solution 
and a final solution <f>^ is determined by

{C., Cj}. = S|.,n + (5.17)

where the central charge is a two-cocycle on the Lie algebra of
asymptotic symmetries .

The central extension is trivial if it can be reabsorbed in the normaliza- 
tion of the charges. On the contrary, a central charge K. [^®] is non-trivial 
if it cannot be written as a linear function of the bracket [/„, fb] only. Ob
serve that the central charge involving an exact reducibility parameter of the 
reference field automatically vanishes. Also, for a semi-simple algebra c|®, 

the property /ï^(c|®) = 0 guarantees that the central charge can be absorbed 

by a suitable normalization of the background. The property iF^(e^®) = 0 
implies that this completely fixes the normalization.

As a conséquence of the theorem together with Corollary 15, the proper 
gauge transformations are characterized by
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Corollary 19. Any proper gauge transformation fP^°P acts trivially on the 
charges

^RfpropQa = 0, (5.18)

once we assume that the normalizations associated with the proper gauge 
transformations ail vanish.

Note on general relativity For Einstein gravity, the explicit formula for 
the central charge follows from (2.23) and is given by^

^ Î6^ f (d”-2x)^.v^( - 2D„^D''e +
S

Q A

2 — n

+{D^i''' + + D^e)) ■ (5.19)

Note that this expression vanishes if either ^ or is a Killing vector of g. 
The last term is due to the contribution from (2.29) and again vanishes for 
exact Killing vectors of g but not necessarily for asymptotic ones.

The application of covaxiant phase space methods [173] leads to the sur
face charges (2.33) and then to a central charge equal to (5.19) 
where the last term is dropped [183,218]. See also [183,218] for a discussion 
on the deficiencies of the expressions derived in [86,87,127] in the context of 
asymptotic symmetries close to horizons. Following the reasoning of Chap- 
ters 1 and 5, it can be shown that Corollary 17 and the Theorem 18 also 
hold for the smface charges (2.33) and the associated central charge 
see also [183]. In that case, the hypothesis (5.4) is not required to prove these 
propositions. However, as explained in section 2.1 of Chapter 2 these surface 
charges dépend on boundary terms that may be added to the Lagrangian, 
which is not the case with our définitions.

4 Existence of a variational principle

In this section we study conditions for the existence of a variational princi
ple for spacetimes A4 containing as a boundary T°°, which is the limit of 
the null or timelike hyperplane for r —> oo. We will follow closely the

^This expression differs from the one given in [52] by an overall sign because we hâve 
changed the sign convention for the charges and also by the fact that we use here the 
Misner-Thorne-Wheeler convention for the Riemann tensor.
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references [174,179]. We then analyze how dyEc = 0 is a conséquence 
of these conditions.

The boundary terni — ^dv4>^ obtained by varying the action, see (A31),
may not vanish and may thus prevent the action from being extremal for 
arbitrary variations. Let us define a subset of the phase space T where 
a (n — l)-form Bx satisfying

[ i-I2y^C + dvBx) = 0, (5.20)
JT°°

for any field of Tx and any tangent vector dv4> to Ex is defined on T°°. 
Adding the boundary term Ex to the action will then provide a correct 
variational problem in Tx- Here, the label X refers to the additional con- 
straints imposed on T in order to define the restricted phase space Ex- If 
one can find a (n — l)-form B such that (5.20) hold for ail variations tangent 
to J-, the entire phase space admits a variational principle and no constraint 
X is needed.

The boundary term Bx may be constructed if one can find furthermore 
a (n — 2)-form fj.x[dv4>\ defined on T°° such that

dvBx — + dH^J.x[dv <!>]■, ^^x[dv4>]\^r°° = dH(-)> (5-21)

for any variation dv4> tangent to the phase space Ex- Note that there is the 
following ambiguity in the définition of Bx and jJLx,

Bx Bx — duCx, ^lx[dv(|>] ^J■x[dv4>] + dyCx + d//(-)î (5-22)

for any (n — 2)-form Cx vanishing at dT°°. The relation (5.21) implies that 
the symplectic form Çlc (A48) obeys

Q/;[dy(^, dyçi>]|r°° = dndy Hx[dv4>\- (5.23)

The Ec form (A49) is obtained as a resuit of the horizontal homotopy 
applied to If the boundary conditions are such that this homotopy
can be equally applied to

Ec[dv<t>,dv<l^]\soo.t = \dv{l2;lBx - Mx) + dni-), (5.24)

which leads to the equality

(f dvEc[dv<f>,dv(l>]^0, (5.25)

^In the very similar computation of [179], such an argument was proven for a particular 
set of boundary conditions. Unfortunately, we do not know a proof for general boundary 
conditions.
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for ail tangent vector to Tx- Note that this latter équation is independent 
on boundary terms added to the Lagrangian, as shown in (A56). For first 
order théories, this condition reads as

f ■ SL
é dv<p'" A dv^ A fc - ■ = 0. (5.26)

d(f>l S(p^

As a conclusion, the existence of a variational principle on J- leads under 
the aforementioned hypothèses to the equality (5.25) for ail tangent vectors 
to J-, which implies (5.4) because of the condition (5.5). The proof, how- 
ever, is incomplète and one should still answer the following questions; (i) 
which extent conditions (5.21) are necessary for the variational problem to 
be well-defined, (ii) under which précisé boundary conditions the argument 
before (5.24) is valid. These considérations are left for further work.

Integrated charge for difFeomorphisms. In the case of diffeomorphism 
invariant théories, one can work out the conséquences of assuming the exis
tence of a covariant (n — l)-form B and a covariant (n — 2)-form /r (5.21). 
The charge one-form (2.10) associated with infinitésimal difFeomorphisms 
reduces to

= -dv \ - \ lc^4>^x^

{Idv(p^x + Mx[dy</>]) + (5-27)

and is independent on the ambiguity (5.22) for covariant Cx- The second 
term in the latter expression does not explicitly satisfy the integrability con
dition (5.2). However, in the intégrable case, one can try to find a covariant 
n — 2 form Dx defined at the boundary T°° such that

Iàv4>Bx + ^lx[dv(t>] = 2dyDx + di/(0- (5.28)

When there exists forms Bx, lix[^v<f\ Dx satisfying (5.21), (5.28), 
the phase space Tx will be called strongly intégrable. The charge one-form 
A:^[dy(/>] will then be the exact variation of the charge

Qx,M = - / + HBx + tix[D^4>]), (5.29)

which is also independent on the ambiguity (5.22) for covariant Cx- Remark 
that the last term vanishes for exact symmetries. The surface charge (5.13) 
then equals to Qx,i[4>\ ~ Qx,i\^\ + R provides an integrated formula
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for the surface charge in the phase space Tx ■ Remark that while the surface 
charge (5.13) is finite for asymptotic Killing vectors, the expression (5.29) 
may be infinité. It is therefore unappropriate to interpret a-s the
natural normalization of the background

Note about general relativity. In the Palatini formulation of Einstein 
gravity in four dimensions, a variational principle for asymptotically fiat 
spacetimes was defined [31]. In the metric formalism, it is well-known that 
the Einstein-Hilbert action supplemented by the Gibbons-Hawking term,

does not provide a satisfactory variational principle for asymptotically fiat 
spacetimes because (5.20) is not satisfied with Bx = {8^TG)~^^/—hK. How- 
ever, this variational principle is well-defined when Dirichlet boundary con
ditions X are laid down on the induced metric at dM.. For recent progress in 
obtaining boundary forms Bx, Mx solving (5.21) for general asymptotically 
fiat spacetimes, see the proposais of [190,191]. For the construction of a 
variational principle for anti-de Sitter spacetimes, see for example [202,200].

5 Algorithms

We discussed in the previous section the general conditions one can impose 
on the fields and on the gauge parameters in order to obtain a well-defined 
theory of asymptotic charges. However, we hâve not yet discussed how to 
fullfil these conditions and actually find the asymptotic form of the allowable 
fields and gauge parameters. This is the aim of this section. We will discuss 
two algorithms that allow one to define a phase space X and spaces of gauge 
parameters Acj,.

5.1 Starting from particular solutions

One can start by constructing a small phase space X containing solutions 
of interest with, in particular, a background solution ^ admitting a non- 
trivial set of exact reducibility parameters e^. One then imposes that the 
asymptotic symmetry algebra contains as a subalgebra for ail fields 
(j). Acting on the phase space f with the exact reducibility parameters, one 
then generates a set of fields X that are then constrained to admit finite, 
intégrable and conserved charges. The algebra of gauge transformations that
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leaves invariant this phase space and that admits non-identically vanishing 
charges is then defined as the asymptotic symmetry algebra, which includes 
the exact reducibility algebra

The hereby presented method was successfully used in the context of 
asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes in general relativity [158,157]. In 
three dimensions, the asymptotic symmetry algebra was found to be the 
conformai algebra containing two copies of the Virasoro algebra, see section 1 
of Chapter 6.

A great advantage of this method is the simplicity of the argument and 
the rapidity of the computation. However, allowable configurations not gen- 
erated by the exact reducibility parameters may exist, see e.g. section 1 of 
Chapter 6, and asymptotic symmetries explicitly depending on (f> may also 
be relevant, see e.g. Gôdel spacetimes in section 3 of Chapter 6.

It is therefore of interest to find alternative points of departure for defin- 
ing T and in order to check the generality of the boundary conditions and 
of the asymptotic symmetries. An alternative method, applied in Chapter 6, 
goes as follows.

5.2 Starting from the reducibility équations

One considers a particular background solution ^ to the Euler-Lagrange 
équations of motion. The idea is to define the Lie algebra of allowable 
gauge transformations at ^ before defining the space of asymptotic fields. 
One then constructs fields !F admitting an isomorphic Lie algebra of gauge 
transformations. Eventually, one restricts the phase space so that ail condi
tions described in section 1 hold.

(A) Détermination of the algebra A^. We proceed in three steps. 
First, (Al) the reducibility équations are solved to leading order at the 
background Next, (A2) one requires the expression (5.10) to be a finite 
constant and (A3) one finally imposes that the Lie bracket of two such 
parameters also fulfils the latter conditions.

The first condition is an adaptation of the exact symmetry équations (1.25) 
in the asymptotic context. Likewise, in pure gravity, asymptotic Killing 
vectors can be defined as vectors fields obeying the Killing équations to “as 
good an approximation as possible” as one approaches the boundary [242]. 
The second condition expresses finiteness (5.1) and conservation (5.3) of the 
one-forms evaluated on the background in the particular case where àv<j> is 
Rfi. In fact, this condition expresses the only constraints on finiteness and
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conservation that one can impose at this stage. The third condition simply 
ensinres that the gauge paxameters form a Lie algebra.

More precisely, we first expand the gauge parameters /"(x) in r as

r(x) = x“(r)/“(y“) + o(x“), (5.31)

for some undetermined x“(’')j typically of the form with allowed
to be +00 and with /“(y“) not identically vanishing. If dénoté the 
gauge transformations at ^®(x), = O(p^), where p*(r) dépend on the still
undetermined x°‘- Oae then solves

= o{p% (5.32)

with the slowest decreasing x“ or, in other words, the highest order in r. In 
general, the slowest decreasing x“ are not uniquely defined and some choice 
may be necessary. This choice can and should be done in such a way that 
ail exact reducibility parameters at ^ are also gauge parameters. The first 
step of the procedure thus détermines the fall-offs p*(r), and restricts the 
form of the leading order components /“(y“) of the gauge paxameters at 

Further constraints are then set by équations (5.1) and (5.3) evaluated 
on the background ^ and for dy</> contracted with Rf>. For the algebra of 
gauge parameters to be well-defined, i.e. [fi,f2]\^ ë for ail /i, /2 € A^, 
one has in general to specify subleading terms,

r = ~nyV{r) + /a%(r-,y“) + o(/a%)- (5.33)

These subleading terms will as a general law functionally dépend on the 
leading functions /“ but additional functions indépendant of /“ may also 
appear.

(B) First détermination of and A^ « A^. The other aspect in 
defining the asymptotic structure is the définition of the boundary conditions 
on the fields. We start the construction of J- by imposing that the algorithm 
described in (A) applied on (p in place of ^ leads to the same constraints 
on the gauge parameters. As a resuit of this construction, we will hâve an 
isomorphism A^ » A^.

More precisely, we define the following three steps. First, for gauge 
parameters of the form (5.31) with x*^ and /“ arbitraxy, we select fields çi® 
such that

R}[cP] = 0{p^). (5.34)
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with P* determined at 4> and such that the only solutions /" to

R)[4>] = o(p'), (5.35)

be given by the solutions determined in the previous paxagraph.
Now, if one starts the procedure of the previous paragraph with any of 

the <p’s just found, one might find fall-offs x°‘ which decrease more slowly 
than those determined at Let us therefore, as a second step, select the 
fields which lead exactly to the same fall-offs x“ as initially obtained. Since 
these fields also satisfy (5.34)-(5.35), they lead to the previously obtained 
solutions (5.31).

As a third step, one imposes équations (5.1) and (5.3) evaluated on (j) 
and for dv4> contracted with Rfi. Finally, as the constraints on the Lie 
algebra do not dépend on they are imposed in the same way for 4> and 
we hâve constructed the phase space R such that « A^.

(C) Restrictions on R and As final step, we impose ail condi
tions (5.5), (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) on both A^ and T. We choose to 
implement these constraints in such a way as to keep ail éléments of A^ 
that are associated with non-identically vanishing charges. We choose to 
restrict the subleading terms in / that lead to vanishing charges (5.8) prior 
to restrictions on the fields.

For a solution G .F®, the asymptotic symmetry algebra is obtained 
as the quotient = A^^ of gauge transformations at G by the 
idéal of proper gauge transformations.

Discussion. A distinctive feature of this algorithm is that it does not 
require exact solutions of the équations of motion (except the starting point 
^) in order to construct the phase space. An other one is that starting from 
any field (/> G F, one will recover exactly the same phase space F in the 
end. It is not necessary to start the procedure with a highly symmetric 
background ^ since the exact reducibility équations are never used.

This approach however has a major shortcoming which is the non-geometrical 
nature of the first condition (Al). This condition may dépend on the way to 
approach the boundary, i.e. on the coordinates near the boundary. More- 
over, condition (Al) is not necessaxy to define the phase space which is truly 
defined by the conditions of section 1. Nevertheless, in practice, the method 
is very powerful. We will show in Chapter 6 how the algorithm allows to 
study asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes, asymptotically fiat space- 
times at null infinity and Gôdel spacetimes. It is noteworthy that ail these
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asymptotic structures in general relativity may be handled by this unifying 
method.



Chapter 6

Asymptotic analyses in three 
dimensional gravity

A successful approach to certain aspects of quantum gravity has been the 
study of lower-dimensional gravity, see e.g. [85] for a review. Three-dimensional 
gravity was first classically analyzed in the eighties by Deser, Jackiw and ’t 
Hooft [115,117]. In the nineties, a black hole solution, the so-called B(H)TZ 
black hole, was found in gravity with négative cosmological constant [39,38].
It was therefore understood that three-dimensional gravity may be used as 
a simpler setting to investigate intricate issues such as black hole entropy, 
see e.g. the reviews [88,84,42].

In particular, Strominger’s dérivation of BTZ black hole entropy exactly 
reproduces the geometrical Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [220]. This semi- 
classical computation essentially relies on two earlier works: one by Brown 
and Henneaux [74], who showed that the canonical realization of asymp
totic symmetries of adSs is represented by two Virasoro algebras with non- 
vanishing central charge, and another by Cardy et al. [67,83] who derived 
the so-called Cardy formula which allows to count in the semi-classical limit 
the asymptotic density of States of a conformai field theory, even if the full 
details of the theory are not known. It turns out that application of the 
Cardy formula with the anti-de Sitter central charge yields the expected 
number of States of the BTZ black hole even if a précisé description of the 
microscopie States of these black holes is still missing so far [88].

In this chapter, we will try to broader the scope of Strominger’s reason- 
ing by a deeper analysis of the asymptotic structure of three-dimensional 
spacetimes.

First, we re-analyze asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes along the

127
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Unes of the algorithm developed in section 5.2 of Chapter 5. The charge 
algebra consisting in two copies of the Virasoro algebra will be recovered 
but more general metrics than in [74] will be found. The link with the 
Chern Simons formalism will be shown.

Second, we will dérivé the symmetry algebra of asymptotically fiat space- 
times at null infinity. In three dimensions, this algebra is the semi-direct 
sum of the infinitésimal diffeomorphisms on the circle with an abelian idéal 
of supertranslations. The associated charge algebra will be shown to admit 
a non trivial classical central extension of Virasoro type closely related to 
that of the anti-de Sitter case.

We will finally consider Einstein-Maxwell theory with Chern-Simons 
term in (2-1-1) dimensions. We will define an asymptotic symmetry alge
bra for the Gôdel spacetimes discussed in section 1 of Chapter 4 which will 
turn out to be the semi-direct sum of the diffeomorphisms on the circle with 
two loop algebras. A class of fields admitting this asymptotic symmetry 
algebra and leading to well-defined conserved charges will be found. The 
covariant Poisson bracket of the conserved charges will then be shown to 
be centrally extended to the semi-direct sum of a Virasoro algebra and two 
affine algebras. The subséquent analysis of three-dimensional Gôdel black 
holes indicates that the Virasoro central charge is négative.

Ail analytical expressions relevant for Einstein gravity can be found in 
section 2 of Chapter 2. The expressions for the charges specialized to three 
dimensions were also stated in section 1.7 of Chapter 4.

1 Asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes

The anti-de Sitter asymptotic symmetry groups in 3, 4 and n dimensions 
were extensively studied in [74,158,157,54]. Eor dimensions n > 3, non- 
trivial asymptotic Killing vectors are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
exact Killing vectors of the anti-de Sitter metric and the asymptotic sym
metry algebra is so{2,n — 1). In three dimensions, the exact algebra is 
enhanced in the asymptotic context to the infinite-dimensional conformai 
algebra containing two copies of the Virasoro algebra. This fact is relevant 
in the context of the adS3/CFT2 correspondence [4] and was used to give a 
microscopical dérivation of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for black holes 
with near horizon geometry that is locally adSa [220]. The analysis of the 
asymptotic charge algebra was subsequently performed in the context of 
asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes at timelike infinity [222] with results 
very similar to those of the anti-de Sitter case.
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In what follows, the algorithm developed in section 5.2 of Chapter 5 is 
applied to dérivé the asymptotic algebra and the space of asymptotic fields 
in the three-dimensional case. As a resuit, the conformai algebra will be 
recovered but more general metrics than developed in [74] will be found. Our 
boundary conditions will also be expressed in the Chern Simons formalism.

1.1 Phase space, diffeomorphisms and asymptotic symmetry 
algebra.

In global coordinates, the background three dimensional anti-de Sitter met- 
ric is written as

- O 1
ds = —(1 -h -------------------+ r^dO'^, (6.1)

and the boundary is located at r = constant -|-oo. The first step (Al) 
of the algorithm described in section 5.2 of Chapter 5 leads easily to the 
vectors [54]

^ = {lT{t, 9) + - {reeit, 9) + o(r))|- + {G{t,9) + o(r°))^, (6.2)

where ITt = and = T,o- As step (A2), the central charge (5.19) is 
found to be finite for ail vectors of the form,

Ç = (/T(t,0) + O(r-i))^ - {re,0{t,e) + O{r^))^ + (e{t,9) + 0{r-^))^(6.3) 

The central charge then becomes

which is the covariant analogue of [74] found in [230,52]. The step (A3) is 
trivial because the algebra of these vectors is well-defined. Therefore, the 
general form of admissible infinitésimal diffeomorphisms ^ e Ag is given 
by (6.3).

The space of asymptotic metrics is firstly defined by condition (B). The 
largest class of metrics satisfying these conditions is given by

9tt = 9tr = 0{r~^), gte = o{r^),
9rr = Crr^ + o{r~'^), ÇrO = 0(r“^), Ç00 = Cut'^ + o{r^),

(6.5)
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where Cu, Crr axe constants. The gauge transformations ^ e Ag are defined 
as (6.3).

Let us turn to step (C). We first impose that the surface charges be finite 
off-shell. Boundary conditions compatible with the équations of motion 
Crr ~ 1, àyCtt ~ 0, gte « 0(x°), r^grr + l^gee — ~ 0(r°) and with the
adS background are given by 

2
gu = + 0(r°), 5j^ = 0(r“i),

gte = 0(r°), Lg^[t,e) + 0{r~‘^), (6.6)

gre = 0{r~^), gee^r'^+gi{t,9)r + 0{r^).

The gauge transformations (6.3) are tangent to the phase space determined 
by (6.6) if one further restricts the subleadings of the gauge transformations 
as

^ = (ZT(t,0) + O(r-2))^ _ (^e ,(f,0) + o(r«))|; + (0(t,e) + O(r-2))A(6.7)

This is the final form of the gauge transformations ^ G Ag. With the bound
ary conditions (6.6), the charge one-forms are also intégrable off-shell. The 
surface charges (5.13) can then be written as

2«[5,5] = f kd9 - g^g] + ^d9]

+ 2;2 2 2 2 ^ |2 /û\2r I gtr-r 9re - 4^ 9\{6) T{t,9),{6.8)

where the first terms on the r.h.s would be obtained by a naive calculation 
from the lineax analysis and the last term is a non-linear contribution. The 
surface charge is given on-shell by the expression

Qd9]

Qd9]-Qd9] + Nd9l
1/JSgoojt IÔTtCt

-h© {rdegtr + rdtgre + ‘^9te)

1 r
-j9ee + l9tt + -jdegre + Irdtgtr

(6.9)

(6.10)

We hâve [p] = 0 for ail ^ except [5] = — • Incidently, these values
correspond to the normalization of the anti-de Sitter background obtained by 
supersymmetry arguments [103] and which are relevant for the microscopie 
explanation of the entropy of BTZ black holes [221].
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The conservation in time of these charges follows from W^[ày<j), ày4>] !</,* = 

o(r*^). The phase space (6.6) also satisfies

/ Ej(^EH[dv(l>,à.Y(p] — 0(r ), (6.11)

which implies (5.4). As can be seen in (6.10), proper coordinate transforma
tions or proper diffeomorphisms g A/’g consist in ail infinitésimal gauge 
transformations ^ 6 Ag admitting vanishing fimctions T{t,6) and Q{t,9). 
The asymptotic Killing vectors are defined by the quotient Ag/Ng. The 

asymptotic Killing vectors are generated by the two sets and
given by

T^) = ©W = = -0® = (6.12)
n n 2i î n " 2i

They define two indépendant Witt algebras^

= {m- Va,6= 1,2. (6.13)

According to Theorem 18, the two copies of the Witt algebra are represented 
at the level of conserved charges by two copies of the Virasoro algebra with 
central charge c = 3lf2G as can be checked by plugging (6.12) into (6.4).

1.2 Link with previous boundary conditions and with the 
Chern-Simons formulation

The fall-off conditions defining asymptotically adS metrics were found in [74] 
by acting on the conic geometry representing a spinning particle in adS 
with the exact anti-de Sitter symmetry group as described in section 5.1 of 
Chapter 5. The resuit was given by

9tt =-^-t-0(r°), gt^ = 0{r-^), 9te = 0{r^), , .

9rr = ^ + 0{r-'^), Çre = 0{r~^), gee = + 0{r°),

Here, we found that the anti-de Sitter phase space can be rather defined 
by (6.6) where boundary conditions are less restrictive. The metric (6.14) 
can be obtained via a gauge fixing of the coordinates close to the boundary 
by using the proper gauge transformations generated by = 0{r~‘^)dt +

*The two sets of generators correspond to T* in [221] where the normalization factor 
^ should be added to obtain the correct normalization of the Witt algebra.
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0{r^)dr + 0{r ^)d$. The infinitésimal diffeomorphisms leaving the met- 
ric (6.14) invariant are then given by

e = lT{t, 9) + ^dedtOit, 9) + 0{r-% (6.15)

= -rdeO{t,9) + 0{r~^) (6.16)

e® = - ^9edeQ{t, 9) + 0(r-^). (6.17)

With the fall-off conditions (6.14), the non-linear terms in (6.8) do not ap- 
pear. In fact, with the boundary conditions (6.14), the surface one-forms 
become asymptotically linear in the sense of (1.53) and the sinface charges 
indeed reduce to expression (1.54) which is linear in the metric déviation
hfiu — Qnu Qfiv

Remark that non-linear terms in the charges were also shown to occur 
in the context of gravity coupled to scalar fields [161,162].

Three-dimensional gravity with négative cosmological constant can be re- 
formulated as a Chern-Simons theory with gauge group SL{2,R) x SL{2,R). 
The boundary conditions (6.6) can be translated in terms of the connections 
A and as

A =

Â =

+ 0(l)dx'^ 0(r ^)dx'^
rdx~^ + ^dx'*'+ 0(r~^)dr —^ + 0(l)dx^

— ^ + 0(l)dx~ rdx~ + ^dx~ + 0(r~^)dr 
0(r~^)dx~ ^ + 0(l)dx~

+ 0(r ^)dx (6.18) 

+ 0(r-i)dx+(6.19)

According to [104], the boundary conditions imposing that the lightlike com- 
ponents A- of A and A+ of A are set to zéro imply that the Chern-Simons 
theory reduces asymptotically to the SL{2, M) non-chiral Wess-Zumino-Witten 
model. We also hâve that a[^ ^ and are independent of t and 9 at lead-
ing order in r but contrary to the boundary conditions imposed in [73,104], 

(3) "*(3)the components A\^’ and A_ are not vanishing at infinity. In fact, this is 
due entirely to the slower fall-off conditions on gtr and Çre- These bound
ary conditions probably allow for a boundary theory more general than the 
Liouville theory on a fiat background.

^The connections A and A are related to the triad e and spin connection lj through 
A = e + ùj, Â = —e + U) with We use = -1-1 and the generators of

sI(2,R) are given by T_ = ^ ° 0 )’ ^ ( 0 0 ) ( ^0^ -1/2 )

= t ±6.
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Using the FefFerman-Graham-Lee theorems, the boundary conditions 
of [104] were already improved in [211,212]. The resulting boundary theory 
was found to be Liouville theory on a two-dimensional curved background. 
Although we hâve not compared in detail our results with theirs, we expect 
that our boundary conditions are mainly a reformulation of the conditions 
derived in [211,212]^.

2 Asymptotically flat spacetimes at null inflnity

For asymptotically flat-spacetimes, the appropriate boundary from a con
formai point of view is null infinity [250]. The asymptotic symmetry algebra 
has been derived a long time ago in four dimensions [68,214,213] and more 
recently by conformai methods [203] also in three dimensions [28].

The purpose of this section is to complété the picture for classical central 
charges in three dimensions. We begin by computing the symmetry alge
bra bmsn of asymptotically flat spacetimes at null infinity in n dimensions, 
i.e., the n-dimensional analog of the four dimensional Bondi-Metzner-Sachs 
algebra, by solving the Killing équations to leading order according to the 
procedmre outlined in section 5.2 of Chapter 5.

In four dimensions, we make the obvions observation that the asymptotic 
symmetry algebra can be larger than the one originally discussed in [213] if 
the conformai transformations of the 2-sphere are not required to be globally 
well-deflned. In three dimensions, we recover the known results [28]: bms3 is 
the semi-direct sum of the infinitésimal diffeomorphisms on the circle with 
the abelian idéal of supertranslations.

In three dimensions, we then dérivé the space of allowed metrics by 
following the algorithm presented in section 5.2 of Chapter 5, namely by 
requiring (i) that bmSj be the symmetry algebra for ail allowed metrics, (ii) 
that the asymptotic symmetries leave the space of allowed metrics invariant, 
(iii) that the associated charges be finite, intégrable and conserved on-shell. 
As a new resuit, the associated Poisson algebra of charges is shown to be 
centrally extended. A non trivial central charge of Virasoro type with value 
c = ^ appears between the Poisson brackets of the charges of the two sum- 
mands. To conclude our analysis we point out that the centrally extended 
asymptotic charge algebras in flat and anti-de Sitter spacetimes are related 
in the same way than their exact counterparts [249].

Most of the material here was published in [60] but, here, the assumption 
of asymptotic linearity (1.53) is relaxed and more general boundary condi-

^We thank M. Banados for his judicious comments.
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tiens axe computed. Related recent work on holography in asymptotically 
flat spacetimes can be found for example in [111,16,15,109,34,190,35]. We 
stress, however, that none of these references mentioned the central exten
sion occinring in the représentation of the b ms 3 algebra.

2.1 The bmSn algebra

Introducing the retarded time u = t — r, the luminosity distance r and angles 
9^ on the n — 2 sphere by — rcosO^, — rsinO^... sin0^ ^ cos 0"^, for 
A = 2,... ,n — 2, and = r sin0^... sin0"“^, the Minkowski metric is 
given by

n-2

ds^ = —du^ — 2dudr -|- ^ SA{d6"^Ÿ, (6.20)
A=1

where si = 1,' = sin^ 9^... sin^ 9"^~^ for 2 ^ A ^ n — 2. The (future) null
boundary is defined by r = constant 00 with u, 9^ held fixed.

We require infinitésimal diffeomorphisms to satisfy the Killing équation 
to leading order. They hâve the form + ^ix^) for some
fall-ofifs x^(^) fo be determined. Here, round brackets around a single in
dex mean that the summation convention is suspended. For such vectors, 

= 0{pnu)- Solving the Killing équation to leading order means finding 
the highest orders x^(^) io r such that équation

— o{pnv), (6.21)

admits non-vanishing ^^{u,9) as solutions. After a straightforward compu
tation (summarized in Appendix C.6), one finds

^ T{9^) + udiY^{9'^) + o{r°),

= -rdiY\9^) + o{r), (6.22)

= Y^{9^) + o{r^), A = l...n-2.

where T{9^) is an arbitrary function on the n — 2 sphere, and Y^[9^) are 
the components of the conformai Killing vectors on the n — 2 sphere. These 
vectors form a sub-algebra of the Lie algebra of vector fields and the bracket 
induced by the Lie bracket ^ = [^, is determined by

f = Y^ÔaT' -F TdiY'^ - Y'^ôaT - T'diY^, (6.23)

= Y^ÔbY'^ -Y'^ÔbY^. (6.24)

It follows that the gauge transformations with T = 0 = Y^ form an idéal 
in the algebra of infinitésimal diffeomorphisms. As will be justified in the
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following section, these transformations can be considérée! as proper gauge 
transformations. The quotient algebra is defined to be the algebra of asymp- 
totic Killing vectors bmSn- It is the semi-direct sum of the conformai Killing 
vectors of Euclidean n — 2 dimensional space with an abelian idéal of 
so-called infinitésimal supertranslations. Note that the exact Killing vectors 
oig,^i^ = a^ + by^]x'' give rise to

yÉ = —(^[io] + Te = -[ao + ], (6.25)I J iJJ J. J- f

and belong to bmSn, so that iso(n — i, i) is a subalgebra of bmSn.
In order to make contact with conformai methods, we just note that if 

is the metric induced at the boundary r constant,

- n—2

ds^ = —2 SA{dO^Ÿ^ (6.26)
^ .4=1

one can easily verify that bmSn is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of conformai 
Killing vectors of the boundary metric (6.26), in the lirait r —> oo.

For n > 4, the asymptotic algebra contains the infinitésimal supertrans
lations parameterized by T{$^) and the n(n — l)/2 dimensional conformai 
algebra of Euclidean space so(n — i, i) in n — 2 dimensions, isomorphic to 
the Lorentz algebra in n dimensions.

In four dimensions, the conformai algebra of the two-sphere is infinite- 
dimensional and contains the Lorentz algebra 50(3,1) as a subalgebra. It 
would of course be interesting to analyze whether central extensions arise in 
the charge algebra représentation of 60154, t>ut we will not do so here. Note 
that in the original discussion [213], the transformations were required to 
be well-defined on the 2-sphere and 60154 was restricted to the semi-direct 
sum of 50(3,1) with the infinitésimal supertranslations. In this case, there 
are no non trivial central extensions, see e.g. [193].

In three dimensions, the conformai Killing équation on the circle imposes 
no restrictions on the function Y{9). Therefore, 60153 is characterized by 2 
arbitrary fonctions T{6),Y{9) on the circle. These fonctions can be Fourier 
analyzed by defining Pn = ^{T = expin0, K = 0) and = ^(T = 0,y = 
expin^). In terms of these generators, the commutation relations of bms3 
become

i\JmtJr}\ — i{Prm Pn] — 9, f[Tm;F)i] — (m fTjPfji+n-
(6.27)
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In other words, the 6 dimensional Poincaré algebra iso(z, i) of 3 dimensional 
Minkowski spacetime is enhanced to the semi-direct sum of the infinitésimal 
diffeomorphisms on the circle with the infinitésimal supertranslations.

2.2 Charge algebra représentation of bms3

In order to détermine the Poisson algebra représentation of bm53 we need to 
specify the boundary conditions on the metric 5^^ and also the more précisé 
form of the subleading terms in the infinitésimal diffeomorphisms.

If we want the infinitésimal diffeomorphism algebra to be the same for 
ail allowed metrics, we need to require that solving the Killing équation to 
leading order for g in place of g will lead to the given in (6.22). We will 
also need JO^g^^ — 0{xnu) so that the transformation ôg^^ — leaves
the space of allowed metrics invariant. These conditions are satisfied for 
metrics of the form

guu = 0{l), ffur =-1 + gue = 0{l),

grr = 0{r^^), gr0 = O{l), goo = r'^ + 0{r), (6.28)

and infinitésimal diffeomorphisms defined by

r = T{e) + udeY{9) + 0{r-^),

e = -rdgY{e)+0{r^), (6.29)

= Y{e)-'^dgdgY\e) + ^fl,{e) + o{r-%

where /f„{,(0) is an arbitrary function. In addition, the charges are finite 
and intégrable off-shell if

9re = 9i{&)+ 0{r~'^). (6.30)

This latter condition is left invariant under the action of the infinitésimal 
diffeomorphisms and is thus consistent with the préservation of the phase 
space under gauge transformations (5.5).

With the boundary conditions (6.28)-(6.30), one can check that

^IcBH dv4>] = 0{r-^), WlçEH dv(t>] = o(r“^),
^ ^ (6.31)

hold. As a conséquence, the charges are conserved on-shell (5.3), the condi
tion (5.4) hold and the surface one-forms (2.22) agréé with the ones found
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in covaxiant phase space methods (2.33). Finally, the phase space of asymp- 
totic metrics J- and the algebra of infinitésimal diffeomorphism Ag are given 
by (6.28), (6.30) and (6.29).

These boundary conditions contain for example the metric
8 7

ds^ = —{l—ArrîŸ'du^—2dudr—'èJ{l—Am)dud9--------- -—drd9+{r^ — lQJ^)dd^,
1 — 4m

(6.32)
which describes a spinning particle in Minkowski spacetime [115]. The 
space of allowed metrics also contains the dimensional réduction of the 
Einstein-Rosen waves from fom to three dimensions [29], for which the 
metric at infinity in a suitable coordinate System is given by Quu = 0(1), 
9ur = —1 + 0(r“^), gee = r^, the others coefficients zéro. The boundary 
conditions (6.28) are larger than the one used in [27,192] except for the Çrr 
coefficient which is allowed to fall-ofî as 0{r~^) in their work.

The surface charges (5.13) are given by

Q^grg] = Q«b]-Q?[5] + A^€[5], (6.33)

= 16^/ {i9uu + r~'^dug6e)T + {2gu0 + rdugre (6.34)

-deirgur + uguu) + r~^de{g00 - udug00) + 2djgi - r~^gidug00)Yy

We hâve [g] = 0 for ail ^ € Ag except Qg^ [^l = “ •
Prom (6.34), it is clear that the infinitésimal diffeomorphisms (6.29) ad- 

mitting T{9) = Y(9) =0 are proper gauge transformations, according to 
définition (5.8). The algebra of asymptotic Killing vectors in thus correctly 
given by bmsa, as assumed in section 2.1.

We can rdso see from (6.34) that if we impose the additional condition

geo = + g2{9)r + 0{r^) (6.35)

on the phase space, which is compatible with the solutions of interest ex- 
pressed in (6.32) and the paragraph below (6.32) and with (5.5), the surface 
charge Q^[g,g\ then equals to Q^[g,g\ = Q^[g — g] + .^ç[5]. The surface 
charge Q^[g,ÿ\ thus become linear in the metric déviation 
which is the simplification encountered in (1.53). This case was considered 
in [60].

The expression (6.34) allows us to compute the central extension of the 
Poisson algebra représentation of bmSj by first deriving fcç[dvg'] = dv'Q^[p] 
and then replacing dvg^n> by C^ig^u with given in (6.29). The resuit is

!C.
1

dgY^(d0d0T' + T') - dgY'^dgdgT + T) (6.36)
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Let us choose the normalization [ÿ] = 0 for ail ^ E Ag except [g] that 
we leave unspecified. In terms of the generators Qp„ — Vn, Qj„ = Jni we 
get the centrally extended algebra

i{Vm,Vn) = 0, (6.37)

i{Jm, Vn) = (m - n)Vm+n + ^ [g])ôn+m-

It can easily be shown to be non-trivial in the sense that it cannot be ab- 
sorbed into a redéfinition of the generators. Only the commutators of gener
ators involving either Jo, J7i,v7-i or Vo,V\,V-i corresponding to the exact 
Killing vectors of the Poincaré algebra 150(2,1) are free of central extensions.

The algebra (6.37) has many features in common with the anti-de Sitter 
case; it has the same number of generators, and a Virasoro type central 
charge. In fact, these algebras are related in the same way than their exact 
counterparts [249] : if one introduces the négative cosmological constant A = 
— P and considers

^[■Ara) «Al] ~ (^ ^)«7m-(-7ij

i[PrmPn] ~ ^(^ "“ ^)'An4-n) (6.38)

*[«Ati) Pn] — (^ '^)Pm+n:

the bmS3 algebra (6.27) corresponds to the case l —» 00. For finite l, the 
charges corresponding to the generators = \{lP±m i J±m) form two 
copies of the Virasoro algebra,

+ -l-SGNg^[g])ônPm.,{&A9)

{£±,£^} = 0, (6.40)

where c = ^ is the central charge for the anti-de Sitter case, and dt = du-
In the classical theory of charges developed in this thesis, only charge 

différences can be computed. The normalization of the background are thus 
left totally arbitrary. One can however invoke additional arguments in order 
to fix these normalizations.

Supersymmetry arguments [103] and results on the microscopie origin of 
the entropy of the BTZ black hole [220] suggest to define the normalization 
of the anti-de Sitter spacetime as Ag^]^] = — 1/8G. On the one hand, fol- 
lowing the link between (6.39) and (6.37), one can be given in to temptation 
to define the vacuum energy of 2 -|- 1 Minkowski spacetime also as — 1/8G
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by a continuity argument. On the other hand, covariant counterterm meth- 
ods [192] propose the different normalization Aa^[g] = —1/4G. This issue 
deserves further attention but needs tools that go beyond the scope of this 
thesis.

3 Asymptotically Gôdel spacetimes

A surprising feature of Einstein’s general relativity is the fact that this the- 
ory exhibits closed time-like curves. Such pathological spacetimes include 
the Gôdel universe [148], the Gott time-machine [149] and the région behind 
the inner horizon of Kerr black holes. Since the presence of closed time-like 
curves signais a strong breakdown of causality, Hawking advocated through 
his chronology protection conjecture that ultraviolet processes should pre- 
vent such geometries from forming [155].

The implications of this proposition hâve been addressed in the context 
of string theory in a sériés of works (see e.g. [129,171,176], and also [102] for 
an extensive list of references). Also, higher-dimensional highly supersym- 
metric Gôdel-like solutions were found in supergravity [138,151], indicating 
that supersymmetry is not sufficient to discard these causally pathological 
solutions. Moreover, a particular issue in the dual description of gravity 
théories by gauge théories is the conjecture linking closed time-like curves 
on the gravity side and non-unitarity on the gauge theory side [163,80]. It 
was indeed shown [163] in the context of BMPV black holes [72] that the 
régime of parameters in which there exists naked closed timelike curves is 
also the régime in which unitarity is violated in the dual CFT. Also, half 
BPS excitations in adS^ x 5® in IIB sugra can be mapped to fermions config
urations [187]. Causality violation is shown to be related to Pauli exclusion 
principle in the dual theory [80].

In this section, we will work out some properties of the Gôdel black holes 
derived in section 1 of Chapter 4 through the représentation of their asymp- 
totic symmetries. The theory of interest here will be (2-1-1 )-dimensional 
Einstein-Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory, which can be viewed as a lower- 
dimensional toy-model for the bosonic part oî D = 5 supergravity since the 
field content and the couplings of both théories are similar. As a main re
suit, published in [99], we will show that the asymptotic symmetry algebra 
contains a Virasoro algebra with négative central charge when the genera- 
tors are chosen to be bounded from below for the black hole solutions. It 
indicates that the représentations of the asymptotic symmetry algebra are 
non-unitary, in accordance with the works [163,80].
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Our analysis will présent analogies with the one performed in adS^ space 
since there is a close relationship between adSz and 3d Gôdel space. Indeed, 
the latter can be seen as a squashed adS^ space, where the original isometry 
group is broken from SL(2,M) x SL(2,R) to SL(2,M) x U{1), as pointed ont 
in [210], In the context of string theory, the 3d Gôdel metric was shown to 
be part of the target space of an exact two-dimensional CFT, obtained as an 
asymmetric marginal deformation of the SL(2,M) WZW model [171]. In this 

case, the effect of the deformation amounts to break the original SL(2,M) x 

SL(2,M) symmetry of the model down to SL(2,R) x U{1). As we will show, 
a similar pattern will appear at the level of asymptotic symmetries.

After having briefly recalled in section 3.1 our general setup, we will com- 
pute in section 3.2 the asymptotic symmetry algebra of Gôdel spaces. We 
then define, in section 3.3, a class of field configurations, which we will refer 
to as asymptotically Gôdel space-times in three dimensions, encompassing 
the previously mentioned black hole solutions. In section 3.4, we repre- 
sent the algebra of charges by covariant Poisson brackets and show that the 
asymptotic symmetry algebra admits central extensions. We conclude by 
discussing some of the results.

3.1 General setup

Let us start with the Einstein-Maxwell-Chern Simons theory in 2 +1 dimen
sions.

1 =
1

IôttG / d^x ( -R + /2
(6.41)

The gauge parameters of the theory (^,A), where ^ generates infinitésimal 
diffeomorphisms and A is the parameter of U{1) gauge transformations are 
endowed with the Lie algebra structure

[(e,A),(e',A')]G = ([e,^'],[A,A'j), (6.42)

where the is the Lie bracket and [A, A'] = C^\' — CçiX. We will dénoté 
for compactness the fields as </>* = and the gauge parameters as
/“ = (^^, A). For a given field <j), the gauge parameters / satisfying

~ 0, C^Afj, -f « 0, (6.43)

where w is the on-shell equality, will be called the exact symmetry parame
ters of (f). Parameters (^, A) w 0 are called trivial symmetry parameters.
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The charge one-form for this theory for exact symmetry parameters was 
constructed in section 4 of Chapter 2 and was rewritten in section 1.7 of 
Chapter 4. In the asymptotic case, the charge one-form may be written as

fc(ç,A)[dv<^;<^] = (6.44)

where k^^^^ is given by (4.65). The supplementary term may be deduced

from expressions (2.68) and (2.76)^. It is given by

+àvAi,{C^A^ + (6.45)

and vanishes for exact symmetries. The central charge (5.10) can be ex- 
pressed here as

“ / ̂ {i',X')[{k^^9nu,C.^Âij, +dfj,\)-,{g,A)\, (6.46)
J

where 4> is a solution we use as bankground.
One can define an algebra A of asymptotic symmetries (^, A) and then a 

phase space by following the algorithm presented in section 5.2 of Chap
ter 5. In summary, the asymptotic algebra is defined by the three conditions:

• The leading order of the expressions and -1- d^X close to
the boundary S°° has to vanish.

• The expression A^(ç,a),(Ç',A')M should be a finite constant.

• The Lie bracket of two such parameters should also satisfy the two 
previous conditions.

3.2 Gôdel asymptotic symmetry algebra

It was shown in section 1 of Chapter 4 that the équations of motion derived 
from (6.41) admit the solution

2 1
ds^ — edt^ — Aardtdif + (2r ~ ^|1 ~ a^l^\r^)dip^ H------—^ 2^^^

À = y \/|l — rdip, (6-47)

^In [99], there is a minor sign mistake in (2.5) that does not affect the computation 
further on. We recall that we use the mostly plus signature.
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where e = sgn(l — T = ‘P ^ [0, 27t]. For e = —1, this
solution is the 3d part of the two parameter generalization [206] of the Gôdel 
spacetime [148] where the stress-energy tensor of the perfect fluid supporting 
the metric is generated by the gauge field. For e = +1, the solution will be 
called the tachyonic Gôdel spacetime because the perfect fluid supporting 
the metric is tachyonic. We will use this solution as background in the two 
sectors of the theory e = ±1.

For e = — 1, the Gôdel solution (6.47) admits 5 non-trivial exact sym- 
metries (^, A),

(^(i),0) = {dt,0), (^(2),0) = (2aTdt + d^,0),

(C(3),0) = {-^ÿJr/r - V2Tr -h cos ipdr + sin

(^(4),0) = cosydt + y/2Tr + r^siiupdr + cosyx9y,0),

(0,A(d) = (0,1).
(6.48)

The four Killing vectors form a M © so(2,1) algebra. In the case e = -|-1, 
only the two flrst vectors are Killing vectors.

Let us now compute the asymptotic symmetries of this background so
lution They are of the form

^ + o{xd^))
A = X\{'r)Ht,(p) + o{xdr)), (6.49)

for some fall-offs Xç(’')> Xa(^) and fonctions ip), X{t, (p) to be determined. 
For such parameters, one has

= 0{pf,u), + d^X = O(p^), (6.50)

where pfj,v and dépend on the explicit form of the parameters (6.49). 
Equations (6.50) are satisfied to the leading order in r when one imposes 

~ o{p^d) and A = o{pd)- If one solves these équations with
the highest order in r for Xç(r) and Xa(’')> one gets the unique solution

^ P>) + o(r°))5i -t- {-rd^^{p>) + o(r^))dr -l- ($(<p) -k o(r°))d^,

A = A(t,(p)-t-o(r'^),
(6.51)

where F{t,ip) and $(<p) are arbitrary fonctions. We now require the central
extension (6.46) to be a flnite constant. The term diverging in r in (6.46)
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vanishes if we impose = ^(</^) + o{r ^). The central extension is then 
constant by requiring

F{t,^) = F{^), = X{^). (6.52)

The resulting expression for (6.46) is given by

f2n— TSttG 7o
d(f 2aTd^^'dl^ - ^d^FF'

167tG

+2e^'d^F + ad^XX' - ((^, A) w (^', A')) . (6.53)

The asymptotic parameters just found form a subalgebra A of the bracket (6.42). 
The asymptotic parameters which are of the form

Ç = o(r°)dt + o(r^)dr + o(r~^)d^, X = o(r°), (6.54)

will be considered as trivial because (i) they form an idéal of the algebra A,
(ii) for any / of the form (6.54) and /' € A, the associated central charge 

vanishes. An additional justification will be provided in section 3.4.
We define the asymptotic symmetry algebra 000^3 as the quotient of A by 
the trivial asymptotic parameters (6.54). This algebra can thus be expressed 
only in terms of the leading order fonctions F{ip), $(<p) and X{ip). By setting 
/ — [fjf']G, one can write the ©oOe^ algebra explicitly as

F{ip) = ^d^F'-^’d^F, ê(<^) = $5^ Â = ^d^X'-^'d^X.
(6.55)

A convenient basis for non-trivial asymptotic symmetries consists in the 
following generators

In = {(^, A) e A\F{^) - 20X6'"-^, $(^) = A(<^) = 0},

tn = {(^,A)eA|F(¥.) = e*"^$(yp) = 0, A((^) = 0}, (6.56)

jn = {(^,A)eA|F(<^)-0, $(¥.) = 0,A(^) = e'"‘^}.

In terms of these generators, the algebra reads

i[l'Tn^^n\G ~ “^^TTl+TTî (6.57)

JuIg ~ ^jm+Ti')

while the other commutators are vanishing. One can recognize the exact 
symmetry parameters (6.48) as a subalgebra of 0oc)c[3. Indeed, one has
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to ~ (^(1),0), lo ~ (Ç(2)>0)> 1—1 ~ (~*^{3) +^(4).0)i ^1 ~ (*Ç(3) + ^(4);0) and 
jo ~ (0, A(1)) where dénoté the belonging to the same équivalence class of 
asymptotic symmetries.

In adSs, the exact so{2,2) algebra is enhanced in the asymptotic context 
to two copies of the Witt algebra. The Gôdel metric can be interpreted 
as a squashed adS^ geometry, which breaks the original so(2,2) symmetry 
algebra down to u(l) © so(2,1) [210]. The exact Killing symmetry algebra 
is here enhanced to a semi-direct sum of a Witt algebra with a u(l) loop 
algebra. Moreover, the gauge sector u(l) is enhanced to another u(l) loop 
algebra also forming an idéal of the 0o£)d3 algebra.

3.3 Asymptotically Gôdel fields

We defined in the previous section the asymptotic symmetry algebra 0oOel3 
by a well-defined procedure starting from the background One can ask 
which are the field configurations 4> such that the preceding analysis leads 
to the same algebra (6.55) with ^ replaced by 4>. The subset of such field 
configurations which is preserved under the action of the asymptotic sym
metry algebra will then provide a natural définition of asymptotically Gôdel 
fields T. A set of fields satisfying these conditions is given by

9tt 

9t<p

9np —

At

= e + r ^9tt + 0{r ^), = 0{r ^),
(1) -3(1)2ar + gt^ + 0{r g^^ ^ — + r Vr + 0(î’ ),

= r ^gll> + 0{r =-^jl - -|--|-0(r°),

+ + Ar = r-^Ar + 0{r-^),

(1)

al
2 ,__________ (1)

A^ = + A^ + 0{r ^),

(1)

(6.58)

where ail functions gtt, ■ ■ ■ dépend arbitrarily on t and <p. In order for 
these field configurations be left invariant under the asymptotic symmetries, 
one has furthermore to restrict the subleading component of to = 
$(<^) -I- 0(r~^). The asymptotic symmetries thus become

^ = (-P'(V’) + o(r°))dt + (~rd^^((p) + o(r^))dr + (^(<p) + 0(r 

A = A((^) •+• o(r'’), (6.59)

and always contain the asymptotic form of the exact symmetries (6.48).
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However, for the purpose of providing a well-defined représentation of 
the asymptotic symmetry algebra, one has to restrict the définition of fields 
^by selecting those satisfying (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4). These conditions 
are met if the following differential équation hold.

We finally define the set of asymptotically Gôdel fields <f) = {g, A) as those 
satisfying the boundary conditions (6.58) and (6.60). In general, the asymp
totic symmetries are allowed to dépend arbitrarily on the fields, (^[5, A], A[5, .A]). 
They should however, by construction, obey the same algebra ©oOelj. A ba- 
sis for the asymptotic symmetries of cf) can be written as

In = {(^, A) e A\F{ip) = 2arfi[g,A]F^'^, $(</.) = e”'^, A(^) = 0}, 

tn = {(^,A)€A|F(</.) = /t[5,A]e*"^$(^) = 0,A(^) = 0}, (6.61)

jn - {(e,A)eA|F(<^) = 0,$(yp) = 0, A(^) = /jb,A]e-<^}.

where the solution-dependent multiplicative factors /;, ft and fj hâve been 
added for convenience. We choose fi\g,A\ = ft[g,A] = fj[g,À] = 1 in order 
to match the asymptotic symmetries (6.56) defined for the background. The 
choice of multiplicative factors for generic fields {g, A) is restricted by the 
second integrability condition of (5.2).

Note that besides the background itself the asymptotically Gôdel fields 
contain the three parameters {u, J, Q) particle (e = —1) (4.17) and black 
hole (e = -1-1) solutions (4.31)^.

3.4 Poisson algebra

We are now ready to represent the asymptotic algebra 0oOel3 by associated 
charges in the space of configurations defined in (6.58)-(6.60). An explicit 
computation shows that the charges associated with each generator (6.61) 
are in general non-vanishing. We dénoté these charges by = Qi^ \(j), ,
r„ = and Jn = On the contrary, ail trivial asymptotic
parameters are associated with vanishing charges and thus correspond to 
proper gauge transformations as it should. This provides additional justifi
cation for the quotient ©o0el3 taken in section 3.2.

®The solutions written in (4.17), (4.31) differ from the solutions written here by the
change of coordinates u =

(6.60)
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The central extensions (6.53) may be explicitly computed for any pair 
of generators of the background (6.56). The only non-vanishing ternis are

+ e)(5„+m,

*'7n i^n 8GaT 
a

mô.m+n,0- (6.62)

^^jmdn — ^Q^n^m+n-

where the Virasoro-type central charge c reads

6aT 3a/2
G ~ {l + aH‘^)G'

(6.63)

According to Theorem 18 on page 118, the Gôdel algebra is finally repre- 
sented at the level of charges by the following centrally extended Poisson 
algebra

Ln}

Tfi}

i{Tm,Tn} 

f{Tm, Jn}

(m - n){Lm+n - Mm+n) + + ^)^rn+n,

—n(Tm+n ~ ■^tm+n)i

(6.64)

—n{Jm+n ~ ■^3m+n)i

^^m+n •

The central extensions (6.62) are non-trivial because they cannot be ab- 
sorbed into the (undetermined classically) normalizations of the generators. 
The L„ form a Virasoro algebra while the two loop algebras {t„}, {jn} are 
represented by centrally extended ti(l) affine algebras.

3.5 Discussion

fn 3d asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes, the asymptotic charge alge
bra which consists of two copies of the Virasoro algebra [74] allows one to 
compute the entropy of the BTZ black hole via the Cardy formula [220]. 
One may wonder if an analogous dérivation based on the asymptotic alge
bra (6.64) could be performed.

ft turns out that the analysis in Gôdel spacetimes is more tricky. The 
Gôdel black holes are given in (4.31). In this case, the r coordinate has the
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range —oo<r<oo and e = +1. The solution (4.31) displays an horizon 
and therefore describes a regular black hole only if the inequality

2GI/2 ^ ^ (6.65)
2a 1

holds. The tachyonic Gôdel solution corresponds to u = +-^, J — Q — 
0. Because the solutions with u, J and Q are related by the change of 
coordinates r —> —r, lç —> —y? with the solutions —u, J, —Q, the conserved 
quantity v associated with dt does not provide a satisfactory définition of 
mass. However, one can define the quantity fi = 2eGu^ which is by définition 
positive for black holes and which equals — for the Gôdel background. In 
paxticular, in the anti-de Sitter limit a^l'^ —» 1, /x correctly reproduces the 
mass gap between the zéro mass BTZ black hole and anti-de Sitter space. 
It was shown in section 1 of Ghapter 4 that this quantity is associated with 
the Killing vector AGevdt- Note also that d^p is associated with

Choosing the multiplicative factor fi = AGu, the charge associated with 
the generator Iq of (6.61) becomes for the black holes

Lo = 2aTM (6-66)

When a > 0, the inequality (6.65) imposes that the spectrum of Lq is 
bounded from below. The Virasoro generators may then be associated 
with operators acting on a ground state with minimal To-eigenvalue. When 
a < 0, one may instead consider the generators L'^ — —L-n satisfying also 
a Virasoro algebra

= (rn - + ^m{rn^ + l)ôrn+n,

with c' — —c — 6aT/G and for which Lq = —Lq is also bounded from below. 
Remark that in any of these two cases, the classical Virasoro central charge 
(c for a > 0 and d for a < 0) is négative, which, in general, implies that the 
représentations of this algebra are non-unitaxy. In the anti-de Sitter limit 

—» 1//^, the central charge tends to minus the usual adSs central charge 
31/2G. This indicates a discontinuity in the limiting procedure.

The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy associated with the black hole solutions 
(4.31) is given by

Sbh = 27rv^aTG-i(2aT/x - J) + 27rv/2a2T2G-V- (6-68)

Let us consider without loss of generality the case a > 0 and define Aq 
as the value of Lq for the zéro mass black hole — J = Q = 0, Aq =
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—aT/(4G) + Qiq [(/!)]. We observe that the first terra in (6.68) may be written 
as

27t V|c - 24Ao|Lo/6

for Ao = 0 or Aq = —aT/(2G) and for Q = 0 in the large mass fj, ^ 1/(8G) 
limit. In the semi-classical limit aT » G, the latter formula is the Cardy 
formula® [67,83,126] for the Virasoro algebra with generators L„.

It is possible to reproduce the second part of the entropy (6.68) via the 
Cardy formula by introducing operators T„ to each element of the affine 
algebra T„, applying the Sugawara procedure to obtain a new Virasoro al
gebra Lji with central charge c = 1 and by appropriately choosing the lowest 
value Aq of Lq- In this case, the effective central charge je—24Ao| = 6aT/G 
equals the effective central charge |c — 24Ao| in the initial Virasoro sector. 
However, this construction a posteriori is quite artificial.

There are several points that deserve further investigations. It would be 
interesting to study the supersymmetry properties of these black holes by 
embedding the Lagrangian (6.41) in some supergravity theory. The exten
sion of the asymptotic symmetry algebra to a supersymmetric asymptotic 
symmetry algebra in the spirit of [41] would then allow one to fix the low
est value Ao of Lq undetermined classically and left ambiguous even after 
the matching of the entropy with the Cardy formula. Note that the naive 
dimensional réduction on a 2-sphere of the 5d minimal supergravity [138] 
in which Gôdel black holes were studied [145] does not admit (4.31) as so
lutions. There are however other alternatives. Namely, it turns out that 
the three-dimensional Gôdel black holes can be promoted to a part of an 
exact string theory background along the lines of [172,121], and are in par- 
ticular solutions to the low energy effective action for heterotic or type II 
superstring théories. It could therefore be instructive to check if the présent 
asymptotic analysis holds in this latter théories as well and then study the 
supersymmetry properties of these solutions.

®Actually, the détermination of the asymptotic density of States in a conformai field 
theory from the Cardy formula (see e.g. [84,126]) seems to be meaningful only when the 
effective central charge Ce// = c — 24Ao is positive (which may encompass non unitary 
CFTs), which is the case for Ao = —qT/(2G), and it is not obvious to us that using an 
absolute value is the right way to proceed when it is négative. We thank Mu-In Park and 
Steve Carlip for their comments on this point.



Summary and outlook

In the first part of this thesis, a theory of exact symmetries in gauge and 
gravity théories was formulated using techniques of the variational calculus. 
Some very satisfactory results are worth emphasizing. Each reducibility 
paxameter (e.g. Killing vector for gravity) is associated with a unique finite 
and conserved surface charge one-form in field space. These one-forms form a 
représentation of the Lie algebra of reducibility parameters. For reducibility 
paxameters associated with intégrable surface charge one-forms, conserved 
quantifies can be defined for a family of symmetric solutions. Using the 
géométrie properties of horizons, we showed how the first law of black hole 
mechanics is universal in gravitation théories, regardless of the details of the 
dynamics, the number of spacetime dimensions, the horizon topology or the 
spacetime asymptotic structure.

In the case of exact symmetries, our définitions were shown to agréé 
with Hamiltonian methods and with covariant phase space methods when 
applied, respectively, to Lagrangians of first order in time dérivatives and to 
diffeomorphic invariant Lagrangians. These comparisons between different 
formalisms complément what can be found in the literature. The systematic 
dérivation of expressions for conserved charges in Einstein gravity coupled to 
matter fields provided a very useful toolkit for the description of conservation 
laws in gravity.

As applications, we recovered the charges of Kerr-anti-de Sitter black 
holes in any dimensions and we studied the case of black rings with dipole 
charges. By deriving the thermodynamics of black holes in Gôdel back- 
grounds and black strings in pp-waves backgrounds, we showed that the 
analysis of classical charges associated with exact symmetries can be done 
independently on the asymptotic structure of spacetimes.

We also constructed a new class of 3d black hole and paxticle solutions 
to the Einstein-Maxwell theory with négative cosmological constant sup- 
plemented by a Chern-Simons coupling. These solutions were shown to 
arise from identifications on the non-trivial 3d factor of the Gôdel space-
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time. They reduce to the BTZ solutions for two particular choices of the 
Chern-Simons coupling.

In the second part of the thesis, asymptotically conserved charges were 
defined on the sphere at infinity by integrating surface charges one-forms 
associated with asymptotic reducibility parameters in a convenient phase 
space of fields. The resulting représentation theorem of the Lie algebra 
of asymptotic symmetries by a possibly centrally extended Lie algebra of 
charges reproduced similar theorems in Hamiltonian as well as in covariant 
phase space methods.

Some advantages of our formalism are worth mentioning. First, the 
technical tools used allow to treat gauge théories with higher dérivatives. 
Second, the Lagrangian formalism is suitable to obtain covariant expressions, 
e.g. in diffeomorphic théories. Finally, what makes most covariant phase 
space methods ambiguous, namely the dependence of the pre-symplectic 
form on boundary terms added to the Lagrangian, is avoided here by the 
choice of the invariant pre-symplectic form.

For phase spaces which are asymptotically linear, well-known expres
sions as ADM or Abbott-Deser charges can be recovered. Interestingly, the 
formalism applies for more general boundary conditions. In general, charge 
différences with respect to a given background become non-linear functionals 
of the field déviation with respect to the background.

Phase spaces and asymptotic reducibility parameters were found for 
three different asymptotic configurations in three-dimensional gravity by fol- 
lowing an unified algorithm. The previous resuit in asymptotically anti-de 
Sitter spacetimes was expanded to fiat and Gôdel asymptotics where cen
trally extended représentations of the asymptotic symmetry algebras were 
found. The following pattern of asymptotic charge algebra in 3d gravity now 
emerges:

adSs —+ Two copies of the Virasoro algebra,

Minks —> Centrally extended bm53 algebra,

Gôdels —> Centrally extended 0oî)e[3 algebra.

The first resuit, obtained 20 years ago, became 10 years later a sign for 
the AdS/CFT correspondence. One may wonder if the other results hint 
at similar correspondances, e.g. fiat 3d gravity and a field theory admitting 
bms3 as global symmetry group or gravity with Gôdel asymptotics and a 
(probably non-unitary) field theory admitting ©oc)el3 as a symmetry group. 
However, the serious considération of these ideas goes far beyond the scope 
of this thesis.
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Let us finally mention some directions for the future. A technical is
sue yet to be clarified is the rôle of the supplementary term Ec in the 
charges. This term does not appear in usual covariant phase space meth- 
ods, nor in Hamiltonian formalism where it is trivially zéro and it vanishes 
in ail examples treated in this thesis. Also, an improved algorithm to de- 
fine phase spaces and asymptotic reducibility parameters while avoiding the 
non-geometrical resolution of the reducibility équations to first order is still 
to be found. Asymptotically fiat spacetimes at null infinity in n ^ 4 di
mensions require additional considérations because non-conservation and 
non-integrability of the charge one-forms are generic in that case [246].

More generally, it would be of interest to compare our formalism with 
spinorial techniques which are crucial in the proof of positive energy theo- 
rems and in stability analyses. The link with quasi-local methods would also 
be interesting, especially for numerical applications. Topological charges, 
like magnetic charges or the NUT charge in gravity are not associated with 
reducibility parameters in the usual formulation of gauge théories. One can 
ask if there exists formulations in which these topological charges can be 
treated on an equal setting as charges related to gauge invariance.
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Appendix A

Eléments from the 
variational bicomplex

The variational bicomplex was first introduced in the mid 1970’s as a way 
of studying the inverse problem of the calculus of variations, see [10] for a 
comprehensive review. More details on the variational bicomplex can be 
found for instance in the textbooks [9,201,215,123].

1 Jet spaces and vector fields

Let M be the base spane with coordinates x^, fi = 0,...n — 1 which is 
locally isomorphic to R”. Local coordinates in an open set U of the space 
of fields are denoted as 0*. We assume to make it simple that ail fields are 
Grassmann even. They constitute the fiber bundle n : E ^ M where E is 
locally MxU. A section, or history of fields, is then a mapping frora M to E, 

—> (x^, (;/)®(x^)). In general, one may allow for a non-trivial fiber bundle. 
However, except when explicitly mentioned, we will not take in considération 
such global properties and we will only work in local coordinate patches.

The jet space at a point p € M of coordinates Xp is the équivalence 
class of sections at p where two sections are équivalent if they hâve the same 
partial dérivatives up to the order k at p. The jet fiber of order k, J^{E) is 
given locally by M x It has as coordinates

Here, the fc-th order dérivatives ^ ^ field </>®(x)
at p are not all independent because the dérivatives are symmetric under
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permutations of the dérivative indices fJ-i,... ,/ifc- One has ~
etc. The infinité jet bundle is defined from J^{E) by a limiting
procedure. A point in J°°{E) can be identified with an équivalence class 
of local sections around a point in M - équivalent local sections at p hâve 
the same Taylor coefficients to ail orders at p. As in the classification of 
conservation laws the differential order of the sought-after quantities is not 
known a priori, the appropriate space to formulate conservation laws is the 
infinité jet bundle.

Local fonctions f{x, [0]) G Loc{E) are smooth fonctions depending on 
the coordinates of the base space M, the fields and a finite number 
of the jet-coordinates denoted collectively as [<^].

As in [112,9], we define dérivatives that act on the basic
variables through

8] V .. 8^\® {‘'1 t'k) for m ^ k,

where the round parenthèses dénoté symmetrization with weight one,

= etc.

For instance, the définition gives explicitly

' d(j)\^ d(j)\^ 2 ’ d(p\-^2 3 ’ ® ‘

We note that the use of these operators automatically takes care of many 
combinatorial factors which arise in other conventions, such as those used 
in [201].

A generalized vector field on J°°{E) is given by

d
^ dxt^ +

k>0

where c^, b'^kn-iJ.k ^ Loc{E). Here Yl,k'^o means the sum over ail k, from 
A: = 0 to infinity, with the summand for A; = 0 is given by 6* djd^^, i.e., by 
définition A: = 0 means “no indices p,i". Furthermore, we are using Einstein’s 
sommation convention over repeated indices: for each k there is a sommation
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over ail tupels (/xi,...,/Xfc). Hence, for k — 2, the sum over /xi and ^2 
contains both the tupel (/ii,/X2) = (1,2) and the tupel (/xi,/X2) = (2,1). 
These conventions extend to ail other sums of similar type.

The total dérivative is the vector field denoted by which acts on local 
functions according to

d
+ E

k>0 d(f>i
(Al)

This vector field is defined such that for local functions f{x, [<?!>]) e Loc{E) 
and for sections (x^, (/>'(x)),

It also satisfies

[dt,,d^]^0, [—,d^] = 0,

d^
d(f)ij'i

The Euler-Lagrange dérivative of a local functional / is defined by

K
6(f>^ fc^O

.d,/xfc
d^/

It satisfies the remarkable property that ^ = 0 if and only iî f — for 
G Loc[E).
An infinitésimal transformation is defined by the transformations x^ ^ 

x'^ -I- ec^ and çi* —> </>* -|- e6® with cP‘{x) and 6*(x, [4>]) G Loc{E) with which 
one associâtes the vector field v — (°'^® consider

G Loc{E) but this generalization is not needed here). This vector field 
can be naturally prolonged onto pru G J'°°{E), see [50]. The resulting 
vector on the jet space J'°°{E) is then the sum of a total dérivative c^d^ 
and of the vector field

fc=0

with which is called the characteristic of the vector. The
Lie bracket of characteristics is defined by [Qi,Q2j* = ^QiQh ~ ^Q2Q\ 
satisfies [5q^,Ôq^\ = 5[Qi,Q2]-
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For notational convenience, let us introduce the set of multiindices that is 
the set of ail tupels (^i,..., /Xfc), including (for k — 0) the empty tupel. The 
one-element tuple is denoted by ^ without round parenthèses, while a generic 
tuple is denoted by (/x). The length, i.e., the number of individual indices, of 
a multiindex (/x) is denoted by |/x|. We use Einstein’s summation convention 
as well for repeated multiindices eis in [9]. For instance, the total dérivative, 
the variation with characteristic Q® and the Euler-Lagrange dérivative may 
be written compactly as

d

where

K
6(j)^

d^f

2 Horizontal complex

Let us consider the exterior algebra A{dx^) of differentials dx^ which we 
treat as anticommuting (Grassmann odd) variables, dx^dx’^ = —dx'^dx^. 
Local horizontal forms are éléments of Çl{E) = Loc{E) (g) A(dx^), i.e. forms 
whose coefficients are local functions. We define the action of the sym- 
metrized dérivative on as = Q.

If the space M is endowed with a metric (which can be contained in 
the set of fields), one can define the Hodge dual of an horizontal p-form
as-k ujP = 
and where

Ml ■■^^p{d^-Px) where indices are raised with the metric

1
p\{n-p)

Here, is the numerically invariant tensor with eoi...n-i = 1- We hâve
the relations

dx“ {(P P = {(P

As a conséquence, one has k-k ujP = (—where s is the signature 
of the metric and if and are p and q forms with q^p^n, they obey

/j(9) A*a(P) =
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The horizontal differential on horizontal forms is defined by

à-H = dx^d^. (A3)

For example, the dérivative of a n — p form 
is given by

One has also [5g, d//] = 0.
The fundamental theorem on the horizontal complex is the algebraic 

Poincaré lemma [239,226,238,8,247,237,70,243,128,124]

Theorem 20. The cohomology HP{dH,^{E)) is isomorphic to M in form 
degree 0, vanishes for form degrees 0 < p < n and for p = n is isomorphic 
to the équivalence classes of n-forms L d"x that dijfer by an (horizontal) 
dérivative, or stated differently the équivalence classes of local n-forms that 
admit the same Euler-Lagrange dérivatives.

A Cartan calculus can be defined on the algebra Q{E). The inner product 
by a vector c is given by ic — and the Lie differential is defined by

Ce = icd-H + dnic- (A4)

When acting on horizontal forms, any vector field v = + canbe

prolonged as prn = 0^8^ + <5g + = Ôq + Ce such that it satisfies
[prr),d/f] = 0. For example, a vector field acting on a n-form Ld"x can be 
written as

pxv {LdTx) — ôqLdfx + à.H{(d^L{dP'~^x)ij). (A5)

3 Lie-Euler operators and T form

Except for a different notation, we follow closely [9] in this section.
Multiple intégrations by parts can be donc using the following. If for a 

given collection of local functions, the equality

= (A6)

holds for ail local functions Q®, then

1^1 + 1^1 ^ p(MM) (A7)
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Conversely, if (A6) holds for a given collection then

pif^) _ ImI + w\ 
ImI

diu)R) (A8)

By définition, when ^ / , the higher order Euler-Lagrange deriva-

tives are given by the associated R^l^\

As as conséquence,

^QÎ = ^(m) Q

<5/ ^ MmI + kl ^
kl

i sf 1

d(f>]

S(f>]

(MM)

V/, e Loc{E)

(A9)

(AlO)

By définition, 5/50® is the usual Euler-Lagrange dérivative. The crucial 
property of these operators is that they “absorb total dérivatives”,

where, e.g..

IL. = + s^—)

(Ail)

(A12)

5.k

It may be also deduced that

5(a,/) _ 1 sp—L. .
kl + l ®^50®^) ImI + 1 " 50®

Sf (A13)
"p(m) ^ 1^1 ^

By considering the particular case where (A6), (A7) are used in terms 
of Q2 with

p(p)r^, SUI”
® ^ ôcj) ‘ ’ (A14)

we get 5q2 (Q{) i) ' Splitting the term without dériva
tives on the r.h.s from the others and defining

Tqi[Q2,
5u>'"

= 9, (A15)

kl +1 + kl 
kl +1 (m) Q2i-d)ip){ d^Q{ d Suj” 

ddx‘' Sp ) ■
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gives

+ ^hTq^[Q2,-^\ Ri = (-
fd^Q{ Suj”- 

d<t>\u)
).(A16)

Note also that the variation of the T form can be written as

h^TQ, [Q2, = Tq, [Ôq,Q2,^-^] + Tq, [Q2, SqJ-^] +

+ Ts^,qAQ2,^-^]-Yq,,q,[Q2,^-^], (A17)

where

YquQs[Q2,^-^] =
ImI + IpI +1 

ImI +1
d. (Q2(-^)(p)

d ôüj’' d^0{.\
ddx- <5-^

(A18)

4 Horizontal and vertical bicomplex

Let us dénoté by QP[J°°{E)) the ring of differential p-forms on J°°{E) and 
Çl{J°°{E)) the ring of ail differential forms on J°°{E). A differential form 
iü on J°°{E) is called a contact form if for every équivalence class of local 
sections of E, the pull-back of tJ on M is zéro. The set of contact forms on 
J°°{E) defines an idéal in Çl{J°°{E)) which is generated locally by the so- 
called vertical one forms which are
Grassmann odd. Remember that are not ail independent because its
dérivatives are symmetric under permutations of the indices. A local basis 
of the full exterior algebra Çl{J°°{E)) is thus given by the forms

dv0‘, dy</)^, dvç!>pi.,... (A19)

We can now distinguish the forms u G QP’^{J°°{E)) of type (p, s) as the 
forms that can be written as

^ A • • • A dx^'- A A • • • A dv</>Jt,)- (A20)

The forms of type (p, 0) constitute the horizontal forms described in sec
tion 2. Note for future purposes that the inner product of the form 
dual to with the vector c is given explicitly by

(A21)
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The exterior dérivative d : Q^{J°°{E)) {J°°(E)) can be decomposed
into horizontal and vertical difFerentials

d = d/f + dy. (A22)

The horizontal differential has been defined on horizontal forms in (A3). 
It is extended to the vertical generators in such a way that {d/f,dv} = 0. 
Acting on {p, s) forms, it is given explicitly by d/y = dx''dy with

d

The vertical differential is given by

dS
àv=

fc>o

(A23)

(A24)

It satisfies dv(dy</)|^p = 0 and (dy)^ = 0. The variational bicomplex for 
the fiber bundle tt : E —» M is the double complex (0*’*(J°°(E)),d//,d\^).

For any vector field v of E, there is a unique vector field pru G J'°°{E) 
called the prolongation of v such that v and pru agréé on fonctions on E 
and such that the contact idéal is preserved under the Lie dérivative with 
respect to pru. The prolonged vector field differs from the one defined 
before équation (A2) by vertical generators. Using the defining relation 
[pru,d//] = 0 = [prUjdv], any vector field v =

longed as pru = with = E — The vector
field under characteristic form Ôq is now given by

(A25)

in place of (A2) and satisfies [(iQ,d//] = 0 = [5g,dv/]. We hâve still 

[^Qi.^Q2l = ^[<3i,Q2]-
The inner product of a form u> G fî( J°°(E)) with respect to a vector field

fiS
<3® is defined as igu) = It satisfies

(m)

{zQ,dy} = Sq, [îQi,5q2] = *lQi,Q2l- (A26)
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Augmentée! variational bicomplex In the context of gauge théories, 
we also consider the augmented bicomplex whose basic variables axe the 
original set of fields and several copies /“, a = 1,2,3... of the gauge 
parameters. The whole set of fields is denoted as the
variational bicomplex is extended to this complété set, e.g. d* is defined in 
terms of

+ (A27)
fc=0

When dy is restricted to act on the fields and their dérivatives alone we 
dénoté it by ày which is given by (A24).

5 Horizontal homotopy operators

The horizontal homotopy operator [238,9]

/P . pp.s —> QP-i.s+i 
dv<p

is defined by

ImI +1
n - P + |/r| + 1

d^\
ddx'^ J

(A28)

(A29)

for a (p, s)-form, p, s ^ 0. Note that there is a summation over (p) 
by Einstein’s summation convention. The following resuit (see e.g. [9]) is 
the key for showing local exaetness of the horizontal part of the variational 
bicomplex:

0 <P < n : dv.u/>® = (A30)
X^n,s

P = n : dv^cu”’* = - dH(/d"v0‘^"’^)- (^31)

The last relation is sometimes called the “first variation formula”. Note that 
the homotopy (A29) enjoys the property

[dv,/^J = 0. (A32)

Similarly, one can define the homotopy Iq obtained by replacing dv4>'‘ 
in (A29) by Q®. It also obeys

0^p < n : (A33)
X. ,n,s

P = n : + d^(7§u;"-*). (A34)
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In the context of the extended jet-bundle of gauge théories, we will also 
use the following homotopy operators that only involve the gauge parame- 
ters: for local functions 5",

is defined by

Pg : QP’"

IM 4-1

(A35)

(A36)

For a form linear in /" and its dérivatives O^p < n, the following 
relation holds,

Pg+^dHOJ^/ + dniy/^ = (A37)

where is the form with /“ and their dérivatives replaced by 5“ and 
their dérivatives.

In the augmented variational bicomplex, one can consider the augmented 
homotopy operator + /jy/ where is given by (A29) and

^dvf (A36). It obeys - dnl^yy/^ = dya;P’* where d^ is the
augmented vertical generator (A27).

6 Commutation relations

Starting from Ôq^^Ôq^u)'^ — Ôq^Ôq-^lj'^ = <5[Qi,Q2]‘^” using (A34) both on 
the inner terms of the l.h.s and on the r.h.s gives

ÔÔ
Starting from dv((5Qtn”) = 6Q{dvuj'^) and using (AlO), we get

Ôijj^
^{tx){^Q{'^v<j>''j^i—))) which can be written as

(m)

^(m) ^(m)

Applying
5àv4>],

gives

l<k

l + \v\
(-S)(4(

Ju;" )A39)
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In particulax,

r '5 X 1 n _ ^ Su” \

When combined with (A16), we get

K = +d«îe.lQ2. 50

(A40)

(A41)

Similarly, applying to = d^^^{dv{Q^^^)),

gives

s<t>i
l<k

(A42)
Mi+i - fifc) '

Applying 5 J Su 5 2, ,j5a; s ,
■ to = TjridvÇ -rTTJy we also get5dv0(;^) 50J 503 ^ 50*

5 503” (_)|A1 Su”

^X)
(A43)

Starting from d//([<5gi,/§Jw") = 5[q,,q2]o;" - ~ Q2^Qi%: +50*

and using (A41) to compute the last two terms, we find

Su” (A44)di/(fe,/52K) =dH(/[”Q„Q,]U3") -d^TQ,[Q2,^].

Similarly, for p < n,hy evaluating d//([i5Qj, /g^Jo;^) one finds

dHi[ÔQ,,I^Q^]u;n = dH(/fg^,g,]0;^) + (/fg^^^g,J - [^Q„/^t^])(dHCO^). (A45) 

By the same type of arguments, one shows

d/f(<5Q,(/52<^")-(l-2)) =

= dH(/rQ„Q,]03” - - ÎQ,[Q2, - (1 - 2)), (A46)

d//(5Q,(/^,o;^')-(l-2)) =

= d^(^[Q3.Q2l‘"") + (^Kq21 - + SQj^QT)i^Hu;n. (A47)
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7 Presymplectic (n — 1,2) forms

Let us define the (n — l,2)-forms 

and the (n - 2,2)-form

JP _ 1 jn—l jn , ,n
2 ^àv<t>^à.v<t>^ >

where the horizontal homotopy is given in (A29) 
Using (A30), (A31) and (A32) we obtain

so that

(A48)

(A49)

(A50)

— ^5u}^l54> — + dnEi^jn, dv/Qt^n = 0. (A51)

Çltyjn is the presymplectic (n — 1,2) form usually used in the context of 
covariant phase space methods. Contrary to llu;") W^5a;"/(5</) involves only 
the Euler-Lagrange dérivatives of eu" and is thus indépendant of dn exact 
n-forms that are added to eu". For this reason, we call Wsi^n^S(t> the invariant 
presymplectic (n — 1,2) form.

For first order théories, the invariant presymplectic (n — 1,2) form coin- 
cides with the “symplectic” density eu considered in [179],

1 { d e^eu" \
= -dv4>^ A dye^'^ j • (^52)

The “second variational formula”, obtained by applying dv to (A31), can 
be combined with (A51) to give

dye^Mvg^ = dHÜ^n = -dnWs^n/s^,. (A53)

Our surface charges are related to which is dy-closed only up to a
dfi exact term.

^vWs^nlStf, = dudyE^n. (A54)

When eu" = d//eu" ^, we hâve

àv<t>
1/ ,^^“1 _i_ A rTi—2 1, , n—1

àvr (A55)
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Therefore, the quantity dyE^jn do not dépend on exact ternis added to a;" 
up to d//-exact terms,

= àvE^n + d//(-). (A56)

Using the définitions of the homotopy operator (A29), the higher order 
Euler-Lagrange dérivatives and the T form (A15), the invariant symplectic 
form (A48) smeared with two vectors fields, iQ^iQi , Q2]
is given by

(A57)
which is manifestly antisymmetric in its arguments. The following proposi
tion provides a crucial alternative formula for the invariant symplectic form;

Proposition 21.

5<j>
54>*

ImI + IpI +1 
ImI +1

5(j>

d.u{Q\(-d)[p){Q{

(A58)

d ÔLj'^

The equality of the two right-hand sides of the first and second line is a 
direct conséquence of définitions (A9), (A29) and (A15). The equality in 
the first line is proven in Appendix C.5.

For later purposes, let us also write

'^Q3^<5w"/50[<5l!Q2] = I5^[5q^Qi,Q2\ d- is^[Q\,5q^Q2\ +

+ Zs^^n|s,f,[Q\,Q2■,Qi\ (A59)

where

[Ql ) ^2) Qs]
_ ( ImI + \p\ +1

|/i| d- 1

(«'29(»)«3

?w(<3',(-9)w

d ,5iv"
9<l>U9^\M(p)u)9dx‘'W

))■ (A60)

Starting firom using (A34) on the outer terms
of the l.h.s, (A58) and (A41) gives

- 2Ws^r./s4,{Qi,Q2]

+ (A61)
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Adding to (A38) gives in paxticular

is^[Qi,Q2\ - - + (A62)



Appendix B

Eléments from Lagrangian 
gauge field théories

1 The Lagrangian

In field théories, the action is a local functional 

I[L,(f)\x)]= f oTxL(x, [(/)])
J M

whose équations of motion are used to define the dynamics of the theory. 
The Lagrangian L(x, [(^]) is required to dépend only on a finite number Nd 
of dérivatives of (/>L In the jet space the surface defined by the
équations

ImI = 0,...,

is called the stationary surface. Local fonctions pulled back onto the sta- 
tionary surface will be called “on-shell” and an equality only valid on the 
stationary surface will be called “weakly vanishing”. Under appropriate 
regulaxity conditions on the Euler-Lagrange équations of motion [159,51], 
which we always assume to be fulfilled, we hâve / « 5 if and only if the local 
fonctions / and g differ by terms involving local fonctions that are linear 

and homogeneous in ^ and their dérivatives.

2 Symmetries

A symmetry of the action is a vector field that leaves the Lagrangian in
variant up to a total dérivative, pru (Ld"x) = dH(j^(d"~^x)^). As a conse-
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quence of (A5), any symmetry of the action is équivalent to a symmetry in 
characteristic form. As a conséquence of (A40), any symmetry pru of the 
action is a symmetry of the équations of motion, pru(^) « 0. However, a 
symmetry of the équations of motion is not necessarily a symmetry of the 
action.

A Noether identity is an identity among the functions d{n)^ defining 
the stationary surface,

with ç. Loc{E). The Noether operators are defined by
and satisfy = 0. The Noether identities that vanish on-shell, e.g.

TV' = called trivial.

For Z = a differential operator, one defines the adjoint oper-
ator by ]. The adjoint operator can be decomposed in
components as Z~^ = One has = Z.

Gauge théories are Lagrangian théories admitting non-trivial Noether 
identities. Gauge transformations are linear mappings from the space of 
local functions Loc{E) to the vector space of symmetries of the action.

For / G Loc{E), we dénoté by

5/0' = iî'/ = Kin

a generating set of gauge symmetries of L. Here, the operators are 
defined as local functions /“. Gauge
transformations of the form

5M0‘ = M+'[g],

with M+'[^] = are called trivial gauge trans

formations.
The generating property means that every symmetry 5^0' = A' that 

dépends linearly and homogeneously on an arbitrary gauge parameter g is 
given by a combination of the gauge transformations and trivial trans
formations,

Noether’s second theorem proves that
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Theorem 22. There is a bijection between the gauge transformations and 
the Noether identities. The Noether operator iV® corresponds to the gauge 
transformation of characteristic N^''{f) for f G Loc{E) and, conversely, the 
gauge transformation of characteristic are associated with the Noether 
operator .

This theorem can be used to integrate by parts the expression as

+ (Bl)

where ) = 0 are the Noether identities and 5/ = f°‘){d^~^x)n

is the Noether current vanishing on-shell.
Let us finally define reducibility parameters or symmetry parameters as 

sets of local fonctions /“ G Loc{E) that satisfy

^LM(r)«o, V0®^) G

A trivial reducibility or symmetry parameter /“ is a set of weakly vanishing 
local fonctions /“ « 0. The équivalence class of reducibility parameters 
module trivial ones is called the set of non-trivial reducibility parameters.

3 Linearized theory

For ^®(x) a solution of the Euler-Lagrange équations of motion, one can 
expand the Lagrangian around <^® = ^®(x) -f- e<^® as (see [52] for details)

. r
L[(j)\x) + e(^®] = L[ç!)®(x)] -I- -|- O(e^),

where the first term is a constant that can be dropped classically, the second 
term is a total divergence according to (A31) because $^{x) is a solution and 
the term in is the relevant term with

d^(f)

The équations of motion of the linearized theory around (/>®(x) axe given by 
= 0- The fondamental relation (Bl) can also be expanded in powers 

of e and is given to lowest non-trivial order by

^Lfree
=

gLfree
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where the chaxacteristic R\ and the possibly field dépendent parameter /" 
hâve been evaluated at 0®(x). This relation expresses the gauge invariance 
of under the transformation Assuming that the theory
is linearizable, cfr [48], these gauge transformations provides a generating 
set of gauge transformations for the Lagrangian d"x.

The reducibility équations for the linearized theory are given by

with g°‘{x, [y?]) and where ~ means here “up to terms vanishing when the 
linearized équations of motion are satisfied”. In particular, if the reference 
solution 0* admits solutions /"[^] to = 0, g" = /“[^] are re
ducibility parameters of the linearized theory.



Appendix C

Technical proofs

1 Proof of Proposition 4

For compactness, let us define a generalized gauge transformation through

In the variational bicomplex, the operator ôj is defined by

^Ja{n)

with 5r^ given in (A25). It satisfies [6j,d//] = 0 = [<5j,dy].
According to the same reasoning that led to (1.3), combined with (1.6) 

and the définitions (1.8)-(1.11) of Noether ciurrents for gauge symmetries, 
we get

=0. (Cl)

Applying the contracting homotopy (A36) with respect to the gauge param- 
eters /" now gives

ôlSf, = [Rj,, + AhNj,j„ (C2)

where

- «/>,/. - Th,. IJÎ/..5I). (C3)
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By applying 1 = {If^, d//} to ôj^kf^ and using dnkf^ = -dySf+I^^^idnSf), 
we get

sjfy, = /;-! ( - 5j;dv5/, + 5l {I2^4dHSf,))) + d^(-). (C4)

Using the property (A30) of the homotopy operators, the expression inside 
the parenthesis of r.h.s of (C4) becomes

- ôldySf, + ôlilS^^dnSf,)) = [ôl,ISv<t>]{<iHSf,) + dHl2;l{SlSf,).
(C5)

Prom équation (C2), we get

ôlkf, = + dvNf,J,+

+ + W [%. lÿ]) + dH(-)- (C6)

Using (1.15), (A17), and (A59), the direct computation of 
gives

[ôl,l2y4>](^HSf,) = Wsc/5ARf„dvRf,]+TR^^[dvRn,^^]

If

'^/i,/2[dy0] = //T' 1 Wsc/sA^^vRf, :Rh] + Tr,^ [dvRf^, f ]

SC
yRf^,Rf^[dv<l>, J^] + Zic/ôA^y^’^f2’^fi] ~ |^[dv0)-R/2]fl

SC:
+ dvA^/1,/2 + Idyl{Mfl,f2 + [Rf21-^])

we finally hâve

SRf^kf2[dv(f)] = -k[f^j2][dv(l>] + 'Rfij2[^v<t>] + d/f(-)-

, (C8)

(C9)

Now 'Rfi,f2i^v(l>] = 0 if (i) (j)^ is a solution to the Euler-Lagrange équations 
of motion, (ii) iî/2|<^« = 0 and, (iii) dy^ is tangent to the space of solutions 
at 0®. This proves Proposition 4. □
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2 Proof of Proposition 7

Let us dénoté the set of fields collectively hy (j>^ = In order to
construct the surface charges, we first hâve to compute the current Sf defined 
according to (1.7)-(1.8) as

ÔZ^
,Dr

+ (^ + {/“, hE]alt + CUî\ - n“(/)) (-7a)J dJ^x. (CIO) 

Note that for any function g not involving time dérivatives of z^, one has

)ASq

(Cil)

with V^{Q^,g) = In other words, V^{Q^,g) coincides with
U)i

the components of the (n —2)-form Iq~^ {g(P~^x) as defined in (A29), (A34) 
with (/)* replaced by z^ and n replaced by n — 1, i.e., for spatial forms with 
no time dérivatives on z^. One has

K(n
SCH
ô(f)^

[SHe+ dk{V^[z^ - + jthaJ^))\rX{C12)

where the total dérivative is defined by ^ current
(»)

jb“(7a,/*') is determined in terms of the Hamiltonian structure operators 
through the formula

dkjtila,h = 7aH“(/)-/'’V+“(7a)

-7Æ(r,A'') + rC+^(7c,A*’).

The weakly vanishing Noether currents 5^ are thus given by

5/ = -7a/“,

oK _ -O/i—rai I ^ka(^.
Sf - VbI^ ^

(C13)

(C14)

(C15)

Note that fcl°*^[dy^, </>], which is the relevant part of the surface one-
A ^Aform fcy at constant time, only involves the canonical variables dvz'^,z
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and the gauge parameters /“, but not the Lagrange multipliers A“ nor their 
variations, dvA“. This is so because 5° does not involve A“ while the ternis in 
S J with time dérivatives involve only time dérivatives of and no Lagrange 
multipliers:

k^j''\dv(f>',(f>] = z]. (C16)

More precisely, using (A29)-(C14)-(C15), the Oi components of the (n — 2)- 
form (1-12) can be written as

k^?'\dvz-,z] = !^! ]ydçk)[<ivz^^^ -laP]
\k\ ^^(1)0

(C17)

Equation (A13) then allows one to show that L7a/“!
^^tk)0

1 shan SO

that the terms nicely combine to give

kf[dvz-,z] = -VX[dvz^,^an. (C18)

Taking into account (Cil), we thus hâve proved the theorem. □

3 Proof of Proposition 12

Let us prove the relation (3.48). Using the décomposition (3.46), the left- 
hand side of équation (3.48) can written explicitly as

^^k^EH^SÇ- ^^klsg^EH =

(C19)

We hâve to relate this expression to the variation of the surface gravity k. 
This is merely an exercise of differential geometry.

Since the variation is chosen to commute with the total dérivative, the 
coordinates are left unchanged ôx^ = 0 and the horizon S{x) = 0 stay at the 
same location in x^. The covariant vector normal to the horizon = fd^S, 
where / is a K-dependent normalization fonction, satisfies

(C20)

where ô^fj, = Prom the variation of (3.3) and of the second nor
malization condition (3.8), one obtains

<5e% = 0, 5n%^51n/, (C21)
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which shows that 6^^ has no component along and 6n^ has a component 
along which equals —51n/^.

Let us develop the variation of k starting from the définition (3.30). One 
has

+ + (C23)

= + i,5n'')

+ (C24)

where ail expressions are implicitly pulled-back on the horizon. The first 
term in (C24) is recognized as after using (3.11), (C20) and
(3.33). According to (C20)-(C21), the second term can be written as

(C25)

for some dr]'^ tangent to 7i. This term vanishes thanks to (3.33). The third 
term can be written as

(C26)

Now, the Lie dérivative of along ^ can be expressed as

(C27)

by using the Killing équation (3.28) and its variation (3.39). The fourth 
term can then be written as

-\n'^C^Ô^u - (C28)

Adding ail the terms, the variation of the surface gravity becomes

= - ^un^) + \se'''+ Ç.n^),

= - ùn,) + \ôe-’A^.u. (C29)

'Note also the following property that is useful in order to prove the first law in the 
way of [173]. Using (3.32) and (C20), we hâve

|(5Ç,x.i- - = i^{S\nfq^ + ôq^) - ^^{5\nfq^ + Sq^). (C22)

It implies in particular that the expression has no tangential-tangential component,

<5Ç|(x;H4*"4"" = 0> '^VjV orthogonal to H.
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The last line is a conséquence of (3.11). Contracting (3.39) with we also 
hâve

se-f. = (C30)

Finally, the last term in (C29) reduces to where |a dénotés the co-
vaxiant dérivative with respect to the n — 2 metric 7^1/ and is
the pull-back of on 7i. Indeed, one has

(C31)

+ T,,uai^''6e), (C32)

2
(C33)

where dénotés the covariant dérivative with respect to the n — 2 metric 
The first line uses (3.28)-(C21) and 7^1/^“^ = 0 = . The last line

uses the décomposition (3.11) and ôt^^ria = 0 = We hâve finally the
resuit

- e.n^) + \wn\^.
(C34)

Expression (C19) therefore equals to

^ — j> i^I'sg^EH = ~ ^ (C35)

and the resuit (3.48) follows because Ôk is constant on the horizon. □ 
Remark that in classical dérivations [45,90], it is assumed that the Killing 

vectors dt and d^, hâve the same components before and after the variation,

ô{dtr = s(d^ar = 0.

One then has = ôü.°‘{dg,a)>^ and the variation of K (C29) reduces to the 
well-known expression

4 Proof of Proposition 13

Contracting the vertical one-forms of (A54) with the tangent vectors Rf^
and Rf^ to one gets after applying the homotopy If^ and integrating on
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500,t

/ Ifa{^RfjRsa^vW^ci6(j>[^v(l>-,àv4>]) =^-, (C36)

as a conséquence of (5.4). Using (A26) and (1.6), we get on solutions

^ ^fa {^Rlfy^5C/&<l>[^V(l>,Rîa]W ~ ^Rfa^5Cj5<j\<^v4>, Rfb\W

+àvW^c/5<i>[^}a^Rh]\<l>^ ~^5Cl5<j\^v<P,R[îaJb\\\<l>^ =0. (C37)

Now, the integrability conditions (5.2) imply

/ = / dyA:;^[iî/J. (C38)
J ° J S°°’^

Owing to (1.17), one gets

^ Ifa^Rf^^SC/sA^V(l>, Rfa] = ^ ^/adyl^5£/<50[-R/6) -R/al- (C39)

Note that because (1.16), one bas for solutions (f>^ and one-forms dycp tangent 
to !F^,

IfMfWsc/64^V4>,Rfb]\r=IfMfWsc/5A^^^^^ (C40)

Using the note (C40) one can plug (C39) two times into (C37) for dy(f) 
tangent to jF® to get

/ 4/^ W^5£/50[dy<?!>, %„,/(,]] U* = / 4/^dy^(5£/50[-R/6>-R/all<^®- (C41)
./5oo,( 7S°°'‘

Using (1.16), we then get the resuit (5.9) and the proposition is demon- 
strated. □.

5 Proof of Proposition 21

Let R[Qi,Q2] be the r.h.s of (A58). Proposition 21 amounts to showing

R[Qi,Q2] = -R[Q2,Qi]- (C42)

Splitting the dérivatives (fi) in those acting on Q\, denoted by (a), and in 
those acting on the remaining expression, denoted by {fi') and regrouping
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the indices ((mO(p)) = we get,

r[Qi,Q2]=Y1 E
|al ^0 |ct| ^Iju'I ^0

kl + kl + 1 \ / 1/i'l + kl \

k'I + kl + iA kl ^

"((<T)(a)«.) /-$)■

We now evaluate Yl\a\^\^.'\'^o ^ E|(rl S|^'|=o

E kl + kl ^ \ / k^l k

Im'I=o

for ail kl) kl) so that

k'I + kl +1 a
) (-)l'^'l = 1, (C44)

R[Qi,Q2] = di^a)Q\{-9){(7){02
d (5u)"

^dél, w -1 -, ddx‘' )■

Expanding the a dérivatives,

R[Qi,Q2] = d^^^Q\d^p^QiC^

(C45)

(C46)

where

cffO) = (- kl + kl 1 / ox
kl )

6 d

^^\am{p)u

Antisymmetry (C42) amounts to prove that

5(j)i ddx'

^(«)(P) _ _M0)(oi) 
^ij ^ji

(C47)

(C48)

From équation (A43), we get

c:M(0)
y ^ ^ V kl y

<5 d

<'(aX0)Mt, Ôcj)^ ddx'' 

Using the définition of higher order Lie operators (A9) we get

w" (C49)

ri°‘){0) (_)H+k'l+ip| f kl + kl \

kl + kl + W\ + A ^ ^ : j"/P'în'l
loi+iPi+iPi+i
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Evaluating E|a'| ^|p| E|a'| equality

k'I

|p|=0

ipi + m
m

|a| + \0\ + |(t'| + 1 \ / W\ + |a
l«l + l/?l + IpI +1 y V l«l

we finally obtain

d

, (C51)

-o;”.(C52)
d(fp, w„w n S(t>^ ddx'

Comparing with (C47), we hâve (C48) as it should. □
An explicitly antisymmetric expression for can also be found

along the following Unes. Using the définition of the Euler-Lagrange dériva
tives, it is straightforward to show that for any local function /,

|a|
6f

^ = E(-r+'“'(
m —n '

|r| -t- |a| — m 
lai — m

d^f

(C53)
Using then (C53) where one replace (a) by {a){(3) and taking into account 
ail combinatorial factors, one obtains that

Lemma 23. For ail local functions f, one has

^ /xm-Hal 'vn-H,3| kl + |û;| - "I + l/3| -
A* Ârhj ^ ^ \ loi - m

m=0

|r| + \I3\ -n

\P\ - n

(-d)ir)

n=0

|a| -t- |/3|
Ikl

-1 m + n 
m

d^f
(C54)

^(ai...am)(^l-^n) ^^(am+\-Ot\a\){0n+l--l3\0\){T)

where the indices are totally symmetrized, (a) = ((ai ... am){oim+i ■ ■ ■ <^la|)) 
and (/?) = ((/3i .../3^)(/3^+i .../3|^|)).

Splitting further the indices (a) in Lemma 23 into (a)z/ and posing 
n* = |r| + \f3\ — n and m* = |a| — m, we obtain

Sf f'm*+n*\f n*\f \a\ + \/3\'^ ^
= E E(-r

m=0 n=0 

m -f n -f 1

m m

m + n 
m

y{r)
d^f m* -f n* -I- 1 d^f

|a| +\P\ + 1 I«l + 1^1 + 1 9<tP(m-){n-)u,
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We can now develop (C47) by using the last expression with (a) replaced 
by (a)(/3) and (/3) replaced by (p). The resulting expression involves the 
following summation in r, m, n and p (with now m* — |a| + |/3| — m and 
n* = |r| + IpI - n)

IpI |o|+I/3|

EEEE() («5)
hl >0 IpI ^0r»=0 m=0 

which can be rewritten as

|a|+l/31 n*

EEEE() («6)
n^On‘^^0 m=0 k=Q

by expressing r in terms of n* and posing k = \p\ — n. Using then

\k (|q:| + |/3|)!(fc + n)! / \ + l/?l ^
{k + n + \a\ + \^\ + l)\{ k 1/31 J

^ (|/3| +n)!(|g| + n*)! / |g| + |/3| \
(|q| + |/3| + n + n* + 1)! \ |a| y’

we obtain

(C57)

c:(a)(/3)
l«l+l^l ( '.lal+m (|/3| + rz)!(|g| + n*)! /

hoi^o (|g| + |/3| + n + n* + l)! V

d^f

m + n 
n

m* +n* 
n*

i-9)(n)(n*)yin + m+l) 

-{n* + m* + 1)

____________

d^f
(C58)

Exchanging the rôle of n and n* and of m and m* in the second term in the 
parenthesis, we finally obtain an expression explicitly antisymmetric under 
the exchange of i y, (g) <-> (^).

6 Explicit computation of the bms„ algebra

Introducing the notation = U{u,0^), = R{u,9^), = Y^{u,6^), the
rr-component of équation (6.21) reduces to

-2{7ÔrX“ + ^rO(x“) = o(Prr). (C59)
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The équation requires Since dro{r^) = o(r ^), we hâve Prr = r
The ur-component of équation (6.21) then gives

-duU + o(r°) - drX’’R + ^ro(x’’) = o{pur)- (C60)

This leads to = r, R + duU = 0 and Pur = The uu-component of 
équation (6.21) reduces to

-2rduR + o{r) = o(p„u). (C61)

It imposes duR = 0 and gives puu = r. Prom the rA component,

- 8aU + o{r^) + drx'^Y^^SA + r‘^dro(x^) = o{prA), (C62)

we get x^ = and prA = f- The uA-component of équation (6.21) is

r^duY^+ r^o{r^) + rdAR + o{r^) — o{pua), (C63)

implying d^Y^ = 0, and puA = Finally, the AA and AB with A ^ B 
components of équation (6.21) are given by

2r^RsA + 2r‘^d(^A)y‘''^^s^A) + r‘^Y'^9cSA + o{r‘^) = o{paa), (C64)

+o(r^) = o{pab)- (C65)

One finds the following conditions

d^Y^^ = 0, R + OaY^^') y'^Y^ cot = 0, (C66)
C<A

dBY^^h^A) + dAY^^h(B) = 0, (C67)

with P AA = — Pab- The constraints imposed by (6.21) on U, R and Y^
are summarized by

R = -diY\, duU = diY\ a„a„f/ = 0, 5„y^ = o, (ces)

d^Y^ = d(A)Y^ + Y.b<a cot e^Y^, VA, (C69)

dAY^S(B) + dBY^s^A) = ^, A^B, A,B = l,...,n-2. (070)

The last two équations allow one to identify Y^{6^) with the conformai 

Killing vectors of the sphere in n — 2 dimensions with metric Q^ab^^ ~ 
^ABS(A)-
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